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ISSUE 

This report is submitted pursuant to Section 306 of Public Law 102-567, which called 
upon the Secretary of Commerce to conduct a study in the eastern Gulf of Mexico on the 
effects of feeding non-captive (wild) dolphins by human beings. Due to budgetary 
constraints and concerns over the scientific prudence of conducting a designed field study 
which would involve irreversible harm to wild dolphins, this report relies on the extensive 
documentation and evidence collected by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) 
since 1989 in our efforts to establish a policy addressing these activities that is consistent 
with the agency's obligations under the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA). 

Included with this document are scientific reviews submitted by marine mammal 
experts outside of NMFS; comments from various interests with relevant experience and 
knowledge of the subject; and evidence and affidavits collected during the two years of 
litigation prompted by NMFS regulations to include "feeding" in the definition of "take" 
under the MMPA. 

As specified by Public Law 102-567, this report is being submitted to the Committee 
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries of the House of Representatives and the Committee on 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate. 
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SUMMARY 

Since the phenomenon of "feed-the-dolphinsn cruises emerged in early 1988, the 
Marine: Mammal Commission (MMC) and independent marine mammal and animal 
behavioral scientists have expressed serious concern over the potentially harmful and 
documented impacts this activity can have on wild populations of marine mammals. In 
October 1993, The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld NMFS prohibition against feeding 
wild marine mammals, overturning a ruling by the Southern District Court of Texas 
prohibiting NMFS from enforcing the prohibition against feeding of dolphins. Increasing 
reports of dolphins exhibiting altered behaviors in areas where feeding has occurred 
corroborates many of the concerns originally expressed by the MMC and concerned 
scientists. 

In 1989, in response to receiving the first permit application to feed wild dolphins, 
and due to heightened public and scientific concern over the growing number of feeding 
cruises, NMFS initiated an analysis of the scope of these activities and solicited six experts 
outside the agency to conduct a scientific review of the effects of feeding wild populations of 
marine mammals, on the behavior and health of wild pinnipeds and cetacwns. All of the 
contributing scientists concluded that feeding wild populations of dolphins alters their natural 
behavior in ways that are harmful to individual marine mammals and marine mammal stocks. 

In 1989, eleven "feed the dolphins" commercial cruise operations were known to be 
operating in Corpus Christi, Texas, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, and Panama City 
and Key West, Florida. By 1992, as many as 20 commercial cruises and 50 charter 
operations were active in the Southeast region alone. Since the Fifth Circuit decision in 
October 1993, NMFS understands that these commercial feeding operations intend to revert 
back to their original observational cruise format. However, where feeding activities have 
occurred, dolphins are now habituated to accepting food from humans and continue to beg 
from private vessels and charter boats for handouts. The predicted problems resulting from 
humans feeding wildlife have emerged in these areas. NMFS has received numerous reports 
of incidents including passengers and swimmers being bitten, small fishing boats being 
surrounded by aggressive dolphins, dolphins being fed beer, pretzels and even hooks baited 
with fish. 

For example, dolphins in Corpus Christi, Texas, that once confined their activity to 
bow-riding in the outer-harbor area, now frequent the heavily trafficked inner-harbor and 
marina, routinely approach boats seeking handouts, and have displayed aberrant alterations in 
the behavior of mother-calf pairs that feed from handouts (May, 1994). In Ft. Walton Beach 
and Panama City, Florida, dolphins are now foraging around fishing piers in greater numbers 
and have been "baited and hooked" by fishermen (CMC, 1993). In Sarasota, Florida, human 
injuries from aggressive dolphins seeking handouts has reached such a level of intensity that 
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in March, 1994, the Sarasota County Natural Resources and Recreational Advisory Board 
held a meeting to discuss solutions (Wells, 1994). 

In addition, recent reports indicate that feeding of dolphins has expanded in some 
instances to now include swimming with the dolphins, in which paying patrons are given 
bags of fish to take into the water with them (Sugarman, 1994). NMFS believes the 
uncontrollable nature of these interactions further escalates the risk to both dolphins and 
humans. 

The concern over these increasing problems with conditioned dolphins was noted in 
1989 by the South Carolina Wildlife & Marine Resources Department (Floyd, 1989): 

"This situation of hand feeding dolphins in our area is a serious problem which I hope 
will be addressed by the Committee of the National Marine Fisheries in Washington, 
D.C. Feeding wild animals or fish in this area, including deer, raccoons and 
alligators, has proved to do nothing but create serious problems for both the wildlife 
and the people in this area. " 

Historically, wildlife management agencies in the United States have included 
prohibitions against feeding wildlife as a primary tool for fulfilling their legal obligations to 
manage: and protect the species under their jurisdiction. The problems and dangers 
associated with feeding wildlife are well known. For example, problems with humans 
feeding bears and elk in Yellowstone National Park resulted in serious corlsequences to 
humans, wildlife and property, and are textbook training for park rangers and wildlife 
managers (Gunther, 1992). To NMFS knowledge, no field studies have ever been required 
of the National Park Service or the Fish and Wildlife Service prior to issuing such 
prohibitions. Rather, the adoption of anti-feeding policies and regulations occurred as 
rationall responses to problems resulting from wildlife being conditioned to human sources of 
food, be they direct handouts or improperly contained sources of food such as open 
dumpsters or garbage cans (Herrero, 1985). 

Similar to the logic employed by NMFS, the National Park Service prohibited feeding 
of bears and elk to protect humans and property and to to prevent circumstances from 
occurring that are potentially harmful to the animals. A bear habituated to human sources of 
food loses its wariness of humans and becomes more aggressive. Typically, a bear that 
becomes a threat or causes injury and cannot be broken of its conditioning, either by 
relocation of the animal or control of the food source, is destroyed. Until the 1970's, when 
Yellowstone developed and implemented a bear management program, an average of 48 
bear-caused injuries and 138 counts of property damage occurred each year due to roadside 
feeding and negligent campers, resulting in an average of 3 grizzlies and 24 black bears 
being destroyed each year (Gunther, 1992). In addition, habituation and conditioning are 
behaviors which can be passed on to juvenile offspring. Grizzly cubs, for example, raised 
by a habituated female are often conditioned to human sources of food and face the same fate 
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as their mothers should they become aggressive toward humans (Meagher, 1989). Elk, 
conditioned to seeking human sources of food, enter roads and residential areas placing them 
at risk from vehicles, gun shots and other sources of harm. Although these problems occur 
in developed areas where wildlife is abundant, feeding by humans further exacerbates the 
problem and is, therefore, prohibited (Hardin et al., 1984). Permitting the feeding of wild 
marine mammals encourages similar circumstances to develop as the animals become more 
aggressive, increasing their vulnerability to vessel injuries, vandalism or retaliatory behavior 
by humans. 

Many accounts of wildlife becoming conditioned to human sources of food and 
altering their natural foraging behavior have been documented. For instance, at a hotel in 
Kenya, an elephant feeding station was constructed as a tourist attraction on the site of the 
hotel. Although the feeding station was terminated following serious property damage and 
human injury, the elephants had already become conditioned to seeking easy sources of food. 
It was discovered that the elephants had begun feeding at the local dump when wildlife 
managers began finding plastic garbage bags and other human debris in elephant fecal 
material around the park (Moss, 1988). The marine mammal stranding records contain 
numerous accounts of mortality caused by ingestion of debris. Animals conditioned to seek 
food from humans may become vulnerable to eating inappropriate materials as their habits 
and foraging skills become altered. Similar instances of tourists being allowed to feed vervet 
monkeys and baboons in Kenya resulted in the destruction of these animals as threatening 
and unsanitary pests (Lee et al., 1986). 

It has been suggested that known effects of feeding terrestrial mammals are irrelevant 
for marine animals like dolphins. However, animal behaviorists recognize that dolphins 
share many behavioral patterns with similarly large-brained, socially-complex, terrestrial 
mammiils like elephants and primates. Because of these behavioral similarities, scientists and 
wildlife managers agree that observed problems resulting from feeding wild terrestrial 
mammals are entirely relevant for their marine counterparts @ers.comm. Samuels, 1994). 

The only known example of regulated marine mammal feeding occurs at Monkey 
Mia, i n  Shark Bay, Australia. Some pro-feeding advocates have pointed to Monkey Mia as 
proof that feeding can be controlled in a manner not harmful to the dolphins. However, 
Monke:y Mia is an isolated beach resort in which 4 mature female bottlenose dolphins and 
their offspring are habitually fed. Feeding is controlled by managers who give limited 
quantities of fish to paying patrons who enter the water at the shoreline to feed dolphins 
which have entered the area. The quality and quantity of fish are monitored with regard to 
proper storage, handling and level of caloric intake as a portion of the dolphins' estimated 
daily diiet (Gales, 1989). 

Recently, however, problems with the Monkey Mia dolphins outside the resort area 
have been brought to the attention of the Australian government. Although the resort area 
itself and the behavior of its patrons are controlled, the behavior of the dolphins outside of 
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the area cannot be controlled. Recent observations by marine mammal scientists at Monkey 
Mia has revealed problems similar to those being seen in areas of the United States where 
feeding has been occurring, including dolphins that regularly approach and surround any 
vessel in the area, aggressive behavior in seeking handouts, and frequent huinan injury. 
More importantly, a lack of learned foraging skills has been observed in at least one juvenile 
offspring who appears to be completely dependent on handouts, leading to concerns over 
future survivability (Samuels, 1994). 

It has been argued that feeding from humans is no different than dolphins feeding 
from the discarded bycatch of commercial fishing or shrimping vessels, which has occurred 
for decades. Bycatch slicks differ, however, in that they are randomly opportunistic sources 
of food which are left to drift behind an exiting vessel and are not dependent on, or 
associated with, direct human (handout) contact. Bycatch is a major marine conservation 
concern for which solutions are being sought at the national and international levels, and 
interactions with opportunistic marine mammals is a component of the larger bycatch 
problem. Stranding data establishes that fishing gear entanglement is a major cause of death 
in dolphins off the coasts of Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. In Sarasota, 
Florida, at least three percent of the resident dolphins bear the scars from vessel strikes 
(Wells, 1991), and in Hilton Head Island, S.C., a dolphin observed feeding from a cruise 
vessel was later seen with fresh propeller wounds (Petricig, 1991). 

Another argument that is put forward by dolphin feeding advocates is that it affords 
an educational opportunity to observe the behavior of these creatures in their natural 
environment. Unfortunately, since feeding activities emerged, the observed behavior of 
animals habituated to approaching vessels and humans for fish resemble the behaviors 
characteristic of captive dolphins interacting with their trainers, not wild dolphins. In 
observing a dolphin feeding operation in Corpus Christi, Texas, Dr. Susan Shane, a marine 
mammalogist, noted that the dolphins' behavior "differed significantly from that of 
undisturbed feeding dolphins" and dolphins that feed around shrimp boats. The dolphins 
attracted to the cruise boats compete for access to fish, suspend themselves vertically in the 
water, and bob up and down as captive dolphins do in oceanarium petting pools. "[This] 
behavior more closely resembled captive dolphin behavior than natural dolphin behavior" 
(Shane., 1991). Thus, the educational value of such activities is questionable at best. 

Observations of modified behavior in dolphins along the Gulf and southern mid- 
Atlantic: coasts demonstrate that entire populations of dolphins are being impacted by feeding 
activities, not just individual animals or small pods (pers. comm. Brown, 1994). There are 
accounts of dolphins that have become identified as well known "moochers" by residents in 
some areas, such as Grinder and Grinda in Sarasota, Florida, well noted for their aggressive 
behavior. However, since 1988, growing numbers of dolphins in various coastal populations 
have become habituated to human handouts. As noted by Dr. Randall Wdlls, a marine 
mammal biologist based at Mote Marine Laboratory in Sarasota, Florida, "[This] cultural 
transmi~ssion of behavior between dolphins has been reported under other circumstances, and 
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it is of concern [because] of the dangers it poses to increasing numbers of dolphins and the 
boating public" (Wells, 1991). In recent comments submitted to NMFS, Douglas Reed, a 
recreational fisherman in Ft. Walton Beach, Florida noted, "I can't emphasize strongly 
enough the change in the behavior of the dolphin population in our area since the dolphin 
feeding began. We have taken a wild mammal and turned it into a beggar" (Reed, 1994). 
A similar account by a researcher in South Carolina notes that when his research on wild 
populations of dolphin began, no dolphins would approach his boat. By 1990, he couldn't 
avoid them, as they seemed to be cued by the slowing speed of his engine (Petricig, 1991). 

One of the more curious accounts of possible behavioral transmission between 
dolphins has been occurring near Hilton Head, South Carolina. A recent NMFS enforcement 
memorandum on feeding problems in the southeast makes mention of a small group of 
dolphins that are well known and frequently fed by numerous vessels. NMFS enforcement 
agents suspect the "head dolphin" is one of the former captive dolphins released in 1987 off 
the coast of Georgia. It appears that under the tutelage of the released dolphin, this group 
routinelly approaches small boats and "actn for handouts (NMFS FlEN4, April, 1994). In 
1989, a South Carolina Conservation Officer documented an encounter with a dolphin off 
Hilton Head in which the animal approached his boat, thrusted approximately a third of its 
body out of the water, and began vigorously shaking its head "similar to what Flipper would 
do on the television show." The Officer goes on to mention that the dolphin attempted to 
propel its body over the side of the vessel nearly capsizing the boat (Floyd, 1989). 

The comments and documentation submitted to NMFS by various scientists and 
organizations since 1989 fall into four fundamental categories of problems observed to result 
from habitual feeding of wildlife by humans: 

1) Substantially altering natural behavior, including foraging for food and migration. 
Juvenile animals may be especially at risk from alterations in the social structuring 
{and survival skills which are learned within a pod; 

2) The loss of wariness of humans. This not only places the animals at increased risk 
of injury or death from interaction with vessels, but also from intentional harm by 
individuals who may regard them as pests or a threat. Fishermen and others have 
been known to shoot dolphins either for sport or protection of their gear or catch; 

3) Inappropriate or contaminated food. Regardless of any regulation to control the 
quality and quantity of food offered by commercial feeding enterprises, habituated 
animals, as noted above, are opportunistic and cannot discriminate between 
professional or amateur offers of food, and vandals may offer food containing foreign 
]objects or poisons; and 

4) Increased injuries to humans. Habituated animals predictably become more 
aggressive as they lose their wariness of humans and compete for handouts. Not only 
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are people who feed them at risk from injury, but swimmers and other water sport 
participants may be at increased risk from aggressive dolphins in search of a handout. 
This in turn places the animal at risk of retaliatory behavior from humans. 

In addition to the behavioral and physical impacts resulting from intentional feeding, 
there are public health aspects and ramifications associated with feeding that are only now 
under consideration and study within the scientific community. The transmission of disease 
between species is well established from pinnipeds to humans and domestic livestock, with 
potential transmission to other terrestrial wildlife (pers.comm. Driscoll, 1994). Scientists 
are now only at the beginning of understanding disease relationships between cetaceans and 
other species (pers. comm. Driscoll, 1994). 

There is concern over the increased frequency of unusual mortality events along the 
Gulf coastline in recent years. Presently, another unusual mortality is occurring in Texas 
with indications that morbillivirus may be involved. Morbillivirus, more commonly referred 
to as distemper in various species, was responsible for die-offs of seals in Europe and the 
Northeastern United States, and has been suspected as a cause of the 1987 die-off of Atlantic 
bottlenose dolphins off the Mid-Atlantic coast and the 1990-1992 die-off of striped dolphins 
in the Mediterranean. Because so little is understood about these diseases affecting dolphins 
and the manner in which they are transmitted, human interaction with wild populations of 
dolphins through the handling of food is unwise and imprudent at best. For example, an 
outbreak of duck virus (avian cholera) recently spread throughout the duck populations of the 
Finger Lakes. The cause was determined to be the artificial provision of feed by humans 
during the winter months (pers.comm. Malecki, 1994). 

Lastly, one additional concern is that feeding wild marine mammals could increase the 
seasonal or short-term carrying capacity for those species favored by feeding operations --
thus increasing their populations by, for example, attracting non-local dolphins to feeding 
areas and thereby overburden local habitats. The artificial population growth may not be 
naturally sustainable by the ecosystem -- placing increased stress on the system as a whole. 
Because marine mammal feeding enterprises tend to operate in areas with dense boat traffic, 
an increase in the marine mammal population will likely result in increased incidental 
interactions between marine mammals and vessels as well. Similar problems in the 
management of migratory water fowl have prompted feeding and feeder prohibitions in areas 
along migratory flyways (Heusmann, 1988). People have provided bird feed in such 
abundance that local populations have grown larger and are delaying migration. This has 
placed increased stress on terrestrial plant life which in turn has affected aquatic life 
(pers.comm. Young, 1994). 
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1) 	 Habituation and conditioning substantially alters normal behavior by creating 
dependency, negatively modifying foraging strategies, social behavior, migratory 
patterns, and encouraging animals to approach vessels and humans. 

There is extensive documentation of the harmful effects of supplemental feeding by 
humans on wild animals such as bears, elephants, and monkeys. A number of studies show 
that wild animals that receive supplemental feeding from humans change their normal 
behavior in a number of ways, including altered daily activity profiles, altered dietary intake 
to include inappropriate or dangerous items, reduced home range size, increased aggression, 
abandoning group living for solitary existence, reduced fear of humans, and increased 
proximity to human activities (Samuels, 1994). 

Adverse effects on normal behavioral patterns have been documented for bottlenose 
dolphiris off South Carolina, Florida, Texas, and Australia acclimated to human feeding 
activities. They are distracted from their normal activities; repeated accounts show these 
dolphins to be actively attracted to small boats, approaching closely, and directing their 
attention to the people in the boats. In areas where there are many boats, the potential exists 
for these animals to spend a significant amount of their time "beggingn rather than engaging 
in normal feeding or social behaviors which are observed in wild dolphins. 

One of the primary arguments by feeding advocates is that because commercial 
feeding operations and feeding of dolphins by individual boats'occurs primarily during the 
summer months rather than year-round, any adverse effects of the activities would affect the 
animals only during a small part of the year. Supporting arguments have been that the 
animals are migratory and not exposed to human feeding activities during non-summer 
months,. However, these arguments are not supported by available evidence. 

Throughout the coastal waters of the Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico, bottlenose 
dolphins' primary calving season is in the spring and early summer (Hohn, 1980). The 
greatest energetic and other demands on females with calves are shortly after giving birth and 
in the lfollowing months when the calf is completely dependent on the mother for nutrition, 
social development, and protection from predators -- a major source of mortality for 
otherwise healthy neonates (Wells & Scott, in press). In captivity, bottlenose dolphin 
females dramatically increase their food intake shortly before parturition and during the first 
few months of lactation. To meet the energetic requirements of nursing, a female in the wild 
must iricrease greatly the time spent foraging. On the surface the opportunity to obtain food 
easily from humans may seem one solution to fulfill the additional need. However, given the 
numbeirs of dolphins and amount of fish involved, the lack of knowledge on the amount of 
fish each dolphin receives, the likelihood that dolphins will be fed food not fit for dolphins, 
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and the amount of time the dolphins are distracted by boats once the dolphins make the 
association between boats and food, nursing females are not likely to receive sufficient 
caloric intake of appropriate nutritive value. Any nutritive effects on the calves or mothers 
would not be apparent for many months and, hence, possibly not seen by the advocates of 
dolphin feeding since the commercial feeding operates only in the spring and summer. 

Bottlenose dolphins live in a complicated social environment with respect to the other 
dolphirls in their area (Wells & Scott, in press). Like elephants, primates, and other long- 
lived, large-brained, socially-complex mammals, dolphins exhibit a lengthy period of infant 
dependency in which learning is a key component. During the 4 or so years that calves 
remain with their mothers, calves learn many social and survival skills. For example, young 
calves learn from their mothers how to interact within the social system, and calves even 
learn their signature whistle from their mothers (Sayigh et al., 1990). Hunting for fish is a 
skill that calves learn from their mothers, and at Monkey Mia, accepting fish handouts from 
humans is a habit that calves also learn from their mothers (pers. comm. Samuels, 1994). It 
is not known whether young dolphins who have learned to "make a living" by accepting fish 
handouts and begging from humans can also learn to be hunters expert enough to feed 
themselves. The evidence from Monkey Mia suggests that human-fed dolphin calves may 
not learn the skills necessary for their survival. 

It is also not true that all dolphins in the areas where feeding occuns engage in long- 
distance migrations that remove them from the area, which might allow them a natural diet 
during non-summer months. Year-round residency of bottlenose dolphins occurs in many 
areas throughout the coastal Gulf of Mexico and southern mid-Atlantic coast (Wells & Scott, 
in press), and these animals, therefore, remain susceptible throughout the year, especially 
since diolphin feeding from pleasure boats has been reported year-round. 

EXAMPLES: 

* The dolphins in Monkey Mia, Australia, have shown increasing signs of 
dependency on handouts and aggressive behavior toward humans. "Finnick's 
incessant begging behavior as a youngster may be life-threatening if he does not learn 
to hunt for himself. Recent communications with colleagues in Monkey Mia suggest 
that he may not be learning essential foraging skills: Finnick is currently described as 
never leaving the beach area and as becoming very thin." (Samuels, 1994) ** 

* In Corpus Christi, Texas, dolphins which have habituated to handouts since 1988 
have shown changes in social behavior between mother-calf pairs. The feeding 
behavior between mother-calf pairs in this pod contrasts sharply with that of pods 
observed in the wild not fed by humans. In pods not fed by humans, mothers teach 

** Prior to publication of this report, NMFS was informed that "Finnick" had become severely depressed, wasted 
away, and finally disappeared. He has rarely missed "a day at the beach since birth". (Samuels, 1994) 
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their calves how to locate and forage for food. The mother-calf pairs observed in 
Corpus Christi are increasingly observed to compete against one another for handouts 
from vessels. "This goes against all known activities for this species." (May, 1994) 

* Dolphins which have been fed by humans in the wild display feeding behaviors 
similar to those in captivity. Captive dolphins must be trained to prefer and accept 
handouts. Captive dolphins living in lagoons express modified behavior over time by 
eventually ignoring the vast quantity of "live" food readily available to them in their 
lagoons, preferring instead to wait for the fish provided to them by trainers (Tarule, 
1994). 

* Dolphins observed feeding from cruise or private vessels display increasing levels 
of antagonism toward one another during feeding. This is more typical of captive 
dolphins in a group-feeding context than of foraging by wild dolphins (Gaskin, 1982). 
Similarly, staff at the Center for Marine Conservation observed that, for dolphins in 
the vicinity of feeding cruises (Florida and South Carolina) the priority is to acquire 
fish from vessels. ". . .the arrival of [a] cruise marked the cessation of either solitary 
or group foraging, or normal social interactions. [Dolphins] waited open-mouthed for 
fish to be tossed ...becoming increasingly aggressive toward one another as they 
competed for access to the feeding vessel." (CMC, 1994) 

2) 	 Loss of wariness increases the vulnerability of dolphins to injuries and death 
from vessels and vandal behavior. 

Animals spend substantial portions of their lives foraging for food, and finding food is 
a difficult, neverending search. Where humans have made food available, intentionally or 
not, animals respond. Setting traps with bait is an age-old means of catching animals for 
consumption, furs, or to remove nuisance individuals. Garbage cans in National Parks and 
other public natural areas have a history of attracting a variety of animals, including bears, 
raccoons, deer and mice. Garbage dumps in northeastern Canada have become regular 
feeding areas for polar bears, causing situations where both bears and people are at risk. 
The animals do not judge whether what they are eating is appropriate or safe, and learn 
quickly to associate human beings or human structures as convenient sources of food. When 
this occxrs, the animals are driven more by their instincts to find food than by their instincts 
to be wary of humans. Such an instinct is a fundamental principle of ecology -- that most 
animals prefer "prey" that provides the greatest caloric reward for the least caloric 
expenditure. Thus, bears rummage through garbage dumps and campsites rather than forage 
for berries or salmon, and pinnipeds opt to forage at fish ladders or hatchery pens rather than 
forage in open waters. The ultimate outcome is conflict between humans and wild animals 
that often is detrimental or deadly to one or both. 
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The recent record of feeding of wild dolphins is replete with reports of dolphins 
losing their wariness towards humans, often with disregard to their own welfare and the 
adverse consequences. 

EXAMPLES: 

* Dr. Forrest Townsend, a veterinarian in Fort Walton Beach, Florida, reports a 
young dolphin which became a regular "moocher" at the Panama City Beach Fishing 
Pier. The animal eventually became entangled in a "double handful" of monofilament 
line, hooks, wires, and lead sinkers wrapped around his body and down his throat. 
He subsequently died of pneumonia. (Townsend, 1993) 

* NMFS enforcement agents report problems at several public fishing piers in Florida 
associated with feeding dolphins. At two piers in the Panhandle, the problems 
escalated into dolphins being hooked by rod-and-reel fishing tackle. The dolphins 
there have become so accustomed to getting handouts, they soon started taking baited 
hooks meant for fishing. Soon, fishermen on the pier began trying to hook and 
"land" a dolphin, for the brief, "but furious fight that ensued". (Enforcement 
established surveillance at these piers which resulted in the arrest of two juveniles) . 
(NMFS, FlEN4 April 1994) 

* Doug Reed of Ft. Walton Beach, Florida, describes a pod of dolphins, including 
three calves, that approached the Okaloosa pier. One of the calves immediately took a 
baited hook. By the end of the day all three calves had been hooked numerous times. 
Fishermen eventually break the line, leaving the hook embedded in the dolphin's jaw. 
As most hooks are made of rust resistant metal, these hooks are likely to remain in 
the dolphin's mouth for a long time. (Reed, 1993) 

* The Texas Stranding Network reported two dolphins found in October 1993 
swimming in the channel. One had the dorsal fin neatly sliced off, the other's left 
fluke was sliced 314 of the way off. Although there is no proof that these two 
animals were habituated to approaching vessels, the wounds are not characteristic of 
propeller strikes but instead appear to have been intentionally inflicted -- which would 
require extremely close association of dolphins and humans (pers. comm. May, 
1994). 

* Manatees are often found injured or dead after approaching vessels for food and 
being struck. They are increasingly becoming habituated to handouts in areas with 
heavy boat traffic. This is particularly devastating for the slow moving manatee. 
(Frohlich, 1993) 

* Columnist Allan Horton described an encounter with "Grinder and Grinda", two 
previously mentioned dolphins that are well known for seeking handouts. Although 
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the author acknowledges that feeding is illegal, he explains "few are the boaters who 
can resist throwing - or in some cases handing - the dolphins baitfish or other tidbits." 
Particularly alarming is his description of the dolphins' reaction to loud music being 
amplified through the hull of their boat, with the dolphins swimming so close they 
would rub their tail flukes against the rudder (Horton, 1994) -- indicating a complete 
lack of natural wariness to boats and related human activities and presenting great risk 
of injury to the dolphins from spinning propellers. 

3) Inappropriate or Contaminated Food. 

As evidenced by the documentation collected by NMFS over the years, some of the 
most dangerous threats to marine mammal health posed by human feeding involve the types 
and quality of food being offered. Commercial cruise operations have been filmed and 
documented storing their dolphin food in buckets of water (CMC, 1993). This method of 
holding food breeds dangerous bacteria which can be lethal to marine mammals. Some 
feeding operations obtain baitfish from the bycatch of fishing or shrimp vessels. Although 
the freshness of food in bycatch slicks is generally not a concern, often these vessels will 
hold their bycatch for sometime before throwing it overboard (May, 1994). Fish is 
extremely perishable and, in the warmer climates of the Gulf and mid-southern Atlantic, 
spoils rapidly. Spoiled bycatch fish is more likely to appear "unappetizing" to a wild dolphin 
who rt:lies more on its foraging skills to select its prey. However, dolphins which have 
become habituated to feeding from humans have, in essence, become trained to accept 
"rewardsw and, as such, are less discriminating of what is offered to them, regardless of its 
quality (pers.comm. Driscoll, 1994). 

This propensity to be easily trained makes dolphins vulnerable to the frequent 
vandalism documented since feeding enterprises began. While regulatory controls could be 
placed on commercial feeding operations to ensure the quality of food offered to dolphins by 
those operators, there is no way to ensure that the dolphins will seek food only from such 
regulated entities. 

EXAMPLES: 

* In a letter to the editor of a Florida newspaper, veterinarian Dr. Forrest Townsend, 
documents the excruciating death of a bottlenose dolphin in Choctohawtchee Bay, FL, 
which resulted from a bacteria called Erysipelas. The cause of death was determined 
to be acute meningitis (swelling of the brain). Erysipelas is a bacteria that becomes a 
problem when fish are allowed to spoil. Dr. Townsend links the death of that 
dolphin, and three others that died in the same area over a short period, with the 
recent dolphin feeding activities that had proliferated in the area. (Townsend, 1993) 
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NOTE: Prior to the veterinary profession becoming aware of the importance of 
feeding only fresh fish (fresh enough for human consumption) and proper means of 
refrigerating, thawing and holding fish, dolphins in oceanaria succumbed to this 
bacterium regularly. 

* Similar to the incidents reported by zoo officials (people attempting to feed animals 
items including keys, coins and fried chicken), captains and mates on feeding cruises 
have reported observing private boaters feeding wild dolphins liquor, beer, pretzels, 
and, in one instance, attempting to throw firecrackers down the throat of a dolphin. 
(CMC, 1994) 

* A researcher in South Carolina has reported observing commercial and private 
vessels feeding various items to dolphins, "including fish of various species, squid, 
shrimp, bologna, bread, soda crackers, candy bars, hard candy, a golf ball, a tennis 
ball, and other undetermined items." On one occasion, he saw a dolphin fed squid 
and bread. Later he observed the dolphin arching its back in a peculiar manner. 
Upon investigation, he observed what appeared to be regurgitated material from the 
dolphin floating in the water. (Petricig, 1991) 

* John Floyd, a Conservation Officer with the South Carolina Wildlife &+Marine 
Resources Department submitted a copy of a memorandum to NMFS in 1989 in 
which he reported observing many "...private and charter boats feading [dolphins] any 
number of items, including fish, pretzels and beer.. .I have also beein given two 
reports that individuals have fed dolphins fish and then baited a hook with the same 
type of fish and, in fact, hooked the dolphin and tried to land them." (Floyd, 1989) 

4) Increased injuries to humans. 

Wild animals can become aggressive in their quest for food. Wild bottlenose dolphins 
are large (about 2.5m or larger) (Read et al., 1993), powerful animals. They are aggressive 
with each other and dolphins that have been acclimated to accepting food from humans have 
proven in many instances that they can be aggressive toward people. 

* " A wild dolphin feeding operation in Nokomis, FL, that I cited in my affidavit 
(1991) has continued, spread to other dolphins, and has resulted in several instances 
in which people have required medical treatment for dolphin bites. On March 28, 
1994, I was called before the Sarasota County Natural Resources and Recreational 
Advisory Board for the purpose of discussing possible solutions to what has become 
recognized widely as a serious problem." (Wells, 1994) 
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* A Regional Coordinator with the Texas Stranding Network related that in the last 
few years many people have reported being harassed by dolphins in Corpus Christi 
Bay. One elderly gentleman and his grandson were fishing when a large dolphin 
approached their boat and reared its body out of the water and heaved its body up 
over the side of the boat. (May, 1994) 

* Increasing incidents of people being bitten and attacked by dolphins anticipating 
handouts have been reported. The most dramatic involved a woman in Sarasota who 
had been feeding a dolphin bait while boating with her family. After she and her 8 
year-old entered the water to cool off, she and her son were attacked, resulting in her 
receiving 20 stitches in the leg and a week's stay in the hospital with a cholera 
infection. (Angilella, 1993) 
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CONCLUSION 


In vacating the lower court's ruling, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals found that the 
Department of Commerce had substantial evidence to show that feeding wild dolphins 
disturbled their normal behavior and could make them less able to search for food on their 
own. 'The Fifth Circuit said that it is clearly reasonable for the agency to restrict or prohibit 
feeding dolphins as a potential hazard to them. As such, the Fifth Circuit finding supported 
NMFS original scientific deliberation of this issue and clearly validated NMFS' exercise of 
its auth~ority under the MMPA to prohibit activities inconsistent with the mandates of that act. 

Although not all interactions between humans and wild animals are negative, feeding 
wild animals is proximately and ultimately harmful. These activities are unanimously 
opposed by the scientific community. In view of the overwhelming evidence that feeding 
alters the natural behavior of wild dolphins and increases the potential of injury and death 
through vandalism, increased interactions with vessels, and inappropriate or contaminated 
food, NMFS finds the feeding of wild dolphins to be inconsistent with the mandates and 
goals of the Marine Mammal Protection Act. 

Further, NMFS believes that a study to evaluate the impacts of feeding marine 
mamm,als in the wild is neither scientifically nor fiscally justifiable. Conducting a study, in 
view of the overwhelming evidence that feeding wild marine mammals is harmful, would set 
a dangerous precedent that would undermine the process of adopting a scientific opinion, 
contradict the judiciary's role in arbitrating environmental law, and weaken the credibility of 
wildlife management regulations in general. 

One of the fundamental underpinnings of the MMPA is to reduce lethal incidental 
interactions between (commercial fishing) vessels and marine mammals to levels approaching 
zero mortality. In addition, opportunistic marine mammals habituated to readily available 
sources of food from fish ladders and hatcheries have prompted amendments directing NMFS 
to coordinate the development of a solution for "nuisance pinnipeds". Any activity which 
encowages marine mammals to identify vessels as potential sources of food will likely 
increase the rate of harmful interactions. The MMPA is designed to keep marine mammal 
mortality to a minimum and maintain marine mammal populations as functioning components 
of the ecosystem. Human feeding is inconsistent and disruptive of these goals. 

The legal requirements involved with conducting a federally funded study would 
require: scientific evaluation under the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). This 
process involves producing either an Environmental Assessment or an Environmental Impact 
Statement. Such analysis would rely on the existing body of evidence which demonstrates 
that feeding wildlife is harmful. As a result, such a study would have to be conducted under 
a finding of significant harm to the subject animals. 
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Lastly, it is uncertain whether such a study can be designed or conducted to produce 
results within scientifically acceptable standards of statistical validity. Such robustness would 
necessitate generational observations between comparable numbers of individuals within a 
"feeding" and a "wild" pod. With the uncertainties of mortality, such a study could require 
at least 8 to 10 years (pers. comm. Hohn, 1994). 

In view of the above difficulties and likely federal expenses involved, it is very 
questioinable whether a "study" can produce results any more "scientifically valid" than 
present observations of this activity currently allow. An analogous example would be to test 
whetheir leaving open food containers around campsites alters the behavior of bears in 
Yellowstone. We know for a fact from observations and common sense experience that is 
does aliter their behavior in a manner harmful to both humans and bears. 

In the best interest of dolphins forced to live in an environment surrounded by the 
human trappings of pollution, boats, harbors, etc., we should not intentionally further alter 
the behavior of these animals. It is in their best interest to maintain a healthy distance from 
humans; and learn natural behavior despite our presence. Humans should recognize this fact 
and respect the wild nature of these animals by maintaining their distance and not habituating 
them to unnatural sources of food. The flourishing number of observational cruises where 
feeding is not involved demonstrates the fact that observing dolphins as wild creatures is a 
viable, lower risk, alternative. 
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CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS 


Early 1988 - NMFS was contacted by the Marine Mammal Commission (MMC) regarding 
the emergence of organized cruises being conducted to allow paying patrons to feed wild 
dolphin~s. During the summer of 1988 several "feed the dolphin" cruise operators in South 
Carolinla and advised that their activities could be considered harassment under the Marine 
Mamm(a1 Protection Act (MMPA) . 

Fall 1988 - Participants at the Whale Watching Workshop in Monterey, California, 
recommended that NMFS issue regulations that would include prohibiting activities that 
involved feeding wild cetaceans. 

January, 1989 - NMFS received the first application (Atkinson) for a permit to conduct feed- 
the-dolphin cruises in Corpus Christi for purposes of public display. Applicant suspended 
feeding activities pending outcome of permit review. 

April 1989 - Southeast Regional Office (SERO) of NMFS solicited the opihions of six 
recognized marine mammal experts outside of NMFS to evaluate the possible effects of 
feeding wild populations of marine mammals, including effect. on the behavior and health of 
wild pimnipeds and cetaceans. The report, completed in October, 1989, concluded that 
habitually feeding wild marine mammals alters their natural behavior and may increase their 
risk of injury or death. 

December 1989 - Marine Mammal Commission recommended denial of the Atkinson permit 
application, concluding that "...wild dolphin feeding programs, even those conducted with 
the utmost care and best of intentions, could adversely affect the dolphins.. .and is contrary to 
provisions of the MMPA." 

June 1990 - NMFS publishes a notice of denial on the Atkinson application in the Federal 
Register. According to recent reports, this applicant never resumed feeding activities but 
continues to operate observational cruises. 

August 1990 - NMFS publishes a "policy statement" in the Federal Register announcing that 
it would no longer accept or review public display permit applications seeking authorization 
to feed marine mammals in the wild, and a proposed rule amending the definition of the term 
"take" ,to include feeding. 

March 1991 - NMFS publishes Final Rule in the Federal Register amending the definition of 
the term "take" to include feeding or attempting to feed marine mammals in the wild. 
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April 1991 - The day the new regulations were to take effect, another tour boat operator in 
Corpus Christi, Texas, who had been conducting feeding cruises since 1988, filed a suit in 
the U S .  District Court for the Southern District of Texas (Strong vs United States) seeking 
to inva~lidate the regulations or compel issuance of a permit. The Court issued a temporary 
restraining order enjoining NMFS, enforcing the feeding ban as it pertained to dolphins. 

October 1992 - Southern District Court of Texas granted summary judgment in plaintiffs' 
favor, prohibiting the enforcement of the marine mammal feeding prohibition as it pertained 
to dolphins. 

October 1993 - The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals vacated the lower court's ruling finding 
that th~e Department of Commerce had substantial evidence to show that feeding wild 
dolphiins disturbed their normal behavior and could make them less able to search for food on 
their own. 

October 1993 - NMFS published a proposed rule in the Federal Register to revise the 
regulations for public display and scientific research permits. The rule includes a proposed 
definition of "public displayw which would exclude activities other than those at facilities 
holding captive marine mammals. 

October 1993 - Eighth permit application received from Erv and Sonja Strong. Presently 
seeking to feed wild dolphins under a public display permit only. Public comment period 
closed April 18, 1994. 

April 30,1994 - Final amendments to the MMPA signed into law. NMFS will review the 
amendments to determine appropriate action on all pending applications including the 
Strongs' and issue appropriate permit regulations. 
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ATTACHMENT # 1 

October 16, 1989 


ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF FEEDING 

WILD POPULATIONS OF MARINE MAMMALS 


This report analyzes the possible effecrts of feeding wild 

populations of marine mammals. It includes possible effects to 

the behavior and health of wild pinnipeds and cetaceans. 


Background 


Since early 1988 the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has 

been (aware that organized cruises were being conducted to allow 

paying patrons to feed wild dolphins. During the summer of 1988 

several "feed the dolphinft cruise operators in South Carolina 

were advised that their activities could be considered hgrassment 

under the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA), and that these 

operators should discontinue the practice of feeding wild 

dolphins. During the Whale Watching Workshop, held in Monterey, 

~alifornia in November 1988, the participants recommended that 

NMFS issue regulations that would include prohibiting activities 

that involved feeding wild cetaceans. 


In response to the continuation and growth of this commercial 
activity and heightened public concern the Southeast Regional 
Office (SERO) of NMFS, in April 1989, solicited the opinions of 
recognized marine mammal experts for their opinions on the 
subject. SERO also requested an opinion from NOAA General 
~ouncil (GC) on August 16, 1989 regarding the legality of "feed 
the dolphintt activities under the MMPA. The responses of the , 

marine mammal scientists are included in this report. The GC has 
concluded that if scientific consensus considers this type of 
activity to alter or disrupt normal dolphin behavior it can be 
considered tfharassmentlf provisions of the MMPA. under the 


Extent. of Present Activity 


At this time there are Itfeed the dolphinu cruises known to be 

conducked from Corpus Christi, Texas, Hilton Head Island, South 

Carolina, and Panama City and Key West, Florida (See attached 

copies of brochures from several cruise operations). One cruise 

vessel in Jekyll Island, Georgia may-also be conducting dolphin 

feeding during its trips. Pinniped feeding is known to occur in 

~alifornia and Oregon. 




Corpus Christi, Texas: 

Erv Strong runs a charter on the vessel "Bubble Drifter" that 

carries up to 6 passengers at $10.00 a head. He runs 2 to 4 

trips a day and allows the passengers to hand feed bottlenose 

dolphins. The exact type of fish and amount he feeds to the 

dolphins is unknown. However, it is known that he obtains it 

from ltocal shrimp vessels. He has been conducting these cruises 

since September, 1988. 


James Atkinson runs dolphin watching cruises 3 to 4 times a day 

on the vessel ItHurricane Allenw. His vessel accommodates 6 

passengers. Mr. Atkinson has applied fsr a public display permit 

from MMFS and is not offering "feed the dolphinw opportunities to 

his patrons pending the outcome of the application. 


Hilton Head Island, South Carolina: 

Two 80 foot ultra-yachts, tqVagabondw and ttHolidayw, each offer 2 

to 3 trips a day, 6 days a week. Both have a 140 person capacity 

and charge $10.00 for adults and $5.00 for children. The "Gypsy" 

is a 65 foot vessel with a capacity of approximately 70 

passengers. During the summer months there are 3 trips per day, 

7 days a week. In the spring and fall there is 1 trip per day, 4 

to 5 ciays a week. All cruises are $7.50 for adults and $4.00 for 

children. In addition to these larger vessels there are'2 

smaller boats offering dolphin feeding. The qtHerolt 
and ItHomeboytq 

each carry 6 passengers and make 2 trips per day, 6 days a week 

during the summer months. The source, type, and amount of food 

fed to the dolphins in this area is not known. 


It has been reported that operators and passengers of the 

numerous rental boats, pleasure craft, and fishing charter boats 

also feed dolphins in Calibogue Sound and in the Atlantic off 

Hilton Head Island. The amount of feeding by these vessels may 

very well exceed that of the Itfeed the dolphintt cruises. 


Florida: 

Four ltarge Itfeed the dolphinw cruise vessels operate out of 
Panama City, Florida. The "Glass Bottom Boatqt is a 65 foot 
vessel run by Carl Anderson. It carries up to 150 passengers and 
runs 1 to 4 trips per day, 5 to 7 days a week depending upon the 
season. Cruise prices are $6.00 for adults and $3.00 for 
children. Each passenger receives about a half pound of mainly 
Spanish sardines or thread herrings, believed to be obtained 
locallly, to feed to the dolphins. Charles (Max) Anderson 
operates the 65 foot "Capt. Anderson 111" that has a capacity of 
216 passengers. Cruises are offered 2 to 3 times a day, 3 to 7 
days a week depending on the season. Costs are $5.00 for adults 
and $3.00 for children. During the cruises the crew feeds the 
dolphins 25 to 50 pounds of Spanish sardines. The source of this 
food is believed to be local fish houses. Another 65 foot 

vessell, with a capacity of 150 passengers, is the "Ashley 

Gormantf. It is run by Bill Gorman and has been operating since 




June 1.989. Trips run 2 times per day, 7 days a week and cost 
$7.50 for adults and $5.50 for children. Each passenger is 
supplied with 5-6 bait fish to feed to the dolphins. Bait is 
usua1l.y cigar minnows or thread herring that is believed to be 
obtained locally. The 65 foot glIsland Stargg, which can carry 150 
passengers, conducts 2 to 3 trips per day, 6 to 7 day a week. 
Cruises cost $7.50 for adults and $5.50 for children. The crew 
feeds a total of about 5 pounds of Spanish sardines to the 
dolphins each trip. Again, the sardines are believed to be from 
local sources. 

Also operating out of Panama City are dlve boats from Holiday 

Scuba and Divers Den. Holiday Scuba is preparing to become 

operaLiona1 in "feed the dolphing1 outings. Divers Den does not 

offer scheduled feeding cruises but will charter special "feed 

the dolphinu trips. 


In Key West the ItMiss Key WestIg, operated by Bill Groscup, runs 

dolphin watching cruises that also involve occasional feedings of 

thread herring or squid. Private charters can also be arranged 

for half-day trips out to the shrimping fleet for the purpose of 

feeding dolphins. The half-day charters run $250.00. 


Jekyll Island, Georgia: 

Richard Malone captains the I1Trade Windsw on,dolphin watches once 

a day,, three days a week. His vessel carries 46 passengers and 

he charges $11.00 for adults and $9.00 for children. The cruises 

last about two hours. In July of 1988 he was informed by NMFS 

Special Agent Robert Spraitz that the practice of dolphin feeding 

on his cruises was a violation of the MMPA. There is no 

infonnation available on Captain Malone1s operation in 1989. 

Dolphin watches have been discontinued for the season and it is 

unknown if he intends to conduct feeding cruises in 1990. 


Pinniped Feeding: 

The ki~own extent of pinniped feeding is rather limited. In 

Newpo:rt, Oregon tourists purchase bait fish to throw to pinnipeds 

that congregate in the water near the piers. As far as can be 

determined, the bait is not sold specifically as "seal food". 

However, in Monterey, California vendors at the piers 

specifically sell "seal foodl1 for harbor seals and other 

pinnilpeds in the bay. In addition to this type of feeding, SCUBA 

divers in Monterey Bay make their way into the kelp beds to feed 

pinnipeds and sea otters. These activities are carried out 

most1:y by tourists. Many of the locals consider aggressive, food 

seeking seals and sea lions to be pests. 


Expert opinion 


To our knowledge, no research on the effects of feeding wild 

marine mammals has been conducted. In the absence of specific 




data we must rely on the opinion of expert biologists in the 

field of marine mammalogy. The Southeast Region contacted six 

marine! mammalogists outside of NMFS for their opinions on "feed 

the enterprises. The six scientists were: Dr. John 

Reynol.ds,111, Chair of the Natural Science collegium at Eckerd 

Colleg[e in St. Petersburg, Florida and a member of the Committee 

of Scientific Advisors to the Marine Mammal Commission; Dr. 

Randall Wells, marine mammalogist, Joseph M. Long Marine 

Laboratory, Santa Cruz, California; S. C. Jones, marine mammal 

researcher, Delmar College, Corpus Christi, Texas; Geoffrey 

Patton, Senior Biologist, Mote Marine Laboratory, Sarasota, 

Floridla; Dr. Susan Shane, marine mammalogist and author, Santa 

Cruz, California; and Dr. Daniel Odell, Scientific Coordinator of 

the Southeast Region's Marine Mammal Stranding Network and 

Research Biologist at Sea World, Orlando, Florida. Copies of 

their responses are attached to this report. While all six 

experts expressed a number of misgivings about the practice of 

feeding wild marine mammals there were several recurrent 

concer:ns. 1) All of the scientists feared that habitual feeding 

cruisr!s have or would substantially alter the dolphinst natural 

behavior. Some believed that the repeated feedings may impair 

the dolphins natural ability to hunt or cause them to be overly 

dependent on handouts. Several were concerned that dolphins 

habituated to food from vessels may loose their natural wariness 

and be susceptible to harm from humans or vessels. 2) Another 

major concern was the quality or appropriateness of foods offered 

to the dolphins. Permitted public display facilities must meet 

rigorous federal standards on the foods prepared for captive 

marine mammals. No such standards exist for I8feed the dolphinu 

cruises. Food from vessels may be fish that is not fresh, fish 

not properly stored, or inappropriate items such as hot dogs and 

hamburgers. It was feared that dolphins accustomed to receiving 

meals from vessels may also ingest trash that is thrown or blown 

overboard. In any of these cases, illness, injury, or death 

could result. 3) Most of the experts also believed that 

intentional harm from humans is a real possibility. Vandals may 

offer food containing foreign objects or poisons. Fishermen and 

others have been known to shoot dolphins either for sport or 

because they believed that the dolphins were competing with them 

for fish. If doiphins are less wary and closely approach vessels 

with such individuals aboard there is an increased risk that they 

may be severely injured cr killed. 4) Several of the experts 

also felt that there was a chance that the animals might 

accidentally injure someone offering them food. 


Dr. Gerald Scott, of the NMFS Miami Laboratory, felt that there 

was insufficient data on Itfeed the dolphintt activities to make a 

judgennent on their effects on dolphin populations. He believed 

detrinnental effects such as those expressed by the non-NMFS 

scientists could occur. However, he added, supplemental feedings 

could also have beneficial population results such as increasing

the effective carrying capacity of the environment. Alternately, 
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he felt there could be no positive or negative effects to the 

dolphin population at large. 


The Southeast Region also contacted the NMFS National Marine 
Mammal Laboratory in Seattle, Washington. Cetacean biologist 
Richard Ferrero echoed some of the same concerns expressed by the 
non-NMFS scientists. He believed that habitual feeding of small 
cetaceans may cause a change in their normal feeding behavior. 
However, he felt that if the feeding cruises were stopped that 
the dolphins would resume normal hunting activities. One of his 
major concerns was that dolphins habituated to being fed from 
vessels would loose their natural wariness and be subject to 
intentional harm from humans. He also felt that dolphins 

-accustomed to taking dead fish may be more likely to remove bait 

from hooks or take fish out of nets. In either case humans may 

retaliate by injuring the cetacean. He agreed that inappropriate 

food may be offered to dolphins but felt that ingestion of trash 

is probably not very likely. 


On the west coast of the United States large numbers of pinnipeds 

congregate close to or on shore near populated areas. In some of 

these areas such as Newport, Oregon and Monterey, California 

pinni.peds are fed from the docks or piers by tourists. Pinniped

biologist George Antonelis of the National Marine Mammal' 

Laboratory felt that this type of activity is potentially harmful 

to th~e animals. He believed that it is an artificial food source 

that reduces the animal's natural wariness of humans and 

accus;toms them to eating dead fish. This may lead to increased 

fisheries interactions and result in harm or death to the 

pinni-peds from disgruntled commercial or recreational fishermen. 

Mr. I~ntonelis also expressed concern that human close encounters 

with pinnipeds or hand feeding these mammals may increase the 

risk of transmitting diseases between the species. 


Both Mr. Ferrero and Mr. Antonelis emphasized that their 

statements were opinion. They agreed that there is no specific 

research documenting the effects of feeding wild marine mammals. 


,Their opinions were based on their knowledge of marine mammal 

biology and behavior. 


Other Information 


Additional information on dolphin feeding has been obtained from 

several sources. Attached to this report are copies of several 

newspaper articles that document to some extent the effects of 

this activity and the concerns of some citizens regarding feeding 

wild dolphins. These articles reported, among other things, that 

dolplzins have nipped people trying to feed them and that they now 

boldly approach all sorts of boats. Also attached is an 

ttInc.identReportw filed by South ~arolina Wildlife Officer John 

Floyd that described a situation in which a dolphin propelled 




itself cnto his boat presumably looking for a handout. Officer 

Floyd also indicated that he has received reports of dolphins 

being caught on baited hooks after having been fed. Anecdotal 

information has indicated that bottlenose dolphins in the waters 

off Hilton Head Island, Panama City, and Corpus Christi have 

starte!d to follow or approach all sorts of vessels looking for 

handouts and that dolphin feeding activities are on the increase. 


There are no scientific studies to demonstrate the effects that 

ttfeedtf' However,
activities have on involved marine mammals. 

there is a general consensus of expert scientific opinion that 

this type of activity may be harmful to individual marine mammals 

and marine mammal populations. In addition, there are newspaper 

and anecdotal accounts of changes in dolphin and pinniped 

behavior believed to have been brought about by habitual feeding 

from humans. These accounts corroborate some of the concerns 

expressed by the experts. There is no evidence that habitual 

feeding activities have a positive impact on marine mammals. 


There are presently 7 large vessels and 6 smaller vessels 

conduc:ting regularly scheduled cruises to feed dolphins. "Feed 

the dolphinw cruises bring in hundreds of thousands of dollars 

each year to areas such as Panama City, Florida and Hilton Head 

Islancl, South Carolina. However, many of these cruise vessels 

operated dolphin watch trips before feeding activities became 

popular. It is not known what monetary impact the addition of 

feeding dolphins has had on the cruise business in these areas. 


According to the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 it is 

unlawful to take marine mammals by harassment unless the activity 

is allowed by a scientific or public display permit. 

Harassment is not defined in the MMPA or regulations implementing 

the Act but is defined in the U. S. Fish and Wildlife regulations 

impleinenting the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 as follows: 


T-Iarasstfin the definition of "take" in the Act means an 

intentional or negligent act or omission which creates the 

likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it to such an 

extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns 

which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding or 

sheltering. 


50 C.F.R. Section 17.3 


The Southeast Regional Office believes that a like definition of 

harassment should be used in MMPA regulations. 


If expert opinion and anecdotal information are correct, feeding 

marine mammals alters their normal behavior patterns and can be 
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considered harassment under the MMPA. As such, this activity is 

prohilbited under the MMPA unless the activity is conducted 

pursuant to a scientific or public display permit. Since the 

cruises are strictly commercial and show no evidence of research 

activity, permit for scientific purposes is probably not an 

optio~n. The only alternative is to issue public display permits 

for tlhis activity. However, public display has not been defined. 

If it is defined to include public feeding of wild animals, then 

new regulations must be developed to cover such items as proper 

food 'types and amounts, number of animals to be fed, frequency of 

trips, and procedures for emergency care if a marine mammal or 

human is injured in an encounter. 
 t 

If reports are true that dolphins are being fed improper foods 

and have been intentionally caught on baited hooks, then it is 

reasoinable to assume that some of the expert's fears of 

delib(erate or negligent injury to marine mammals are justified. 

It is contrary to the MMPA to allow activities that put marine 

mamma.1~at risk. The positive benefits to human recreation and 

comme:rcialenterprises must be weighed against the possible and 

probalble negative effects that feeding wild marine mammals can 

cause. 


Based on the best available information, the Southeast ~ e ~ i o n a l  

Office (SERO) believes that habitually feeding wild marine 

mamma.1~ alters their natural behavior and may increase their risk 

of injury or death. As such, SERO believes that activities such 

as "feed the dolphin" should not be issued public display 

permits. 




MARINE MAMMAL STRANDING NETWORK 


SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES 


c/o Daniel KO Odell 

Sea World of Florida 

7007 Sea World Drive 

Orlando, FL 32821 


Phone: 407-351-3600 ext 158 
................................................................ 

REF.tSEUS-045:DKO:dko 

23 FEBRUARY 1989 


TO: E, ROCHE, PROTECTED SPECIES, NMFS 
 ox& 
FROM: D.K. Odell, Scientific Coordinator Y '  

SUEUECT: FEED THE DOLPHINS CRUISES 


I have reviewed the literature that you sent me on two feed 

the dolphins cruises (Corpus Christi, TX and Panama City, FL). 


It is my opinion that these programs purposefully alter the 

normal behavior of bottlenose dolphins and, therefore, tnat these 

activities come under the term 'taket as defined by the Marine 

Mammal Protection Act of 1972 and its subsequent amendments. 


These activities encourage dolphins to approach boats to seek 

lhandoutsq of food. There is no control over the quality of the 

fish fed to the dolphins. There is the possibility that an lover- 

friendlyq dolphin could injure a human attempting to feed it. On 

the other hand, vandals could injure/kill dolphins by placing 

foreign material in the fish. 




1600 CITY ISLAND PARK 
SARASOTA. FLORIDA 34236 

PHONE: (813) 388-4341 
C 

"A not~pru/ir orgut~izalion dedicared to -excelletttr in n~arine sciences" 
- .  

March 14, 1989 


Ell i~e Roche 

Permit Speci a1 i st 

Nati~onal Marine Fisheries Service 

9450 Koger Boulevard 

St. Petersburg, FL 33702 


Dear Ellie: 


I have reviewed the information you sent me regarding "dolphin feeding 

crui~ses" and find the existence and conduct of such programs to be most 

disconcerting. It is my professional opinion that such intentional 

alteration of the animals' natural behavior is a violation of the Marine 

Mamnial Protection Act. 


To illlustrate the inevitable problems to result from continuatioh of these 

acti~vities, allow me to describe a similar situation: 


In 1984, I was contacted by an insurance salesman who related 

several incidents in which he was harassed by a sexually aggressive 

dolphin. While rowing a racing shell in Little Sarasota Bay, the 

dolphin, on various occasions, would bump the boat from beneath. 

The man was very serious that the animal had repeatedly struck the 

small craft, nearly capsizing it. The fellow wanted "something 

done" about the animal. 


On investigation, it was learned that the animal was well-known to 

a community of boaters who regularly utilized the bay. The dolphin 

had become somewhat of a local attraction with people intentionally 

going out to see it, taking friends along, attempting to feed it, 

and, often, attempting to swim with the animal. 


Unfortunately, the dolphin had reportedly scared one lady badly when 

it "got rcugh" with her, to the point tnat she cried to be taken out 

of the water. Another person I spoke with told of a young man who 

had been butted by the dolphin, not breaking any bones but disabling 

him to the point that he had to stay out of the water for the entire 

summer. More than one person suggested the likelihood that someone 

might get more seriously injured and that "vigilantes" might resolve 

the problem in their own way rather than bother with any attempt at 

an official resolution of the problem. The dolphin disappeared a 

couple months later. (From reports, I believe the animal moved 

south out of the area as winter approached.) 


My point with this story is the old saw "Don't feqd the bears". 

Uncontrolled and unregulated human activities that promote close human 

interactions with, protected species can only be detrimental to those 


ROBERT M JOMNSON WiCLtAM H t A 0 : i .  r.UMAH MAMAOtVAr.. PrlU AICMARO n PIERCE. Pn D 

CnAlRMAN OF TnE BOARD PRESIDE h T  DIRECTOR ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 
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species. Concerns w i t h  "exp lo i ta t ion" ,  q u a l i t y  o f  t he  f i s h  being o f fered,  
and l ega l  l i a b i l i t y  aside, the i n t en t  o f  the Marine Mammal Pro tec t ion  Act 
i s  t.o preserve the b i o l og i ca l  i n t e g r i t y  o f  marine mammals. A l t e r a t i o n  o f  -
na tu~ ra l  behavior pat terns i s  not i n  the best  i n t e r e s t  o f  the  species i n  t he  
wi ld,.  

Enclosed i s  a photograph o f  the dolphin Idescribed above. It r u s t  you w i l l  
do ewerything i n  your power t o  c u r t a i l  "do lph in  feeding cruisesn.  Should 
you need any add i t iona l  information, please f e e l  f r e e  t o  c a l l  me a t  (813) 
388-4441. 

Sincerely,  

Geoffrey W. Patton 
Senior B i o l o g i s t  

GWP:moi/lmf 
Enclosure 

ROBERT M JOHNSON WILLIAM R MOTE KUMAR MAHADEVAN. Ph 0 .  RICHARD H PIERCE. Ph 0 
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD PRESIDENT OIRECTOR ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 



DELMAR 
IMIcoLLEGE 

Corpus Christi. TX 78404-3897 
Marine Mammal Project 
Department of Natural Sciences March 15, 1989 

Iillie Roche, Permit Specialist 
Protected Species Management Branch 
National Marine Fisheries Service, S.E. Region 
9430 Koger Boulevard 
St. Peteraburg, Florida 33702 

Dear Ms. Roche, 

I am writing thh letter to express my concern about the commercialization 
of animals protected under the Marine Mammal ProWon Act of 1972. 
We have in Cocpus Christi an operation that takes passengers for short 
cruises into the bay specifically to feed our wild bottlenose dolphips. I am 
very opposed to operations such as this one for the followiq reasons: 
1. fIealth. While living in Galveston prior to my moving to Corpus Christi, I 
worked as a curator for the marinelife park there named Sea- Arama 
Marineworld. There I learned that park veterinarians have extremely 
strict requirements that apply to the food fed to marine mammals 
(especially bottlenose dolphins). All of their food was ordered fresh frozen 
and, when thawed, was not fed to these animals if it had the slightest 
"mushy" texture. Gastro-intestinal illnesses caused by eating unsuitable 
foodsoften set the stage for other disorders that we conveniently call 
"complications". I must hasten to add that the Texas -st hus endured 
&h levels of dolphin stranding mortalities during the years sine 1984, 
and that although an exact "cause of death"can seldom be pronounced, the 
presence of "complicating" conditions is typical. These animals seem to 
carry h&h parasite Loads, a factor that pre-disposes the host to weakening 
upon the onset of a simple illness. Incidentally, the fish that are fed to 
dolphins during these trips are frozen by-catch from shrimp culls; there is 
no responsible mechanism to assure a degree of freshness. 
2. Deoendenoe. If these operations are allowed to amtinue, dolphins 
which participate are likely to become dependent on this as a source of 
food. Additionally, there are documented cases of socio- psychological 
phenomena similar to "depression" in mifinelife parks when certain 
individuals or activities are suddenly absent. Dolphin feed- operations 
are commercd!y-inspired and will amtinue only as low as they hold the 
financial interest of the proprietors. The abrupt disamtinuation of a 
long-term feeding operation may significantty alter the lifestyles of some 
dolphins enough to make them much more vulnerable to the dangers 
present in our hazardous coastal environment. 



3. Habituation, Continued close amtact with humans in boats lowers the 
natural, instinctive defense against intentional or unintentional harm by 
humans. BiLtatre as it may seem, there are still people along this coast 
who shoot dolphins; we generally find one or two each year dead on the 
beach h a v h  been gunshot, and a man was convicted in Rockport (20 miles 
away) this year foc having wantonly shot and killed a dolphin. Although it 
has never been documented here, some ofour dead stranded d o l p w  may 
have died of poisoning;necropsies of internal organs are not inconsistent 
with a poison@ etiology. Unless we can crdate a mechanism for 
overseeing such operations, I feel strongly that it is inadvisable to freely 
allow competing ammerciai interests and the general public-at-large to 
feed these animals 

RBGULATION. MANAGEMENT. AND SUPERVISION 
Unfortunately, we have a serious problem with enforcement of existing 
regulations; there is only one NMFS enforcement agent for the entire Texas 
amst. Therefore it should come as no surprise that when the shrimper 
from Rockport was Tied $5,000 for shooting the dolphin, he told the news 
media that he will continue to shoot them because he thinks they are 
causing him to lose profits. Therefore, it would M m  that we need a 
workable mechanism to manage operations that may involve contact with 
protected marine mammals. I have several recommendatirns: 
1. Feedinu Omratioas. All operations involving the feeding of wild marine 
mammals should be specifically prohibited. 
2. Per- Any operation which may involve contact with wild marine 
mammals should be permissible by permit only (similar to the permits h a t  
scientists must aquire for simple surveys or photugraphic sltudies). 
Permits may be issued through organizations and agencies, though (for 
example, the shrimping industry) may be permitted with the Texas 
Department d Parks and Wildlife attending to permit maintenence. 
3. Observers. Sucb permitted operations should be required to host 
NMFS-certif ied observers to periodically aversee their operations. Those 
operations which have closer amtact with the animals should be observed 
more frequently. Ifdolphin feeding operations are allowed, an observer 
should m a y s  be aboard to document which animals are present, observe 
the operation and assure that it is conducted in accordance with permit 
requirements. 
4. Jlesearch. We simply plus1 have some assistance in our effocts toward 
establishing baseline population data on these animals. If there are 
commercial activities involved, I suggest that they help to pay for the 
necessary research. We already know d such commercial interfaces: ( 1) A t  
least one shrimper kilb them, (2) to the east, the menhaden fhhery (purse 
seines) has been implicated several times in dolphin stranding events, (3 )  



the odfshore petroleum industry may be terminally handicapping, if not 
killing dolphins through the use of demolitions to remove structures from 
the sea-floor, and (4)nowwe have dolphin feeding operations, there are 
probably m6re entities along the marine mammaYcommercid operation 
interface. 
5. S u f v ~ c e .We should make every effort to increase law enforcement 
surveillance of coastal and offshore waters. The US. Coast Guard flies 
routine patrols daily over these areas but USCG officers are almost totally 
unawue of marine mammal protective regulaticm (even fishery 
regulations, for that matter). We should establish workshops or seminars 
for these personnel (and state enforcement officials as well) to enable them 
to evaluate operations f a  compliance with marine mammal protective 
legislation. 

Please distribute this letter to others in NMFS who may be able to evaluate 
the dangers of the* operations and contribute to a management plan that 
will pafallel the spirit of the Marine Mammal Protection Act. I thaak you 
for your kind consideration and time. 

Sincerely, 

S. C.Jones 111 



Ms. E l l i e  Roche 
NMFSi 
945C11 Koger Blvd. 
S t .  Petersburg, FL 33702 A p r i l  30, 1989 

Dear E l l i e ,  

As we discussed over t h e  phone on 24 A p r i l  1989, businesses 
i n  wlhich people charge t h e  p u b l i c  t o  accompany them on boats t o  
feed w i l d  bo t t l enose  do lph ins  are  sprout ing  up around t he  
A t l a n t i c  and Gulf  coasts  o f  t he  U.S. 4 I wanted t o  express some 
concerns about t h i s  p r a c t i c e  and t o  s t a t e  emphat ica l l y  t h a t  I 
be l i eve  these businesses are  v i o l a t i n g  the  Marine Mammal 
P ro tec t i on  Act if they do no t  apply f o r  and r ece i ve  pe rm i t s  f o r  
t h e i r  a c t i v i t i e s .  

F i r s t ,  on t h e  permi t  issue: Ihave app l ied  f o r  and rece ived 
permi ts  from NMFS f o r  t he  work I have done on cetaceans f o r  the  
past 14 years. My pe rm i t s  have been issued t o  a l l ow  me t o  
"harass" animals. As I understand i t  "harassment", i n  t h i s  case, 
means a l t e r i n g  t h e  na tu ra l  behavior o f  t he  animals. As 
documenting t he  n a t u r a l  behavior o f  cetaceans has always been m y  
ob jec t i ve ,  I go t o  great  lengths  i n  my research t o  avo id  a l t e r i n g  
t h i s  na tu ra l  behavior. I f  I do harass animals, i t  i s  on l y  f o r  a 
very b r i e f  pe r i od  (seconds o r  a few minutes) and then I move 
f a r t h e r  away, so as no t  t o  a l t e r  t he  animals '  behavior. Despi te  
my pa ins tak ing  at tempts t q  avoid i n f l uenc i ng  do lph in  behavior.  I 
s t i l l  must apply f o r  a marine mammal permit .  

Clear l 'y ,  t he  businesses which se t  out f o r  t h e  s o l e  purpose 
o f  a t t r a c t i n g  bo t t l enose  dolphins t o  them, us ing  food, a re  
d ramat i ca l l y  i n f l u e n c i n g  t h e  do lph ins '  behavior. I n  my view, 
t h i s  c o n s t i t u t e s  dramatic and purposeful  harassment of dolphins.  
Bot t lenose do lph ins  may be t h e  most behavioral  l y - f  l e x i  b l e  o f  a1 1  
t he  cetaceans. They o f t e n  e x p l o i t  f i s h e r i e s  (e.9. shrimp 
f i s h e r i e s ,  crab f i s h e r i e s )  t o  get food, so t he  businesses se t  up 
t o  feed do lph ins  are  merely tak ing  advantage o f  t he  n a t u r a l  
tendency o f  bo t t l enose  do lph ins  t o  get  an easy meal. However, 
these businesses a re  a l t e r i n g  the  behavior of '  t h e  do lph ins  from 
what i t  was when t h e  boats f i r s t  approached them and are,  thus, 
c l e a r l y  harassing them. I f  NMFS decides t h a t  t h e  feed-the-
do lph in  businesses need not  apply f o r  MMFA permi ts ,  then I would 
consider i.t unnecessary f o r  me or  other  cetacean behav io r i s t s  t a  
apply f o r  such permi ts .  

I have a  few concerns about t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  these businesses 
on l o c a l  do lph in  populat ions.  One concern i s  about t he  lack  o f  
q u a l i t y  c o n t r o l  o f  t he  food being fed  t o  t he  dolphins.  U n l i k e  
oceanaria which must meet c e r t a i n  standards i n  the  f i s h  they feed 
t h e i r  do lphins,  t h e  businesses in quest ion are  unregulated, and 
low q u a l i t y ,  r o t t i n g  o r  i nappropr ia te  food might be g iven t o  t he  
dolphins.  0+ course, t he  do lph ins  can choose whet.her o r  no t  t o  
eat i t ,  but  t h i s  problem should be considered. Second, I wonder 
whether ce r ta in ,  i n d i v i d u a l  do lphins might become complete1 y  



dependent uson these boats f o r  t h e i r  food. I t  i s  l i k e l y  t h a t  
on ly  c e r t a i n  i n d i v i d u a l  do lphins w i l l  become hab i tua ted t o  these 
boats, so the  e f f e c t s  w i l l  be focussed on a r e l a t i v e l y  smal l  
number o f  i n d i v i d u a l s  i n  a populat ion.  I f  do lph ins  d i d  become 
dependent on the  boats, i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  know i f  they would 
sufCer from a l a t e r  l o s s  o f  t h i s  food source ( i f  t h e  business 
c losedi .  A comparable s i t u a t i o n  i s  seen i n  t he  West Ind ian  
manatee which has become dependent upon power p l a n t s  i n  F l o r i d a  
as warm water re fuges du r ing  winter ;  t h e  shut-down o f  power 
p l a n t s  pu ts  manatees a t  morta l  r i s k .  
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My recommendations a re  t he  fo l low ing:  1 )  N o t i f y  a l l  e x i s t i n g  
feed-the-dolphin businesses t h a t  they are  i n  v i o l a t i o n  o f  t he  
MMPA and must apply immediately f o r  permits: 2 )  Issue permi ts  
on iy  t o  those businesses which demonstrate t h a t  they have an 
educat ional  program (spoken and/or brochures) b u i l t  i n t o  t h e i r  
business; 3) Es tab l i sh  standards f o r  food q u a l i t y  and i n s t i t u t e  
pe r i od i c  inspect ions  such as those f o r  oceanaria; 4) Support 
research i n t o  t h e  dolphin-feeding business i n t e rac t i ons .  
Spec i f i c  research quest ions might include: How many i n d i v i d u a l l y -
recognizable do lph ins  are  associated w i t h  each business? What i s  
t he  age ( i .e.  r e l a t i v e  s i ze )  and sex ( i f  determinable) 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  these dolphins? Do 'do lph ins  which t ake  +ood from 
the  businesses a l s o  feed on t h e i r  own ( t h i s  quest ion can be 
answered by f 01 lowing n a t u r a l l y  marked i n d i v i d u a l s  f o r  hours over 
severa l  days)'? Do new do lph ins  cont inue t o  come t o  t he  boats o r  
i s  t 'here a f i n i t e  group o f  animals involved? Do t h e  do lph ins  
whicih feed a t  these boats approach other boats, as we l l ?  

I don ' t  know i f  you've seen my do lph in  book ar  not.  I have 
encliosed a copy. I don ' t  mean t o  over-promote my own work:, bu t  I 
f e e l  t h a t  each feed-the-dolphin business should have t h i s  book 
f o r  i t s  own e d i f i c a t i o n  and, perhaps, f a r  sa l e  t o  i t s  customers. 
The cdolphins have provided these businesses w i t h  an obv ious ly  
p r o f i t a b l e  a c t i v i t y ;  i t  seems on ly  appropr ia te  t h a t  they g i v e  
back i n  t he  form o f  educat ing t he  p u b l i c  about t h e  na tu ra l  
behavior of t he  bo t t lenose dolphin.  

E l l i e ,  I hope these comments are  use fu l  t o  you. I am very 
i n t e res ted  i n  t h e  f i n a l  dec is ion  t h a t  NMFS makes on t h i s  i ssue 
and do hope y o u ' l l  keep me informed. Thanks so much +or  g i v i n g  
me the  chance t o  comment! 

Susan H. Shane, Ph. D. 
250 C o t t i n i  Way 
Santa Cruz , CA 95040 

cc: J o h n  T w i ss , Marine Mammal Commission 
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P.O. Box 12560 
St. Paccsbnrrg, FL 33733 
813/867-1166 

Ms. Ellie F. Roche 

Permit Specialist 

Protected Species Management Bracch 

NOAA-NMFS 

Southeast Regional Office 

9450 Koger Boulevard 

St. Petersburg, Florida 33702 


Dear Ellie: 


You recently described for me a situation in which some boat captains TI 
the southeastern United States were taking boat-loads of passengers to areas 
where they attracted and fed groups of bottlenose dolphins. You requested my 
opinion of this activity. 


Although I am not a lawyer and am, hence, not the best person to 

interpret legislation regarding marine mammals, it appears to me that the 

dollphin feeding operations have the potential to cause problems for both the 

people and the animals involved. In terms of human safety, it seems t h ~ t  the 

pclssibility exists where someone leaning over the side of the boat and 

holding some "dolphin food" could be injured if a dolphin were to lunge for 

th~e food and bite the person's hand or arm in the process. 


I have great concerns regarding the effect of this operation on the 
dolphins involved. First, the dolphin feeding promotes behavior that is no: 
naltural for the animals. In fact, it is possible that, over tice, the 
dolphins could even become dependent on food provided by people, crsazing a 
survival problem if the food source were eliminated. Changes in -normal 
behavior patterns" are not desirable, and I have heard harassment (sonething 
prohibited under the Marine M m a l  Protection Act) defined in terms of 
changing natural or "normal" behavior. Recently, I understand that certain 
whale watching activities have been modified to reduce the likelihood that 
normal behaviors would be interrupted. 

A specific concern in the case you raised involves direct harm to the 
dolphins that become accustomed to eating materials thrown from boats or 
otherwise provided by people. Let me propose two possible scenarios that 
could lead to dolphin mortality or injury. If dolphins get used to consuming 
materials that come from boats, how would they react to trash (e.g., plastic 
bags) that blows off vessels. or that someone discards as litter? 
Consumption of such material could result in death. As another scenario, the 
possibility exists that someone might want to harm dolphins; such an 
individual might deliberately toss the animals toxic or harmful materials 
that could be ingested. Similarly, anh&ls that approach a boat expecting 
to be fed could be physically injured if someone wished to do so. 

Rehted byCovrnvrt toThe PresbyterianChurch (USA.) 



Certainly people enjoy encountering dolphins in the wild. I share this 

enj oynnent. I am not opposed to tours that provide opportunities where 

people can enjoy watching the animals in their natural setting, as long as 

the activity causes no detrimental impacts to the animals. As indicated 

above,, however, I do have serious concerns regarding the attraction and 

feeding of wild dolphins. 


Although I am a member of the Committee of Scientific Advisors to the 

Marine Mammal Commission, the comments I have m d e  above reflect only my own 

opinion; my comments should not be taken as representative of opinions by 

other Committee members or by members of the Commission staff. I hope that 

my conments have been helpful. 


Best wishes, 


~ o k nE. Reynolds, 111. Ph. D. 

Chair, Natural Sciences Collegium 


cc: John R. Twiss, Jr., Marine Mammal Commission 
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JOSEPH hA. LONG 
MARINE L.ABORATORY 
Institute of Ma~rine Sciences 
100 Shaffer Road 
Santa Cruz. CA 95060 
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As go-^ &re aware, I have some concezns regardinq the wild dcl;?:~n-f t e d i q r  operations that are currentiy be;ng conducted in Florida.. i e X & Z ,  

Sesrgie!, ad South Carolina. Ey experience with these 3rograzns ' r ~I~aited 
primr1.1y to newspaper accounts, so I can not comment on specific details 

of a17 given program. I would. however, llke to Gisccurage these progrzms 

based or, 2roader concerns. It is difficult for me to mars~hall hard arxi 

fsst facts about the negative aspects of dolphin feeding programs, since I 

am unaware of any studies that have been done on these relatively new 

rjrogran~s. I feel, however, that there is enough information avalf~ble 

+ Y F : W.-., capt.ic?e f aciiities and field studies to warrant. close scrutiny nf t h e  
2oteritiai ti~reats gosed by these ?rograms. 

Ity mirr concern is for the health a-xi vell-being of the dolphin? 
" zer lou i l l  hezlth problems can arise from feeding poor wiitj7 or improperly 
prqared fish to the dolphins, or from their ingestion of foreign gbject; 
Stri.yent sta.ldards and regulations have been established for the care a f  
captive 2clghins. These standards are based on many gears of experie!ls;5 

ard no?:hiq lezs than these starxiards should be followed for any other 
kirid ~f activity that involves prcviding food to dolphins. Prompt medical 
care is ay??.ils51e in captivity if a dolphin should deveiop an iiiness 
resuiting ironi food or irigestion of foreign objects--no such treatment 12 
po83iLle in the wlld. 


T?le existence of regular commercial operations for doiphin feedirq 
2stablishes a dangerous precedent. Once knowledge of the regular fe e l q  
qzts becomes more widespread, what is to prevent private boaters with 
even less knowledge of proper dolphin care fro& feeding the d o ? ~ h l c scn 
+,he:: :37m3 

E~lcouraging doiphins to approach boats for feedlng is probably nct In  
the e.s~iual;' best mterest. From observetions of captives we kr~owth3t 
these animals are good at generalizing. If they begin to associate boats 
with fgod, then the frequency of boat/dolphin interactions m y  increase, 
leadincj to a possible increase in the frequency of collisions.. gunshot. 
wouri6s. ingestion of foreign objects, or other health threats. 

In the absence of human activities, bottlenose dolphins are not 
xavenqers,  rather, they take live, presumably healthy prey. Training a 
ccwly-capt,:;~~ ciolphin to eat dead fish cen take time This ?reference ft;:
' -*- Y  f lzh xtq7 k? neved as a mechanism for ensurl,y :.?at the dolphlns 

http:primr1.1y


conziume high quality f ish i n  the vild. One can speculate the: e n c c - r 3 g ~ ~
these animals t.o eat. dead fish may iower the i r  standards for  prey 
re lec t ion  on the i r  a m ,  zx? i-rdirsctlg lea6 t o  teslth threat5 

.--.c a ~ r ? i ~ gt k  ~ i i d  f i s h  might a lso  lead t o- dolphins t.o eat ee.?:!, 
f istleries conf i ic tz .  I n  Hawaii, for exanpie, many doiphins a r e  shot 5y
2crnglirrc fishermen because they are  alleged t c  s t e a l  b a i t ,  ic the f:rz 22 
#5ead,fisf?, Irm the lines. It is not i n c o n c e ~ ? ~ b l e  the rlol2hlns:,hat 
iniyh~t~ e g ~ r ,i;: 

potent ia l ly  i n  ill w i l l  

take xisn caught in colnmercrsll ne ts  a? ~ ~ 1 1 ,  Jres?llt~?r 
1:'from the fisherman, and incidentai  no r t a l l t y  

the r~ets. 

.. If you wish t o  discuss acy of these concetns I can be rmc,h.eC :r: 
r lo r ida  through 4 July, and st the letterhead address back x-1 Cal;fcz:l:r 
::;resf t e r .  

~ d d a l l5 .  Wells, Ph.D. 

http:rmc,h.eC


SouthCarolina James A. Timrnerman. Jr.. Ph.D. 
Executive DirectorWild/@4Y M a h e  W.K. Chastain 

DirectorofResouriaDepaflment Law Enforcement and Boating 
Ew-4m 

TO: Capt. J.E. McTeer, Jr. 

FROM: PFC John A. Floyd 

DATE: August 31, 1989 

SUBJECT: Dolphin Feeding in Beaufort County 

This is in reference to the local interest of people in this 

axea to hand feeding bottle-nosed dolphins (Toursiops truncatus). 

While con a boat patrol on August 23, 1989 with CO Gentry Thames we 

had two occasions to observe sightings of dolphins. Officer Thames 

and myself were dispatched to serve two arrest warrants on a Captain 

of a shrimp trawler that we located just offshore of Calibogue Sound 

near Hilton Head Island. I placed Officer Thames aboard the trawler, 

atwhic:h time he placed the Captain under arrest. The trat3ler then 

proceeded into Calibogue Sound for the purpose of retrieving his nets 

onto the boat. When the trawler reduced speed to allow bringing the 

nets on board, five bottle-nosed dolphins surfaced and encircled my 

patrol boat within arms length. The dolphins were, without a doubt, 

lookinlg to be hand fed fish. 


In my experience as an owner and Captain of a shrimp trawler 

and as a Conservation Officey, I have found that it is not unusual for 

dolphins to follow trawlers and feed on the discarded "trash" fish that 

is pushed overboard as the catch is being sorted. Holwever, what I did 

find, on this particular day, that was highly unusual was that the dcl- 

phins were more interested in what I had to offer in my 21' patrol boat 

rather than the shrimp trawler that was only 30 yards from me. Once 

underway again, the dolphins went on about their normal activity: 


After completing the arrest of the trawler Captain,Officer 
Thames and myself proceeded by boat from Skull Creek behind Hilton 
Head to the Maye River near Bluffton so that we could dock our patrol 
boat. While enroute in the Maye River, at a speed of approximately 
40 mph, I observed a dolphin in from of the bow of our boat which was 
extending about 1/3 of it's body out of the water and shaking it's head 
vigorously at us (similar to what "Flipper" would do on the television 
show). At once I slowed the boat down to idle speed and directed Offi- 
cer Thames' attention to the dolphin. Officer Thames went to the side 
of our boat and instantly the dolphin came alongside and propelled it- 
self up onto the side of the rail of the boat, which is over two feet 
out of the water. Officer Thames was-totally unprepared for the bold- 
ness of the dolphin and immediately removed himself to the center of 
the bolat . 

Rembert C.Dennis Building 0 f? 0.W 167 Columbia. South Carolina 29202 Telephone: 803 - 734-4002 



I Page Two 

This dolphin and another remained with us, clearly looking 

for foodl. After several minutesthesedolphins left us, realizing we 

had no "hand-outs" for them. These dolphins were clearly not members 

of the grroup o£ dolphins that we had sighted earlier in the day.' 


On Monday, August 28, 1989, I returned to the Maye River for 
the purpose of photographing this dolphin and his activity. After 
stopping two times I did not observe the dolphin that I had observed 
on August 23, 1989. I began to proceed out of the Haye River. At the 
junction of the Maye River and Bull Creek I observed approximately 
three dolphins surfacing. I idled my patrol boat to a stop and imme- 
diately one of these dolphins came alongside and exposed itself to me 
looking for food. This dolphin was not the same one that I had seen 
previously because of the amount of wear on it's teeth. The dolphin 
sighted at this time was a very young specimen. After taking several 
photographs I proceeded on my normal boat patrol. 

Itn addition to these instances, I have observed personally many 
private and charter boats feeding these dolphins any number of items, 
including fish, pretzels and beer. This is wrong. I have also been 
given two reports that individuals have fed dolphins fish and then 
baited a hook with the same type of fish and, in fact, hooked the dol- 
phin ant1 tried to land them. 

Included with this letter are several articles that have appearec 

in local newspapers. This situation of hand feeding dolphins in our 

area is a serious problem which I hope will be addressed by the Comrnittc 

of the National Marine Fisheries in Washington, D.C. Feeding wild ani- 

mals or fish in this area, including deer, raccoons and alligators, has 

proved to do nothing but create serious problems for both the wildlife 

and the people in this area. If a dolphin the size of which I normally 

encounter in these waters would place itself on the rail of a small 

aluminum boat, it would probably capsize1 If a dolphih would approach 

a boat for a hand-out and the occupants didn't like it, the dolphin 

could be harmed or killed. When charter boat Captains take their pas-

sengers out to catch sport fish and dolphins constantly encircle their 

vessels, nothing will be caught and the Captains' businesses would suf- 

fer. 


These bottle-nosed dolphin are beautiful and very intelligent 

cratures. I only hope that we, as wildlife managers, realize and deal 

with the severity of this problem before it becomes harmful to our 

friends,, the dolphins. Too seldom do we human beings realize that what 
-affects the game, fish and environment directly affects us. 

$!gP7eEnclosures 
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DEEP SEAt ' 

1 FISHING 
(SCHEDULE)1 l 2 H O L J R T R l P - J A M t o S P M  

Electric Reel with Bunk - $41.00 
Electric Reel without Bunk - $40.00 

E 10 HOUR TRIP - 7 AM to 5 PM 

I 
 Manual Reel - $28.00 

Rider - $12.50 


Children Under 12 Manual Reel - $20.00 


?4DAY TRIPS 
$16.00* 7 AM to Noon 

or 12:15 PM to 515 PM 


Riders - $9.00 

(Much-Memorial Day Schedule Subject to Change) 


Enjoy Fisbing Aboard these Boats 
Day 'kip Aboard the 65 Foot 
Catamaran S.W. Anderson 

AU Other Wps Aboard These Boats
* Captain Anderson #10 

65 ft. Catamaran 
50 Passengers (7 am to 5 pm Trip Only) E * Star Queen - 85 ft. - 60 Passengers* Florida Queen - 85 ft. - 60 passengers 
.rt Ocean Queen - 85 ft. - 60 Passengers* Gemini Queen - 85 ft. - Catamaran 

68 Passengers 

All Vessels Calley Equipped Bait & Thckle 
Furnished No Alcoholic Beverages or 

Coolers Allowed On Board 

k 
Beer & Soda 

Sold On Board We also Have One & nYo 
Day Charters (By Request)' CHAWTER BOATS AVALABLEa*\\\-


ENJOY AClRInCE------- I 

ON THE -
 Capt. 

Anderson's 1 
1 DINNERBOAT \ 

I
I 

Shell Island Cruises 
~ ~ d t ~ a r c r ~ -SAILIN(: TIME-

* Three hour inland water cruise Qn 9 am to 11:45 and 1 pm to 3:45 pm Ibeautiful St. Andrews Bav ~. 
See Beautiful Shell Island * Three piece band for entertainment 
Go Shell Cdllecting * Air-conditioned and heated for your Wade in the Crystal Clearconvenience 

~tComplete sit-down dinner with choice of Water 
five entrees . Sandwiches, soft drinks and beer 

available at the snack bar. Clean 
restrooms are on board. The Captain'sWhat a romantic way informative narration, courteous crew to spend an evening! and this spacious modem vessel all Monday through Friday - 7 pm - 10 pm add up to a pleasant family outing. Adults $18.951 Kids $16.95 


Saturday Dinner Cruise 
 $600 Adults - $3.00 Children I7 pm- IOpm -ABttks $22.501 Kicis $20.00 
(All prices include taxes and tip) 

* Cocktails available on board * 
Sailing 5:IS pm to 6:30 pm,t

For Reservations Call: (904)234-5940 ~ ~ ~ ~ - f 2 Y I 

FOR RESERVATIONS ONLY TOLL FREE 1 (800) 874-2415 
For the following states onl): Alabama. Ceorgia. buisiana. Mississipp~. North CdnLna. !but11 ( '~ r i l l~ t tdand .SC~IIC)SCC' ,-
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- - .  . - .  .. --.- m~ GlXighgiilesconftn*;e t o & d h l -  an instant. 

whe1-e Ule yccus went and why they 
weat so swiftly, without the sad fed- 
ing #bat maybe the best is behiad 
7 
hving Mive mem- of 

W- must affect people on 
. ruoror ae& mu& t b  raw 
'way. Hey,kids, you're not kids any- 
mom. You'n! twice as d d  as  you 
were back thcn whtn you neva 
trust& mybody over SO, lo& 
what" happened to you. Forty js 
knocking on the door, nquatting In 
the bedroom. and you're an dd-tlma 
now, just like Ute old-timers you 
were NImin# away from when you 
went toWoodstock,exceptyou 

t 

L E ~ STa n # E  
I 
p how naive and ludicrous this state- p m a t t s ?  
r Iwonder if she a d  dhclP truly ua-

derstand what pro-choice is al l  
k a m .  It b aat ne4xsMrily prp.bot-

tioa, but tbcabilityforeach pcnronto 
make a choice, the right choice for 
each and 'every different situation. 

.Abortion m y  not be Ule approach 
for Ruth Stockrtiil but for othm It 

' may be the appropriate choice. 
Neither she nor any other perm 
rhouM have the right b interfere 

. withsucha privatedecision., 
I don't believe that the pro&oic-

en a n  manipulating anyone's rights 
to prayer, values or JesusChrist. In 
fact. it's some anti-abortionists that 
are themanipulators. 

I 
Pro-choice is just what it says -

the freedom to make a deciisioa. 
That's what this country isall about. 

I Margle Varallo 
47 Salt Marsh Drive 

I may beabused 
I 

I 
1 ToThe Packet: 
! I would like to a l l  your attention to 

the exploitation of the bottle-nosed 

I 
dolphins occurringjust off our island 
inCalibogueSound.Thin exploitation
has many names, such aa "Dolphin 

I Watch," "Dolphin Round-Up," "Dol-
i phln Hunt" and "Dolphin Fecd." 8.-
t sically St involves renting a boat or 
I chartering a boat to feed the dd-
: phins. 

Up urrtil a few years ago, this war 
: tricky. The dolphins were shy and: aot as willing toapproach man. How-
eve€,chis bas ch8nged a d  the rylm-

! bar of people wanting to f e d  Ibe &I-, pbins has iacreased. This in turn has 
increased the number of boa& (pri-

. vate. rental and charter boats) will-
; ing to take people to the dolphins. 

' h. AU this lboking hack is thecharac-
It isoneof the &test of a11 ~ m e r -  teristic d a country in old age. We 

kan bonw stories, the ultimrte 
nightmare towhich fame may lead if 

d ~ j t  know what? watch aut.YOU 
h thiscormtry you becomeSO fa-
OW tbat itLsaqtevenreietodic. 
The aaniverorry of the HitkrStal- 

in pact is unlikely to affect the 
masses moved by Woodstock, Elvis 
and Marilyn Monroe.For om thing, 
.you'd have to be 60 even to remem-
ber it and pmbably 65 or 70 to have 
lrnown back thmin IS39how ominous 
itwas. 

That year. deep in their workbig- 
noranee and isolation, not many 

This has prompteda wave of adver-
Lbemenb to lure morepeople to this 
activity. 

1 understand from the peopk's 
pdntof view tbat tbk ba spedal ex-
perknabetweenmanand nature. I 
a h  Mdcrstand fmm the charter 
bortrr'pointdviewthatthishalu-
a t i v e  way to makemoney. But has 
anyone thought of how this may af- 
fect thedolphin in thelongnra? 

l be  feeding of the ddphln k noCb-
new.Dolphin have been fed by

crabbers, shrimpen and lishennan 
for years. However,this involved a 
few dolphin who were interested 
enough to approacb us. Tbese dol-
phin in Calibogue Saund have b e  
come so conditioned that they show 
up assoon asyou turn off (he engine. 
expecting to be fed. 

This is not "Flipper!" These are 
wild dolphins. One only bas to think 
of the &an, in Yellowstone to thiak 
of what may happen. 1have already 
heard reportsof hot dogs and briaed 
f i i  being fed lo them. 

Abo, thereare reportsof dolphins 
being hooked by f i i Tbesein-
cidents will only incrcaseas the dol-
phins become more and mom famil- 
iar with man. What is going to 
happen when the dolphins become 
such a nuisance that they wonst leave 
yw alone ? I hope it doesn't take the 
dolphin k ing  maimed or shot to get 
thispoint across. 

My point is that the promotion of 
dolphin-feeding Is only-going to in-
crease the likelihood of a tragic incl-
dent. The dolphin-feedinghaa gotten 
way out of hand. We are'taking a 
trust and making a "fast buck" df of 
it a t  the expurse of the dolphin. By 
c o a d l w n g  the dolphins to feed 
from man on a regular basis, we 
hnve changed their natural behavior. 

Just watchtng the dolphins was 
enough in the :ast. 

bave in the past quartercentury 
started treating the past as  cud,. 
W i n g  and &wing it. Not that 
it aouridres US much, except in 
amusrmartand melancholy. In fact, 
we have rachewtd the history of 
World War 11soexhaustively that, as 
Paul Fussell says in hi new book. 
"Wartime," we have turned its hor- 
rorintojollrygood fun. 

Young people look ahead to Satur-
&y night. Anniversaries go with 
nodding by the fire. 

(Rurrtll Baker is  8ryndlcakd col- 
omniat.) 

p w f l  
In UN?wwle watches on (he West: 

Corst, thes tatom don't feed or in- : 
Mere  in g w h a l e s *  normal activ-: 
itits. People continue to pay to see- 8 

them just swim by. This ustd to be! 
how it was here with the dolphin-! 
watches. LWInow w have b top that 1 

dInterf* in their natural activ-l 
Mes. Do wte want these beautiful! 
cmatuns t4 remain free or do we; 
want them 40 perform circus tricks?; 
I say let the Lricks stay at Sea World I 

and let tha dolphins in Calibogue: 
Swad remain free from man's corn-: 
medaliam. , 

Ua8 Fall: 

ToThe Paclyl. 
On behalf & the Kiwanis Club of 

Hilton Head1 I would like to express 
our thanksf+rthe excellent covcrage. 

veo and that is to build 

Joe Jagan 
KlwianlrClubof Hiltoa Head 

Letterspolicy 
Rea&rre etterr are among the 

m a t  imp#( r\t features of 78e Is-
bod packel. !In order for a lclkr b 
k p~blkhed.it rhwld be no longer 
(baa epproslmalcly 250 words and 
maat Lncludt ibe writer's address 
and telephone number. 

' We t ry lo publish them Ln the order 
Inwhich tbey arrlvc Lour office. 



L L % Sea World will never be the same again 

t-
I' ~emPoy,mywffehastoagbeen: t.rrinrtalwith dolphins. sea World 
" wasValha!laasfaras&ewascoo-
!>- cenntd.
k 

N a r P ' r k ~ ' t h t v e t o g 0 t o S U  
W a Manymore.1Sundry rrr a typical ~ugua tQy: 

. L 8nd~ t w g g y  with dcudc, SlKqed
,?Eke old men's poNes, rcuddfne 
*.long,thnate* to bank upby lat-IariruwaLAgoodantrnoaotort
tlrettotbluayRivertocrabaadi- lbrimptbef~tiQwhifeLapdae

paktenWe8tbetcgc.
t: 

lhat was tbe plan at least when I 
slippedtbt little firhlng bent into tbe 

:.wateratAUJoyhding.TheliUIe 
Mnrudc cranked witb Uttk protest, 

i t ~ ~ t  w m 9 tpumping.ttteraterptmp 
' Mechanicany-hpaind though I!' 

I un,tdoLaawthatyouucn'9#oing 
i to go far witbout a water pump. I 

cleared the boat n m p  and steered
i *IytntotIlecurrcnttopon&tbe

meanbig d the universe and the 
+etw-

explainthewater pump malfunction. 
Next, I m o v e d  tbe mlhg to 

cwduct a similar inspection of the 
bead. Loatedtineto me but what do I 
kww? 

It was at that moment thnt I ne 
ticed a pair of dolphins about 40 
yards away approaching to star-
board. Nothing a t  all uausual a b u t  
seeing dolphfnr, but 1mentioned the 
approach to my W e  and daughter 
anY'"ay. 

But instead of sounding,these two 
set a course for aw boat. A few m a  
mtnts later, an adult dolphin was 

dolphin reflexively reached up to 
take tbe fish he supposed shc was of-
fuing. 

"He bit me," my wife exclaimedin 
a tone mixed with wonder and excite-
ment, "bewanb a fisb." 

Dolphias apparently don't cart for 
"finger" food, but heseemedpleased
when my wlfe offered him a mullet 
instead of fingers. He dove, swam 
mund  the boat twice and suddenly
sounded, long gone.' 

As we scanned the horizon for our 
new friend, the other dolphin sur-
faced just as the first had, clearly so-

the dolphins, 1 still had the problem 
of the water pump which pandoxi-
cally started working properly as 
saan as I cranked up to bead for the 
laading. 


Instead, we headed upriver and 
crabbed for several hours beforere 
turning to the landing. Laying off the 
landing, waiting for several dbu 
boaters to finWl loading up, we were 
idltnn alom in a Latv circle wbtn our 
fr ied s d e d y  rciPpeared. ft was 
the second dolphin, not tbt biter, and 
this time be communicated with tbe 
dolphin's distinctiveclickingsound. 

Unfortunately, I don't speak dd-
phinso I can't translate, but I ratber 
imagine be -b r a y  greetfag 

. an8wondering if perhaps we mlght
b a nsame moremullet. 

WechatkdauhlleWonhtranm 
&wn to nearby Brightm Beach, b 
tent, It lbtemed, on playing with the 
childrenswimmingthuc. 

For m y years, I have watcbcd 
dolphins feed and play and enact 
rather peculiar rituals In the wild, 
h t  wil&&y, I had never met as b n & & & & t a i I m m r t k g  licitiffg a kandout. Tkis oae allowed 

gunwalewithin arm's reach. my wife and daughter to feed him 
9-

&mysterim tome. dolphin interested in a human en-
and touch him until the mullet ran counter.

I raked tbefoot of the motor for ex- Astonished by this close encounter out, whereupon he seemed to get As for my wife, her flnger wasn't 
boredand sounded, too.amination, tbough 1had no idea what with her favorite marine mammal, 

I was looking for, nor what I'd have injured but, for her, Sea World will 
never be tbe sameagain.

my wife reflexively reached out to' 
Nonplwed by the encounter withdoat had I found some anomaly to touch the dolphin. Whereupon the 
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Feeding 
the dolphins 

Music 
Beto y Lor Fablrms. Page 3. 

aua.Pago 3. 

Bwhbdlit Page 4. 

IkCo(t.a CH\W.' Page 8. 

Sibnt Slim. P8ge 9. 


:-Enduf Summer Skm Page 16. 
F q k  Bu&c. P 8 p  17. 

Movies 
Debra WngcH in ' m y e d . '  

Chudc Norria in 'Hero and 
ma Tumr.' 
LIobOddthwaitinWottoTlot' 
Lk& Harmon in 'St.rling Home.' 
Pago 12. 

More . 



Face to face: Westln Fowler cently In Callbogue Sound. Bieslde 
gives a friendly dolphln a snack re- Westin is Keeper. 
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ATTACHMENT # 2  


UNITE0 STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic and Acmo-phoric Adrninimt ration 

9 @ 8 NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
*o 


sr4rcs or *+* S~lverSprmg. Maryland 20910 

MEMORPNDUMFOR: 	 F -WilliamW. Fox, Jr. 


FROM: 	 F/PR - Nancy Foster Nancy Fosfer. Is/. 
SUBJEC:T : 	 Report on the Application Submitted by 

Mr. James Baker Atkinson for a Public Display 
Permit under Section 101 (a) (1) of the Marine 
Mammal Protection Act! (P446) 

Chronology of Events: 


November 14, 1988 	- Workshop to Review and Evaluate Whale 
Watching Programs and Management Needs 

February 6, 1989 - Atkinson application received aad complete 
August 14, 1989 - NMFS requests report from SER to include 

analysis of probable effects af feeding 
wild populations of marine mammals 

Auguslt 17, 1989 - NMFS request to Regions to develop regula- 
tions for approaching marine mammals 


October 6, 1989 - Atkinson application distributed 

October 16, 1989 - Notice of Receipt published in 


the FEDERAL REGISTER 

October 17, 1989 - SER report on the analysis of eefects of 


feeding wild populations of marine mammals 

October 19, 1989 - FEDERAL REGISTER Notice of Availability of 


November workshop proceedings 

Novemlber 14, 1989 - Close of Atkinson public comment period 

Decemlber 21, 1989 - MMC comments received on Atkinson 


SUIIUnary of the Application: 

The Applicant requests a public display permit authcbrizing the 

harassment of Atlantic bottlenose dolphins (Tursio~$ truncatus) 

during the observation and feeding of animals in th$ wild. 

Mr. Atkinson plans on "cruises lasting no more than an hour and 
... one half with part of the cruise being a sight $eeing trip 

and part being watching and feeding the dolphins. (H)e may have 

as many as four cruises a day with no more than six or eight 

dolphin feedings per cruise. ...II 


&nents : 

arine Mammal Commission - "...The Commission believes that wild 

dolphin feeding programs, even those conducted with the utmost 

care and best of intentions, could adversely affect the dolphins. 


- The considerations which led to this position include the 
following: 


-.&a'&-

I.., . , .  



-- - - Feeding programs may cause dolphins to be attracted to -
fishing boats and other vessels not engaged in feeding programs 
and thus increase the likelihood that they will be entangled in 
fishing gear, be shot by fishermen, or be fed foreign objects; 

- Dolphins, if dependent upon food provided by people, may 
become 3 . s -  able- to find -and catch natural prey when feeding is 
discontinued. In addition, artificial feeding programs may cause 
migrintory dolphins to remain in areas after their primary prey 
species have left or otherwise reached,their seasonal low and 
thereby cause the dolphins to be subjected to food shortages, 
inhospitable conditions, or both; 

- Dolphins, having come to expect to be fed when around 
boats and/or people in the water, could, if food were not pro- 
vided, become aggressive in their efforts to get food and thereby 
in ju:re swimmers ; 

- Development and advertising of commercial feed-the-dolphin 
programs likely would increase the opportunity and encourage 
recrleational and other boaters to feed and harass dolphins; 

- Although it might be possible to regulate the types and 
quality of fish fed to dolphins during commercial feed-the- 
dolphins programs, it would not be possible to regulate the types 
and quality of food provided by others or to prevent unnatural 
foods or foreign objects from being thrown to dolphins. Thus, 
there is good reason to believe that feed-the-dolphins programs 
would lead, directly and indirectly, to dolphins eating foreign 
objects thrown from boats, unnatural foods, spoiled fish, and 
fish laced with poison; 

- Feeding dolphins would cause them to be attracted to and 

increase the probability of their being struck by vessels; and 


- Feeding programs also may expose dolphins to and make them 

more susceptible to diseases. 


In light of the above, the Commission believes that approval of 

this or other requests to feed bottlenose dolphinsl or any other 

cetacean in the wild, would be contrary to the intent and provi- 

sions of the Marine Mammal Protection Act, It thezefore recom- 

mendls that the applicantls request be denied and that future 

appl.ications for such programs be retdrned on that basis. It 

also recommends that you advise any others known to be conducting 

or c:ontemplating programs in which wild marine mamlnals are fed 

that; such programs constitute an unauthorized take under the 

Marine Mammal Protection Act. 




The commission believes that the applicant, without benefit of a 

permit, would be able to conduct tours from-which observers view 

dolphins from the boat, and that these tours could provide oppor- 

tunities for observations of dolphins in their natural environ- 

ment provided that those activities do not potentially harass or 

otherwise take the subject animals, In this regard, such activi- 

ties would appropriately be addressed in the Service's guidelines 

for wlhal~.watch-ing which should also include a prohibition on 

f eedi~ng , 

Animal and Plant Health Insnection Service (APHIS) - APHIS states 
that 19(t)he Animal Welfare Act pertain$ only to animals in a 
captive environment used for research or exhibition purposes; or 
sold as pets; or transported in commerce. The actions described 
by Mr, Atkinson do not fall within the authorities of the Act." 

NMFS - The Northwest, Northeast, Southeast, and Southwest Regions 
and the National Marine Mammal Laboratory all objected to the 
issuance of a permit for feeding marine mammals in the wild, 
Copies of the regions8 comments are attached, 

Public Comments - Orsanizations 

C e n t e r  for coastal Studies (CCS) - Ms, Karen Steuer, ~xecutive 
Director, CCS, believed that feeding programs, if authorized, 
should be conducted in compliance with APHIS regulations. CCS 
believes that "the resultant modification of natural feed and 
behavior of the animals involved also presents a potential hazard 
to babth the dolphins and to the publicw from increased vessel 
traffic and from dolphins habituated to feeding from the vessels, 
In adldition, the CCS believes it unwise to grant the permit as 
requested until NMFS determines its position on commercial 
whale!watching, and until ecosystem impact can be determined to a 
satisfactory degree, 

E n t e r t a i n m e n t  Plus (EP) - Mr. Doug Messenger, Superhisor of 
Training, EP, was against issuance of a permit to Mv. Atkinson. 
Mr. Messenger expressed concern for dolphins habituated to 
feeding, monitoring sanitation and proper food type and prepara- 
tion,, the affect upon wild dolphin migration of grobps of dolphin 
dependent upon boat feedings, and NMFS1 plans for regulation of a 
new feeding industry. 

Monitor - Mr. Craig Van Note, Executive Vice President, Monitor, 
listed the following eight organizations as opposed to issuance 

of a permit to Mr. Atkinson: American Humane Socidty; American 

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals; Animal Protec- 

tion Institute; Earth Island Institute; The Fund for Animals; 

Greenpeace U.S.A.; International Fund for Animal Welfare; and 

Washington Humane Society. 




Mr; Va~n Note stated that @@The requested activity ... constitutes 
harassment under the definition of the term currently used by the 
National Marine Fisheries Service and is therefore a violation of 
the Mamine Mammal Protection Act. Approaching the animals this 
c1osel.y is, in itself, a violation of the Act, but the proposed 
feeding of the dolphins will also cause serious harm to the 
population. - The-proposed-feeding will increase the attraction of 
the animals to boats, including fishing vessels. This behavior 
will place the animals at risk of human/dolphin interactions 
which will threaten their welfare. ... This result would be cause 
for serious concern even if only a handeul of animals were 

involved. 


If ..,. the individual dolphins approached by the cruise would 
changta frequently due to dolphin migration patterns, the impact 

of the proposed activity could be even greater." In addition, 

% h e  establishment of a large number of these ventures could 

cause enough modification in the behavior of the dolphins to 

threaten substantial disruption of the entire Gulf of Mexico 

marine ecosystem. 


@@The (dangers of such activities were recognized by the National 

Marine Fisheries,~ervice, the research community, conserbation 

groups and the whale watching industry in the recently-published 

proceedings of a workshop on whale watching. The final recomme- 

ndations of the gathering specified that each NMFS region should 

issue regulations on whale watching and that, such regulations 

"should include a prohibition on whale watching activities that 

involve the feeding of wild populations of cetaceans. (Federal 

Reaister, Vol. 54, No. 201, October 19, 1989)." 


Mr. Van Note further states that if the agency were to issue a 

permit it would need to follow the procedures specified in Sec. 

101(a)(3)(A), which include issuance of regulations in a formal, 

on-th~e-record rulemaking under Sec. 103; and that the activity 

requested in this application, 'I...which involves disruption of 

an indeterminate number of animals in the wild and the ecosystem 

of which they are a part, does not fall within even the broadest 

possible notion of @@public display,@@ which entails temoval of 

certain individuals from the wild so that the impact of intrusive 

human-animal interactions is limited to the removed individuals 

and does not affect the animals remaining in the wixd." 


Amerjican Cetacean Society (ACS) - Ms. Barbara Britten, Washington 
Representative, ACS, stated that the ACS opposed islsuance of a 
permit as "contrary to the purposes of the MMPA, wh~ich is sup- 
posed to provide protection to marine mammals and the ecosystems 
they inhabit, to deliberately attract dolphins by offering them 
food, thus conditioning them to expect it. This activity may 
substantially alter their natural behavior and ... could cause 



the dolphins to become "public nuisances." Conversely, it could 

put the dolphins at risk, both as to the quality and safety of 

the preferred (sic) food." 


Mr. Larry Young, President, Galveston Chapter, ACS, stated that 
wild feeding:activities are in direct violation of the MMPA and 
alters wild dolphins' normally guarded behaviors, which prevent 
frequent~ontaet-withmankind, leading to an increase the odds 
that contact would lead to morbidity and mortality in that 
population, e .g. animals involved in fishery interactions. In 
addition, Mr. Young stated that necessary studies of the normal 
patteirns of behavior of dolphin populal5ons~by marine scientists 
could continue uninterrupted. Mr. Young believes that dolphin 
watching cruises are highly educational and entertaining, and can 
be co~nducted within the limitations of the MMPA without altering 
the animals behavior. 

International Wildl i fe  Coalition (IWC) - Ms. Nathalie F.R. Ward, 
Marine Mammals Program Director, IWC, stated that the IWC is 
opposed to issuance of a permit to Mr. Atkinson because the 

issuance of a whalewatching permit under Itp&lic displayw is not 

consistent with NMFS1 current policies concerning whalewatching. 

To date, NMFS has not determined that whalewatching is public 

display under the Marine Mammal protection Act. IWC states that 

feed-the-dolphin programs in the wild are contrary to the pur- 

poses of the MMPA in that these activities may have an adverse 

effect on the dolphins that are involved and a cumulative effect 

on the population stock by modifying the dolphin's behavior to 

rely on a non-natural food source. Additionally, habituation to 

vessels may increase boat/dolphin related injuries and potential 

harassment problems. 


The IWC also believes that "such programs may expose dolphins and 

make them more susceptible to disease. Feeding would be diffi- 

cult to monitor and harmful objects which dolphins could ingest 

may allso be thrown into the water." 


Depa1:tment of Wildl i fe ,  State  of Washington (Dept weldlife, WA) -
Mr. Steven Jeffries, Marine Mammal Investigations, Oept Wildlife, 
WA, while recognizing the value of promoting public awareness of 
marine mammals through whale watching activities, opposes the 
issuance of a permit to allow the feeding of any maprine mammal in 
the wild as being an inappropriate and precedent sekting action 
under the MMPA, and because of the potential for intlividuals from 
the wild to habituate to humans and an unnatural food source, 
resulLting in nuisance animals and fishery interactibn and inci- 
dental take statistics. The Dept Wildlife, WA believes that 
exisicing NMFS whale watching guidelines provide sufficient 
regulation of this activity. 



Texas Marine Mammal Stranding Network (Tx HM8N) - Ms. Gina L. 
Barron, State Coordinator, TX MMSN, provided comments after wit- 
nessing a feeding program conducted by tour-boat operators off 
Corpus Christi, Texas. Ms. Barron stated that "There appear to 
have been at least two significant a1terations.b the normal 
feeding patterns of the Corpus Christi Bay population of dol- 
phins: 

jet A deliberate effort on the part of the tour boat operators 
has succeeded in moving the dolphins from outside the 

]harbour, to within 10 minutes of the marina, well inside the 

harbour 8 

and while tour operators often throw fish in the water, 

the dolphins are encouraged to hand-feed above the water, so 

that tourists get better snapshots. 


Corpus Christi Bay is a heavily trafficked waterway, and though 

the dolphins normally enter and exit the bay to feed, they now 

approach the tour boats routinely, a learned behavior.aa 


American Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums (AAZPA) -
Mr. Robert 0.  Wagner, Executive Director, AAZPA, submitted gacom- 
ments limited to the appropriateness of a public display permit 
coveringw feeding dolphins in the wild. "AAZPA recommends that 
activities involving direct or indirect contact with dolphins in 
the wrild such as film making, whale watching, feeding dolphins, 
and similar activities be regulated. However, (the AAZPA .recorn- 
mends) that these activities be subject to,regulations under 
sectj-ons 103 or 112 of the Marine Mammal Protection Act. (The 
AAZPPL does) not believe that they should be regulated under a 
public display permit which is authorized by section 104 of the 
Act. 

alAAZIBA believes that public display permits should be limited to 

those activities in which the captive marine mammals are main- 

tained in a zoological environment." 


Marine Mammal Coalition (Coalition) - In the Coal it ion s opinion, 
the feeding of wild marine mammals constitutes an activity 
similar to undersea film-making and whalewatching. (The Coali- 
tion) recommend(ed) that these activities be monitored and, if 
nece:ssarv, regulated in the future. The Coalition does not 
believe that these activities constitute public display. 

Dolplhin Research Center (DRC) - Jayne S. Rodriquez, President, 
DRC, stated that programs involving observation, feeding or 
swimming with wild dolphins should be included in m F S a  Environ- 
mentlal Impact Statement on Swim-With-the-Dolphin Programs, and 
subject to the same rules and regulations as the presently 
permitted facilities. Ms. Rodriquez was also concerned about the 

http:behavior.aa


possible proliferation of these programs and their possible 

negative impact on wild dolphin populatio~s. 


Bernd Go Wursig, Director, Marine Mammal Research Program, 
Texas ALM University at Galveston - Dr. Wiirsig is opposed to wild 
dolphin feeding programs and states that they alter the animals1 
natural--behavi-orpatterns. Dr. Wiirsig also addresses the argument 
that dolphin feeding/petting trips are preferable to keeping 
animals in captivity. Although he does %ot approve of catching 
dolphins for captivity, those already $n aquaria and now being 
bred to create more capture animals, provide invaluable data to 
researchers ... which have profound positive implications for 
managring and conserving dolphins in nature. When carried out 
appropriately, dolphins in captivity also teach humans to respect 
and admire these fascinatingly adapted creatures. On the other 
hand, the one important parameter we could obtain from wild 
animals - an appreciation of natural behavior patterns including 
foraging regimes, group structure and fidelity, movement patterns, 
home ranges, activity budgets, etc. - can no longer be fairly 
ascertained because of our meddlingOn 

Publjic Comments .- Individuals 

Amy C:. Haynie, DVM - Dr. Haynie is opposed to the issuance of 
permits, stating that feeding activities significantly alter the 
behavior of several pods of dolphins resulting in nuisance animals 
that put themselves at risk by approaching,any boat "begging1' for 
food ,. 

Ms. Carey Kerr - Ms. Kerr supported feeding operations but urged 
regulation of the operations so that animals do not become depen- 
dent on man. Ms. Kerr believes that interactions between dolphins 
and man can be mutually beneficial and that working at the State 
and Federal level will help to ensure the safety and ultimate 
surv.iva1 of marine mammals. 

Ms. Elayne McNamara - Ms. McNamara believes that there has been a 
change in the behavior of dolphins involved in wild feeding 

~per~ations,and expressed concern for the animals1 safety. 


Jackie Cole, DVM - Dr. Cole stated that "It is imp~rative for the 
safety, well being, and natural evolution of dolphins that the 
permit be denied." Dr. Cole believes'that, while Seeding from a 
boat may well be argued to be a voluntary act by the dolphins, 
over time it habituates the population to humans and boats. This, 
in turn, jeopardizes the safety of the dolphins and alters their 
natural behavior patterns of feeding and migration, and possibly 
even pod formation, breeding, maternal behavior and territory. 
Dr. Cole believes that the accuracy of research on numbers, migra- 
tory patterns and behavioral patterns of coastal populations of 



marine mammals will be jeopardized if feeding excursions are 

allowed to continue. 


Ms. Jeannie Hamilton - Ms. Hamilton is opposed to the issuance of 
a permit. She believes that the requested permit would encourage 
human interactions and threaten animals that become dependent upon 
approaching boats for food. 

Mr. Bruce Lane - Mr. Lane recommended that the permit application 
be denied outright or granted such that it will (a) prohibit all 
feeding of marine mammals, and (b) corn ly with all current guide- 
lines for whalewatching operations. M!. Lane feels that the 
propalsed activities would alter the normal feeding patterns of any 
dolph~ins involved, and that, given time, the dolphins in the area 
couldl very well become a problem for boaters and could endanger 
themslelves. Mr. Lane also expressed concern regarding the type 
and quality of fish, and the possibility of toxic or foreign 
substiances being provided to the dolphins. 

Mr. Robert Flanagan - Mr. Flanagan supports dolphin watching and 
feeding cruises and believes that since there are presently no 
prohibiting regulations, these activities do not require a permit. 

COMMEENTS ON WILD:FEEDING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL - 112 comments, 
including 52 from two 4th grade classes, were received on another 
dolphin feeding operation or dolphin feeding cruises in general. 
69 of those comments were in favor of the feeding cruises, 30 were 
in favor but with some regulations, guidelines or controls, and 12 
were against. The favorable comments cite,the educational bene- 
fits of cruises and the advantages of observing dolphins without 
placing them in captivity. 

The comments included letters from EN and Sonja Strong, operators 

of a dolphin feeding/observation cruise out of Corpus Christi, 

Texas. Mrs. Strong gives some history of their tours: 


"It took considerable patience to win their c~nfidence and 

trust. One day, after eating our drifting fi$h, 12 or so 

came up in a perfect circle past their flippers, facing each 

other. Then, they all looked back at us, thefi at each other. 

This happened several times for maybe one minQte. Then, they 

all swam over to our boat. So,.you see, they decided to be 

friends with us themselves. 


"We go every day only twice a day for the past three years so 

they will still hunt on their own and migrate. We could have 

run more trips. Money is nice, you know, but it doesn't com- 

pare to keeping them happy and certainly not dependent. The 

dolphins come meet us everyday and chase us down. They 

really look forward to this encounter as much as the people 

do. The people'are engulfed in the most mesmerizing experi- 




-- 

ence of their lives. These trips are so wonderful and the 

(guys are so precious. 


"This way is so much better than tanks, etc. We have no 

(death rate due to stress, the acts of capturing them or heart 

attacks- These dolphins aren't imprisoned the rest of their 

lives- They come if they want and leave when they want. 

IJus~.&ecause.~Sea
World, etc. have become the acceptable way 

to (meet) dolphins does not mean there is not a better way 

for all of us and especially for themet8 


Importation Prohibitions: Importation is not requested in this 

application-


CITES: The requested activities will not involve inportation, 

exportation, or introduction from the sea. Therefore, the prohi- 

bitions of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 

Species of Wild Fauna and Flora do not apply. 


Threatened and Endangered Species: The Atlantic bottlenose 

dolphin is not considered threatened endangered under the Endan- 

geredl Species Act, nor is it listed as depleted under the Marine 

Mammal1 Protection Act, 


Enfox:cement Policy: Since there are no pending actions against 

the Applicant, or other individuals listed in the application, 

which affect consideration of this Application, the enforcement 

po1ic:y does not apply. 


National Environmental Policy Act: Public display permits are, in 

general, categorically excluded from the requirement to prepare an 

Envilronmental Assessment or Environmental Impact Stbtement since, 

as a class, they do not have a significant effect oh the human 

envilronment (NOAA Directives Manual 02-10 Environmental Review 

Procedures, 49 FR 29647, para. 5.c.(3)(g)). NMFS cionsiders the 

criteria used for determining significance, as direbted by 13.a. 

of NOAA Directives Manual 02-10, in determining whepher any excep- 

tions to the categorical exclusion apply to the issbance of a 

permit- The Applicant requests a public display pelrmit authori- 

zing the harassment of Atlantic bottlenose dolphins (Tursiows 

trunczatus) during the observation and feeding of animals in the 

wild. 


In reviewing comments received on the application ar on feeding 
prog:rams in general, the information supplied in the application 
and other information on Tursio~s, NMFS is recommending denial of 
this permit request, and has determined t h a t :  



a. The denial of a permit for the harassment, including 

feeding, of Tursio~s will not result in an adverse impact on 

the population or environment. 


b. Public health and safety are not affected ifsthe permit 

request is denied. 


c. here are no unique characteristics of the geographic 

area where the requested activity would occur; 


d. Denial of a permit for regulay feedng of wild 

populations of marine mammals is not considered highly 

controversial; 


e, Denial of a permit for regular feeding of wild 

Atlantic bottlenose dolphins does not involve unique or 

unknown risks to wild populations of marine mammals; 


f. The denial of a penuit for the requested activity 

does not set a precedent for future actions with 

significant effects and does not represent a decision in 

principle about a future consideration with impacts on 

the human environment; 


g. There are no individually significant and cumula- 

tively significant impacts associated with the proposed 

act ion. 


h. There will be no adverse effect on'historie 

resources; 


i. No threatened or endangered species are affected; and 


j. Section 109(a) prohibits the enforcement of state 
laws regarding marine mammals. Therefore, the denial of . 
a permit would not conflict with state or locql law. 

Agency denial of the requested activities would not have signifi- 

cant: environmental or socio-economic impacts which would preclude 

reliance on the categorical exclusion. 


Disc:ussion and Recommendation: 


In November 1988, NMFS and the Center for Marine Cbnservation 

sponsored a workshop to review and evaluate whale watching 

programs and management needs. Staff from all NMFIS regions parti- 

cipated in the development of the workshop recommendations. One 

of the workshop recommendations was that NMFS Regions should 

devcelop regulations on whale watching and that the regulations 

sholuld include a prohibition on whale watching activities that 




involve the feeding of wild populations of cetaceans, NMFS 'is 

drafting proposed regulations which clarify that activities 

involving the feeding of marine mammals in the wild are takings 

and th~erefore prohibited under the MMPA, and is drafting separate 

regulaitions that will cover whalewatching and related activities. 


On February 28, 1989, NMFS received this application from 

Mr. Atkins-on for-a_permit.to harass Atlantic bottlenose dolphins 

during dol'phin watching and feeding cruises. 


On August 14, 1989, NMFS requested a report from the Southeast 
Region which was to include an analysis of $he probable effects of 
feeding wild populations of marine mammals. The final report, 
received October 17, 1989, indicated scientific consensus that 
''feedjing of wild populations of marine mammals is not beneficial 
to the animals ... and may be harmful to both marine mammals and 
humansen Scientists who contributed to the report cloncluded that 
feeding of wild dolphins causes alteration of natural behavior 
patterns. This report also included statements from Federal and 
State enforcement officers indicating that these activities pose 
enforcement problems and intensify undesirable marine mammal/ 
human interactions. The report is attached, and made part of the 
decision on this action, 

Some eommentors Suggested that the request for a permit authori- 

zing cobservation/feeding of marine mammals in the wild was not an 

approlpriate submission for a public display permit under the MMPA 

because such activities do not constitute public display, The 

MMPA provides for the issuance of permits wfiich authorize the 

taking or importation of any marine mammal .for scientific research 

or public display, As defined in the MMPA, "The term 'take1 means 

to harass, hunt, capture, or kill, or attempt to hazass, hunt, 

capture, or kill any marine mammal.w The MMPA and its regulations 

do not, however, define 'harass.' Neither the MMPA nor its 

regulations defines public display, 


NMFS has not issued previous formal policy statements that can be 

referenced in determining the appropriateness of an application 

for a public display permit authorizing the potentihl taking 

during the feeding of animals in the wild. NMFS ha@, however, 

previously issued one public display permit for the potential take 

by harassment of non-endangered marine mammals in the wild 

(P392-Cousteau). Absent definition or policy, and given agency 

preceident with the issuance of a previous public display permit 

authorizing take by harassment in the,wild, under current regula- 

tions and laws NMFS cannot eliminate feeding/observation cruises 

from a definition of public display as recommended by some 

comme!ntors. The permit program review is expected to propose 

revised MMPA regulations which will provide a definition of public 

display appropriate to MMPA permits. 


http:for-a_permit.to


Some commentors also suggested that wild dolphin observation and 

feeding cruises do not require an MMPA permit because such activi- 

ties do not constitute a take, NMFS defines "takew to include 

harrassment or any other negligent or intentional act which 

result:= in the disturbing or molesting of a marine mama1 (50 CFR 

5216.3.). NMFS also has prohibited activities causing a substan- 

tial d.isw-ption.-0-f-a 
whale's behavior in whalewatching regulations 

regarding Hawaiian waters. In addition, whalewatching guidelines 

for otlher regions of the United States are written to avoid any 

substaintial disruption of a whale's behavior. If the proposed 

dolphiin observation cruises are conducted within the confines of 

the ~h~alewatching guidelines, or subsequent regulations, and no 

feeding activities occur, no MMPA permit is required as activities 

conducted outside the minimum distance required by those guide- 

lines probably will not result in a taking under the MMPA. If, 

however, the proposed cruises are conducted with the intent of 

approaching marine mammals closer than allowed by the whale- 

watching guidelines, or with the intent of disturbing, molesting 

or altering the animals1 behavior by luring them toward boats for 

the purposes of feeding and/or observation (even if initiated 

outside the minimum distance requirements), then the Service 

believes harassment of the animals will occur. There has been 

ample comment, from those supportive of feeding cruises and from 

those opposed, that groups of wild animals routinely exposed to 

feeding activities regularly approach people for the purpose of 

interaction, even if the fish available represents only a small 

percentage of the animalst daily requirement, and even if no fish 

is offered (See also "A Report to the Monkey'Mia Reserve Manage- 

ment C!ommittee: Recommendations for a Feeding Strategy for the 

Do1phi.n~ of Monkey Mia, Shark Bay"). 


Based on these considerations, NMFS determines that $he proposed 
activi-ties, insofar as they include feeding and approaching 
dolphins closer than allowed by whalewatching guidelines, consti- 
tute takings which can only be authorized through a emit for 
public: display. In determining whether to issue a p 1blic display 
permit:, the MMPA regulations require that we consider, among other 
criteria, whether the proposed taking will be consistent with the 
purposes and policies of the Act; whether the marine mammal in 
question is from a species listed as depleted; whether a substan- 
tial public benefit will be gained from the display contemplated, 
taking into account the manner of the.display and th~e anticipated 
audience on the one hand, and the effect of the proplosed taking on 
the population stocks of the marine mammal in question and the 
marine ecosystem on the other; and the'applicant's qualifications 
for the proper care and maintenance of the marine mammal and the 
adequacy of his facilities. 



The proposed display, if allowed, would provide the following 

educational, recreational and economic benefits: 


o 	increased opportunities for the public to view dolphins in 

their natural setting 


i the opportunity for members of the public who prefer not 

to--view.captivemarine mammals to observe and interact 

with dolphins 


o 	regularly scheduled cruises for which operators could 

charge a fee. 


However, if the permit is not allowed these benefits could still 

substantially accrue to the public through cruises operating 

withiin the existing whalewatching guidelines, although there will 

be less certainty of close observation and interaction for members 

of the public who participate. It will be more likely, however, 

that dolphin behavior observed will be more natural. 


On the other hand, NMFS finds that there are significant potential 

and Likely adverse effects of feeding and approaching dolphins as 

proposed in the application including the following: 


o 	Interactions with Fishing Boats - increased likelihood that 
dolphins will be attracted to fishing boats and will be more 
habituated to people, causing harmful interactions. 

o 	Effect on Migrations of Wild Dolphin,& - Dolphins may 
become dependent on food provided by humans and stay in an 
area after primary prey species have left the area. 

o 	Risk of Illness - Dolphins accustomed to eating dead fish 
may be vulnerable to spoiled or poisonous fish. 

These potential adverse impacts cannot be sufficiently mitigated 

through permit conditions or prevented by enforcement measures. 

Moreover, there are other possible effects from the proposed 

activities discribed in the wCommentsw section. The Service 

cannot definitively address the likelihood of other possible 

effects on wild dolphin populations posed by commentors because of 

insufficient data. 


The potential adverse impacts on the population stocks of Atlantic 

bottl(enose dolphin and the marine ecosystem outweigh the potential 

benefit of the proposed activities. he Service concludes, 

therefore, that the issuance of a permit authorizing activities 

intended to directly or indirectly alter the natural and feeding 

behavior of groups of wild animals is not consistent with the 

purposes and policy of the Marine Mammal Protection Act. I 

recommend, therefore, that you sign the attached letter denying a 

permit to Mr. James Baker Atkinson. 
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April 21, 1994 F/EN42 


MEMORAN1)UM FOR: F/EN Allen Mager 

FROM: F/E!J4 Suzanne M. Hor+@@-
SUBJECT: Dolphin Feeding Summary 

The Sout.heast Region has experienced a variety of dolphin feeding 

problems over the past several years. These problems can general-

ly be defined by four categories of dolphin feeding; private 

.vessel, feeding cruise, incidental to fishing charter and piers. 
The distinction being; private vessels operated for  personal 
pleasure, who happen upon dolphin, either by choice or chance; 
feeding cruise vessels who specifically seek out dolphins with 
the intent of having paying passengers feed the animals; fishing 
charter vessels who occasionally stop to feed dolphin during 
fishing trips and persons feeding dolphin from public piers. 

Dolphin feeding has been common, throughout the entire Southeast 

Region and is likely to occur at any time and place that humans 

encounter the animals. This is especially true concerning 

private vessels encountering dolphin. Dolphin feeding by private 

vessels represents; by far, the most pervasive and difficult to 

enforce aspect of the problem.. It is doubtful that without a 

massive education program, showing the general public t he  conse-

quences of feeding wild dolphin, that we will be able to stop the 

practice. Especially since in many areas, dolphins accustomed to 

interacting with &d feeding from small private boats that come 

into the i r  "area*, . eagerly initiate contact with humans. 

Everyone loves the dolphins, and it is only human, t o  want to 

interact with them. 


There are several areas in the Southeast Region, where feeding by 

private vessels has been a significant problem. There is a small 

group of dolphins in Calabogie Sound, near Hilton Bead Island, SC 

that are well k n o w n  and frequently fed by numerous local vessels. 

It is believed that the "head dolphin" is the one released in 

1985 or 1986, by Flippers Sea School. National Geographic did a 

film of that release. Under the tutelage of the Flipper dolphin, 

this group routinely approach small boats  and "act" for handouts. 

There have been instances where a dolphin has jumped onto boats, 

trying to get food. Another similar s i t u a t i o n  exists in t h e  ICW 

pear Nakornis, on Florida's w e s t  central coast. A dolphin n i c k - 

named "Moocher" and one or t x o  "apprentices" hzve over the years, 

become so accustomed t o  handouts ,  t h a t  they have n o t  only l o s t  

their fear o f  man, but have been r e p o r t e d  t o  become aggressive 




and even b i t e  people =hen they are teased o r  not feed. Marinas i n  
the  area, se l l  bags of bait f i s h  spec i f ica l ly  as "dolphin food" 
f o r  t he  weekend boaters .  Several high prof i l e  opera t ions  from 
marked enforcement ves se l s ,  have been conducted i n  areas known t o  
have a dolphin feeding problem by pr ivate  vessels. Because the 
vast majori ty of t h e  publ ic  are not aware t h a t  it is i l l e g a l  t o  
feed dolphins, w e  b v e  issued verbal warnings and educated t h e  
public about t h e  mutual dangers of feeding dolphins. This 
approach however, seems t o  work only so long as a marked enforce- 
ment vesse l  is i n  t h e  area. A s  soon as It leaves,  t h e  feeding 
starts anew. t 

There are s i m i l a r  s i t u a t i o n s  i n  several  o ther  l oca t ions  i n  the 
Southeast Region; t h a t  are po ten t ia l ly  dangerous f o r  both  humans 
and t h e  dolphins. Not only can humans be b i t t e n  o r  knocked down, 
but  t h e r e  it a p o t e n t i a l  f o r  accidents ,  when boats  s t o p  o r  t u r n  
suddenly when the animals are sighted. There is also a danger 
for t h e  dolphins, since t he re  are no controls  on what is being 
feed t o  t h e  animals. There have been reports of a v a r i e t y  of 
non-fish foods, including cheese puffs ,  marshmallows, potato 
chips, sandwiches and you name it, being given t o  the dolphins.  

Approximately 15 t o  20 dolphin feeding cruise boats  operat-
ing in .  the Southeast Region. They have i n  most ins tances ,  taken 
advantage of t h e  s i t u a t i o n  created when "f r iendly"  dolphins  
w i l l i n . g l y  come up t o  stopped boats, looking f o r  a hand out .  
Fortunately,  we are aware of most dolphin feeding c h a r t e r  opera- 
t o r s  and a r e  ab le  t o  monitor them f o r  compliance with non-feeding 
regula.tions and have on occasion, put undercover agents  aboard. 
Genera.lly, these  dolphin feeding char ters  ceased feeding c r u i s e s  
when t h e  MMPA d e f i n i t i o n  of "takew changed i n  March 1991. Then, 
immedi.ately began operat ion again i n  October 1992 ,  fbl lowing t h e  
Southe!rn D i s t r i c t  of Texas Injunction against  NMFS e ~ f o r c i n g  
dolphin feeding regula t ions .  Commercial feeding c r u i s e s  contin-  
ued under the in junc t ion ,  u n t i l  the  F i f t h  C i r cu i t  of Appeals in 
New Orleans, overturned the  Texas Injunction i n  Novelmber 1993.  
The dolphin feeding c r u i s e  operators  =ere no t i f i ed  of t h e  r u l i n g  
and again ceased feeding operations. Many, changed t h e i r  c r u i s e s  
from dolphin feeding,  t o  dolphin watching char te r s .  Compliance 
by these  operators  has  been very high, w i t h  no documented viola-  
t i o n s  s ince  t h e  in junc t ion  was overturned. 

Charter f i sh ing  v e s s e l s  operating throughout the  Region, have 
been known t o  s top ,  e i t h e r  on the  way out o r  returning from a 
f i sh ing  trip, t o  feed t h e  dolphins fo r  the  entertairiment of t h e i r  
passengers. This  usually occurs when the  opportunity p re sen t s  
i t s e l f  and t h e  passengers are in te res ted  in stopping. A case was 
made agains t  one of these  cha r t e r  f i shing vesse l s ,  but  was 
declined for prosecution by NOAA GCSE. 

Last, but not least, t he re  have been problems at several p u b l i c  
f i sh ing  piers i n  Florida, concerning feeding dolphin. A t  t w o  
p i e r s  i n  the  Panhzndle, i n  particular, t h e  problem esca l a t ed  i n t o  
dolphin hooking. I n  these ins tances ,  the  do lph in  g o t  so  used t o  



ge t t ing  handouts f r o m  the fishermen, they soon s t a r t e d  taking 
bait o f f  t h e  hooks meant f o r  fishing. Usually t h e  dolphin  were 
s m a r t  and quick enough t o  get away with t h i s ,  bu t  sometimes they  
would ge t  hooked. Soon, t he  sport  on t he  pier w a s  t r y i n g  t o  hook 
up w i t h .  a dolphin, f o r  t h e  brief, but furious f i g h t  t h a t  ensued. 
I n  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  ins tance ,  NHFS Enforcement and F lo r ida  Marine 
Pat ro l  worked a j o i n t  surveillance t h a t  resul ted  in t h e  arrest of 
two juveni les  (under S t a t e  law), for harassing dolphin. Pos te rs  
and handout material were d i s t r ibu ted  i n  the a r ea  and the hooking 
problem ceased -
Currently, w e  are receiving few complaints of dolphin feeding 
problems; but I be l ieve  t h a t  the problem, a t  least as far as 
p r iva t e  ves se l s  and cha r t e r  f i shing vessels  are concerned, is 
wide spread. Due t o  our l imi ted manpower, we have not made these 
type cases  a high p r i o r i t y  and are l imi t ing our a c t i v i t i e s  t o  
responding t o  complaints. It would l i t t e r l y  take the e n t i r e  
Coast Guard and var ious  states Marine Pat rol  u n i t s ,  100 % of 
t h e i r  resources,  24 hours a day, fo r  up t o  th ree  months, t o  
e n t i r e l y  stop people from feeding dolphins. What seems a more 
e f f e c t i v e l y  so lu t ion ;  is  a massive education e f f o r t  by Pro tec ted  
Species, t o  make the general  public aware that not only is it 
i l l e g a l  t o  feed dolphins,  but that  it is not i n  t h e i r  o r  our  b e s t  
i n t e r e s t .  

cc: Boh.r, S p r a i t z  



ATTACHMENT # 4  

rz-cr . ,  (I.'*. 

I*..rmn 

November 10, 1992 


Mr.anB Mrs. Wayne Reeves 

Post Office Box 1034 

Crestview, Florida 32536 


Dear Mr. and Mrs. Reeves: 


Vour recent correspondence to Senator Bob Graham and 

Representative Bo Johnson concerning feeding manatees at the Sunset 

Cove Motel in Key Largo has been forwarded to this office for 

response. The article you sent described manatee feedings at the 

motel owned by Ms. Mary Darpa, who expressed concern for the 

seeming lack of food supply for manatees and the danger that 

speeding boats present to these animals. She also expressed an 

interest in establishing boat speed zones in the vicinity of her 

motel to reduce the risks of boat collisions with manatees. We 

would like to address your concerns regarding these issues. 


:!!he practice of feeding manatees is considered detrimental to 

the species and is in fact harassment, which is prohibited by law. 

It is detrimental because as manatees grow accustomed to receiving 

food from people on shore and in boats, they subsequently lose any 

natural fear of man and begin seeking handouts in more developed 

areas, where boating activity is greater. This can result in the 

manatee being hit by watercraft and being injured or killee. Since 

watercraft cause the largest percentage of all human-related 

manatee deaths annually, every effort is being made to protect 

manatees from these potentially life-threatening situations. 


Another reason feeding manatees is prohibited. is that tfie 
introt9uction of unnatural food sources to their diet can cause 
health problems. Once they begin feeding on handouts, they are 
often indiscriminate in what they will ingest so it is healthier 
for them to eat their natural diet of seagrasses and other aquatic 
plant life. The Florida Keys, and the area around %he Sunset Cove 
Motel in particular, have extensive lush seagrass beds avalleble 
for manatee feeding; therefore, manatees in this area are not 
lacking adequate natural vegetation to sustzin their diet and ao 
not need additional food. 

l?s. Darpa expressed concern about speeding boats hitting the 
manatees that now visit the raters around her motel, znd she is 
interested in establishing boat speed zones in the vicinity in 
hopes of preventing such collisions. Under 370.12(p) Florida 
Statutes, municipalities may s u b ~ i tpro~osea boat speed zones for 
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manatee p ro tec t ion  i n  wa te r s  within t h e i r  j u r i s d i c t i o n  t o  t h e  
Departmlent of Natural  Resources. The Department's D i v i s i o n  of 
Marine Resources w i l l  review t h e  zones based on t h e  a v a i l a b l e  
manatee da ta  f o r  t h e  r eg ion  and decide whether or n o t  t h e  proposed 
zones w i l l  provide needed p ro tec t ion  f o r  manatees. I f  t h e  
Departmlent approves t h e  zones,  t h e  municipal i ty  may t h e n  p o s t  t h e s e  
zones a f t e r  r ece iv ing  a l l  t h e  necessary permits.  

Thle waters of t h e  F l o r i d a  Keys a r e  not  used by l a r g e  numbers 
of manatees s o  t y p i c a l l y  t h e r e  a r e  few deaths  i n  t h i s  a r e a .  I n  
Monroe County, t h e  l a r g e s t  numbers of manatees a r e  found i n  t h e  
laainlanrd e s t u a r i e s  and F l o r i d a  Bay, and Key Largo is c l o s e  enough 
t o  Flor ida  Bay t h a t  manatee s i g h t i n g s  a r e  a r e g u l a r  occurrence .  
Even though Monroe is n o t  one of t h e  high p r i o r i t y  c o u n t i e s  and 
does nalt have t h e  h igh  concen t ra t ions  of manatees t h a t ,  u s u a l l y  
warrant  boat  speed zones,  w e  w i l l  have s t a f f  review d a t a  from t h i s  
a r e a  and do an o n - s i t e  v i s i t  dur ing  t h e  next  v i s i t  t o  a d j a c e n t  Dade 
County. 

While M s .  Darpa is  f r e e  t o  work with t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  
munic ipa l i ty  t o  propose b o a t  speed zones, a b e t t e r  a l t e r n a t i v e  
wot11d be to cease  f e e d i n g  and water ing t h e  manatees and t o  
encourage o t h e r s  i n  h e r  community t o  do t h e  same. I n  t h i s  way, t h e  
manatees w i l l  n o t  be l u r e d  t o  t h e s e  developed a r e a s  by garden hoses 
and food and w i l l  p robably  remain i n  more remote areas w i t h i n  t h e  
Everglades Nat ional  Park  where t h e r e  is ample v e g e t a t i o n  and less 
boa t  t r a f f i c .  

Thank you f o r  s h a r i n g  your concern about t h e  endangered 
manatee. 

0Since re ly ,  
n 

Edwin J. Conklin, D i r e c t o r  
Division of Marine Resources 

EJC/vf 
cc: 	Senator Bob Graham 

Representa t ive  Bo Johnson 



September 14, 1993 

Mr. L q  Murphy 
Hungry Pelican Resort 
P.O.Box 762 
Key Largo, FL 33037 

. .  . . .  . -
Dear Mr. Murphy: 

The Office of Protected Species would like to address several concerns related to the 
feeding of manatees from facilities associated with the Hungry P e l i w  establishment. It has 
come to our attention that manatees are being regularly feed assorted vegetable material 
(mostly lettuce) from your dock. Departmental staff observed the feeding oh manatees from 
your estalblishment. As we share your concern for the well being of manatees tkroughout 
Florida and the Keys and recognize that manatee-human interactions are of interest to your 
customers, we recommend that you discontinue this practice for the sake of the very animals 
you are trying to help. 

As you know, manatees are endangered marine mammals, and as such, the continued 
reliance of wild populations upon natural, native resources is critical to the Fecovery of the 
species for a number of reasons. The disruption of the manatee's natural feeding habits 
through the reliance upon human handouts can cause manatees to be diver@ from their 
traditional migrations routes during their seasonal travels. Manatees are W less likely to 
feed in traditional foraging areas when provided food by people on a regular basis. Human 
fed manatees are attracted to areas where they are at greater risk from uninltends3 harasswent 
or injury at the hands of people. W~thoutt& food related impetus, m a n a m  would be more a 

-&ely to remain in more remote locations out of human harm's way. Feedbg manatees 
causes them to loose their fear of people and actually encourages these anirt.lals to seek out 
humans jn areas such as marinas or disturbed areas with limited natunl foads such as canals. 
You may recognize that boatlmanatee collisions in the waters adjacent to your dock are more ' 
likely due to the attraction of manatees into this area of high-speed boat usb. If the animals 
were not drawn into this area by artificial feeding conditions, they might not be at as great a 
risk of boat strikes. The large number of moored boats and observed high speed vessels 
indicate that boat traffic in your area poses a significant risk of mortality to the very animals 

Prinrcd on rccyclcd paper 
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you are tqing to help. Luring the manatees into close proximity to curious, uninformed 
people incieases the likelihood that significant harassment of the animals may result.- 
Employees of this Department observed such an example of direct harassment while visiting 
the Sunset Cove Motel adjacent to your facility in June. At that time a young man and 
woman were feeding two adult manatees from the Sunset Cove Motel dock when the man 
repeatedly attempted to "ride" the larger animal. The ridden manatee responded in an 
expected nlanner by thrashing away from the man. Each time the manatee returned to the 
dock stairs to be fed by the woman, the man would again attempt to ride it. While this 
isolated incident in no way reflects a lack of concern for the well being of manatees on your 
part, it does exemplify the larger problems associated with human and manatee interactions. 

Harassment of endangered animals and marine mammals is strictly forbidden by 
federal law as set forth in the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 and the Endangered 
Species Act of 1973. Harassment is included under the definition of "take"of endangered or 
marine mammal species within these laws. The feeding and watering of manatees,despite 
the good intentions of the individual, are considered harassment of wild, endanger4 marine 
mammals and as such are strongly discouraged. Manatees using the waters in the area of 
your dock and throughout the upper Keys have available to them abundant vegetation upon 
which to fbrage. Dense beds of at least two different kinds of seagrass (turtle grass and 
Cuban shcbal grass) were observed within 5 meters of your dock by Depzrtment staff as 
recently a5 J ~ n eof this yea.. The habitat coordinator of our Office even observed manatee 
feeding scars in the seagrass beds in this area indicating that manatees do in fact Yse this 
food sourtx here. Natural foods, such as seagrasses, contain the nutrient combinations 
required by manatees for good health. Lettuce may actually be an inferior nutrient source 
despite its apparent appeal to manatees and feeding it to these animals may jieopardize their 
health. IvIanatees are often feed because they behave as though they are "sQrvingW. 
Manatees feed for 6-8 hours a day naturally do to their metabolic needs and nutritional 
requirements. An average adult manatee can eat between 100 to 150pounds cf vegetation in 
a single day. This huge appetite for food could be misconstrued as evidena of starvation to 
someone without this knowledge. 

- -Rrprted manatee mortality in your area of the Keys is low relative to other parts of 
the state :such as Brevard County where manatee mortality has consistently been the highest 
in the state for most categories of cause of death. Mapped mortality data indicate that there 
was one motorboat related manatee mortality just to the south of Sunset Colre from 1974 to 
March of 1993. There was only one other manatee carcass recovered in the immediate 
vicinity o~fyour motel, but it was determined that that animal died of natural causes. These 
mortalities are significant in that there are fewer numbers of manatees using the waters of the 
upper Keys than in other parts of Florida as attested to by collected aerial survey and 
mortality data. We do not wish to diminish the impact of the loss of these animals to a 
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species which is imperiled on a distribution wide basis. Rather, these mortalities do in fact 
indicate the use of this area by manatees. It is therefore possible that with time andthe 
institution of greater protective measures for manatees and their habitat that the population of 
manatees residing there may grow. You can help our efforts to protect manatees by allowing 
these animals to remain wild and independent of human beings by not providing them 
unnecessary, exotic food. We would also greatly appreciate your informing others in your 
area who rnay be doing the same to discontinue this risky practice. 

Thimk you for your genuine concern for these endangered marine mammals. Please 
do not hesitate to call (904) 922-4330 if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

DMSION OF MAF3NE RESOURCES 

I@&-R. Kipp Frohlich 

Biological Administrator ID 
Protected SpeciesManagement 

cc: 	 Bob Turner, USFWS-JAX 
Patti Thompson, STMC 
Eci Conklin, Director DMR 
Amy Perry, FMRI Tequesta 
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. .. ' T ~&sure .&kewould dolehins-&,c;i, . .:dolphins could never: survive brit h e  smallt 

we went out;. the dolphins had to know,we,.i:y m t  of fi~hhk'crew , .d:  > ,givesthirm .:... . . ' -. . 
were coming to feed thm."said Phil Hendec--":< .!"~e'r&.just..givin~ them 'a token amount. 
son; owner of the 125-passenger boat. ''That We're f,eeding them good bait," he said. 
way they'd get used to seeing us at the same 'We're certainly not going to give them any-

. . .  'time every day." . - thing bad for them." 
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Commercialfeeding of wild 

By 013. FORREST I. TOWNSENO 

I 
3 ~ 0 4r3,am concernea t com-

mercial wild dolphin feeding 
programs may soon be oper-

ating in our local waters. Tbese 
opexiitions wen? common in Flor-
ida, Texas and South Carolina 
until March 20, 1991, .when the 
National Marine Fisheries Ser-w
3 e . h n n e d  thispractice 

The &onale for this ban was 
to prrotect dolphins from illness 
by being fed improperly stored or 
prepared kh,to prevent disrup 
.tion of nonnal feeding patterns 
and social behaviors, and to re-
duce danger of physical harm 
due to concentrations of dolphins 
and lboats in close proximity. 

However, this ban was chal-
lenged by Irv and Sonja Strong of 

. d  

IT'SMYTURN 

Corpus Christ&Texas, who con- 
tinued to opmte  a commercial 
dolphin-feeding operation. A dis-
trict aurt judge ruled in their 
favor on Oct. 1, 1992. I believe 
that this action will encourage a 
proliferation of cornmedal wild. 
dolphin feeding programs. -

Last spring the readers will re-
caU a set of four dolphin deaths 
in ChoctawWee Bay. The first 
dolphin to die was observed 
swimming in tight circles Fol-
lowing this he began beating his 
head against bamacie-enausted 
pilings He died painfully shortly 
theredteron the beach 

An autopsy revealed a mature 
.. 

male dolphin in apparently excel-
lent condition at the time of 
death and the cause of death was 
acute meningitis (inflammation of 
the brain covering,. 

.Bacterial cultures of the spinal 
fluid around the brain resulted in 
growth of bacteria called Ekysip 
elas rusepathia This bacteria, 
commonly found on fish skin, be-
comes a major health problem 
when fish are improperly han-
dled and then fed tq dolphins. 

Before our current knowledge 
concerning proper fish quslity, 
refrigeration, thawing and hold- 
ing procedures, dolphins in 
oceanaria died when inadvert-
ently fed bad Gsh However, 
today thii seldom occurs. 

I have been dealing with 
stranded dolphins and whales 

dolphins must be stopped 

along our coast for 15 years. I 
had not seen this disease in wild 
dolphins before last spring. Four 
dolphi~sdied in Choctawhatchee 
Bay in 11 days. The first conclu- 
sively died of Erysipelas bacteria, 
but the others were not Eresh 
enough to allow diagnostic tests 
to conGrm that they too died 

.from t h i s  bacteria. 
These dolphins appeared to 

have tiied at nearly the same 
time and were found in a rather 
small area In my opinion, the 
most hkely cause of death of the 
other dolphins was the same as 
for the f i r s t  

Given that it is a highly coinci- 
dent death of these dolphins, it is 
l~kelythat they died from con-
suming spoiled fish. Although 
thls could be a natural phenom- 

ena, it is more likely due to peo-
ple who are unaware of the sen- 
ous problem that can occur when 
improperly feeding dolphins. 

I recently became aware that, 
although there are no corn-
m ' d  feeding programs, boat- 
ers continue to feed our wild dol- 
phins. An argument that comes 
up is that commercial fisherman 
commonly dispose of by-catch 
overboard and dolphins learn to 
take these free handouts. This is 
not a problem because these are 
fresh fish. 

Even if these commercial dol-
phin feeding operations could be 
regulated to provide properly 
handled "edible for human con-
sumption" fish, my concern is 
that the dolphins would easily 
take fish from the  general boat- 

ing public mi nonselective 
feeding behavior documented in 
Florida and Teixas could result in 
dolphins eatinlg rancid bait fish, 
foreign .objects or other un-
natural or hatmful items. 

Hopefully, the Texas.court de-
cision will be overturned and the 
Natural Marink Fisheries Service 
federal regultitors will protect 
our wonderful resource. But until 
that time I am very concerned 
about the immediate health of 
our dolphins. I request that our 
representatives, both local and 
state, act quickly to prevent the 
commercial feeding of dolphins. 

Townsend is a veterinarian in 


Fort Walton Beach. 
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I Two dolphin~s accept handouts and pose for photographs near Nokomis Public Beach on Wednesday. 

Moochers put bite onpeople 

Officials lmay make a 
federalcase out of this 
fishysituation. 

ByJanAngilella 
STAFF WRITER 

Phil Phillips was bitten last week. 
Nothing serious. Some teeth marks. A 
small cut. 

Kim Foy was bitten last year. In addi- 
tion to getting 20 stitches in her leg, she 
developeda cholera infection and wound 
up in the hoslpital for a week. 

Jay Gorzelany of the Mote Marine 
Laboratory said he's heard of a half-doz- 
en other cases of people being bitten by 
one or both of the dolphins that frequent 
the Intracoastal Waterway near the Al-
bee Road bridge in Nokomis. 

The biting dolphins - known in dif- 
ferent boating circles either as Grinder 
and Grinda or as  Mooch and, presum- 
ably,Mrs.Mooch - now have the atten- 
tion of the National Marine Fisheries 
Service. 

Officials of that agency said that cases 
of dolphins biting people are unusual, 
and will be investigated. But they also 
suggested that the problem may be 
caused by people giving a bite to the 
dolphins. 

And Fisheries Service biologist Jeff 
Brown of St. Petersburg added: "We 
have jurisdiction over protecting marine 
mammals from humans, but not protect- 
ing humans from marine mammals." 

Still, Brown said, the agency will in- 
vestigate the reports and decide what ac- 
tion, if any, to take. 

Such action could range from posting 

signs, waping boaters not tb swim with 
or feed the dolphins, to having the dol-
phins r e ~ o v e d  from the area - the lat- 
ter, he said, being a "remote" possibility. 

Either of those solutions would suit 
victims Phillips and Foy, to some extent. 

Phillipb, a Venice police officer, was 
nipped oh the leg as he swam in the In- 
tracoastal Waterway last week. He said 
he think6 that posting a warning sign 
would be "the least" that could be done. 

"Eve one should stay out of the wa: 
ter" in t7at area, he said. "They will be 
hurt, even if it's accidentally. It could be 
serious or fatal." 

While Phillips' injury didn't require 
hospital treatment, Foy wasn't as lucky. 

Foy, a resident of Sarasota, had been 
feeding bait to a dolphin while boating 
with her family last July. 

PLEASE SEE DOLPHINS ON 7A 



Moochers put 
Thursday,June 17,1993bite on people 

DOLPHINS FROM 1A 

She said that after she and her 8-
year-old hopped into the water to 
cool off, the occupants of another 
boat started teasing the dolphin by 
holding a shoe above the water as 
though it were food. 

She felt the dolphin clamp down 
on her leg:, but she broke free. Then 
the dolphin grabbed her son. 

When her husband pulled the boy 
into the tmt, the dolphin went for 
Foy's knee. The dolphin did not let 
go until IFoy's husband, Edward, 
jumped in and kicked the creature in 
the face. 

Foy's wound required 20 stitches. 
And after her leg swelled up the 
next day, doctors told her that she 
had a chollera infection resulting ei- 
ther from pollution in the water or 
from the dolphin's bite. She went 
home a week later. 

"A young child is going to end up 
losing its life over this," Foy said. 
"It's an area where people swim." 

But biologist Brown said that 
while dolphins may be putting the 
bite on people, it's people who cause 
the problem. 

The dolphins are wild animals 
that have grown accustomed to 
handouts. Nearby bait shops even 
sell small bags of sardines and other 
baitfish to feed them with. 

Brown said the problem starts 
with people feeding a dolphin. 

In general, "the animal's not a 
danger urlless people continue to 
feed it or swim around it," Brown 
said. 

But if a dolphin is teased - being 
led to think that it's going to be fed, 
and then is not fed - it may become 
aggressive. 

"Do not feed any wild animal," 
said Gorzelany of Mote Marine. 
"People want to feed these animals, 
and they're harming the animal by 
altering its natural behavior. It's 
now waiting for handouts." 

"Dolphins will ignore the peo- 
ple," Goreelany added. "This ani- 
mal, because his behavior has been 
altered by peo, . ..could be a dan-
ger to peolple.' 

Last year, uatgever, the courts 
struck down a federal law forbidding 
the feeding of dolphins. The Fisher- 
ies Service is appeal~ng that ruling. 



Frolicking with Flipper's friends in the Gulf 

By RAPHAEL SUGARMAN i l lusion a s  i t  darted over. the water in silence, seeming 
Dd~lyNew StanWr~ter t!n:stirrg ib b#!e aose sut of. to C ~ O Ysneaking UPfk0m be-

the water. But soon, there were hind. 
t Marriott's Bay Point -three or four more beside the "I've learned which dolphins 
R e s o r t  i 11P a n a m a  
Ci ty  B e a c h ,  Fla.,' 
gues ts  can  have a n  

unforgettable experience -
swimming with wild dolphins 
arid hand-feedi ng them in  
their own habitat. 

"We are certain to see some 
dolphins today, and chance 
are they'll stick around and ' hnslucent, giving their eyes 
swin~ with us if we jump in the, an almost extraterrestrial ap- 
water," said Capt Alexandra pearance. ' 

Englested ofsailboats UnIimit- , "Doing this is so special," 
ed, when I went to the Bay, said Capt. Alex as she stopped 
Point pier to register for the the boat and dropped anchor. 
"dolphin encounter." "We never know where wv& are 

"This is the only place in going to find them or how 
kllerica where you can do this m n y  ofthem there will be. All 
where the dolphins are not we know is that they will be 
corltained in pens." just as happy to see us as we 

Still, I had my doubts. The are to see them!' 
waves looked a little rocky and The dolphins were unfazed 
the Gulf was filled with small . as Ule first of the dozen or so 
boats and wave-runners. ~ f '  passengers strapped on.fins-
these dolphins are as clever as 
people say,they would make a 
point of' being far away from 
this crowd. 

"This is going lo be just like 
one of those whale watches," 
the cyrlic in me said. "If we are 
lucky, we'll a few of thBe 
mammals frolicking in the wa-
ter. and that will be that. We'll 
'ooh' and 'aah' as they leap into 
the air, and we will forget all 
about this promise of an 'en- 
counter.' " 
Boy,was I proven wang!
They almost seemed to be 

waiting ('or us as the boat slow- 
ly sailed out into the Gulf -
waiting for the companionship 
even more than for the small 
fish that Capt. Alex and her 
first mate were tossing into the 
wslpr 

boat with a playful look in will allow you lo pet them and 
theireyes. which ones like to swim to the 

bottom with you and do flips," . said Phil Schlndler, the mate. Close ene~untet's 
They appeared different up. "I'd like to thlnk they know 

close than I expected, The1 
were slightly smaller and more 
muscular. The skin around ' 
their heads waa pale, nearly / 

and mask and jumped into the 
chilly Gulf, clutching a plastic
bag full of fresh bait. 

Soon, all of us were in the 
water, squealing like children 

the dolphins took the bait 
from our llands. They moved in 

who I am by now." 
Dolphin tours have been go-

ing on in the Gulf for nearly a 
decade, according to Capt. 
Charles Maxwell Anderwn, an 
8'7.yea~~ldsalty dog who oper- 
ates hts own tour wtth a larger
boat; it carries as many as 
8,000 people a Kear. 

"When thw ear the engine 
vibration, they flock to the 
boa4 like chickens in a COOP;' 
?id Anderson 'They'd missus 
awe didn't go out there." 

The dolphins did have to 
niss the tour boats for nearly 
three years in the early '90s, 
when a federal ruling prohibit- 
tdfeeding,

"They were worried that Ule 
iolphins would become too de= 
pendent on the people," An-
ierson recalled. "But that's 
~lupld- if you arc f e e d i ~  nearly lost them when a curia 
hem and some fresh bait swim ous, hungry dolphin poked 
by, they all take off."-

Last year, a Texas judge 

overruled the decision, and the 

tours wen reinstated. 


NO % ~ l n goverboai'd 
Anderson's tour does not al- 

low passengers to swim with 
the dolphins, and the animals 
are fed only by crew members. 
But Engelsted's tour from the 
Maniott allows both swimming 
and hedingby passengers.

T h e  experience is so much 
richer that way," she said, "so I 
wanted to make sure that my 
insurance covered both!' 

This is only the second year 
that Engelsted has conducted 
hec dolphin tours,but aleady,
sh'a has stories galore about 
the nearjy 2,000 people who 
went on the encounter. 

Like the little girl who was' 
terrified when she saw the 
first dolphin, bul ended up
spending the entire day en- 
raptured by a half dozen of 
the creatures, who ignored 
all the other swimmegLOrj 
the y y  who accidentally left 

"* 

an empty feeding bag in the 
pocket of his swim trunks and 

his nose inside. 
But Capt. Alex' favorite sto-

ry is of the we:who dccid-
ed to combine their wedding
with a dolphin encounter. As 
the.  vows w e r e  b e i n g  ex-
changed, the dolphins were 
l eap ing  o u t  O F  the wate r  
around tho boat. And just as 
the VOWS were finished, the 
dolphins began to bang their 
brekfins against the water in 
approval,

"Something like that makes 
you want to come out here ev- 
ery day," Bngelsted said. 

And as a guest at  Bay Point,..-..-,...I 
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Rap music won't makedolphins#dance.-

hy do we call anil a 

mals "dumb," 
when proof exists 

:W tlenose 
that not even bot- 

dolahins 
. like rap music? 

c 

On a recent Sunday aft. 
ternoon, my daughter and I ; 
conducted an exoeriment 

in the Intracoastal Waterway n o d  of the 
Albee Road Bridge for a high school marine a 

biology course to  measure whether dol- 

. I ) 

Neither process nor findings would meet : 
the rigid tests of scienti6c inquiry, but the -
teani'members4- my daughter and I - had 
fun and developed at least anecdotal evi- 'I 
dence that dolphins prefer some kinds of 
music to others. And the music they prefer 
is not rap. . . . ;  

The weather was clear with a predomi- 
nantly easterly wind of abdut 10knots. The , 
tide at the Albee Road Bridge was at flood 
midstage between a 9:12 a.rn70w-anZii3W 
p.m. high. The reported Gulf water tern-. 
perature was 60 degrees Fahrenheit and 
clarity was almost nil at noon.' 

A large, portable CD player placed on the I fiberglass deck of the cockpit footwell - the 
lowest place in the hull besides the bilge of- 

\ fering the most direct through-hull sound 

transmission - pro$ded the music. Voila! switched the record to Coltrane's Blue 
A boomboat. %in. p -

After making a ''silent" pass under to The effect v~ dramatic. Both dolphin *' 
establish boat and handling conditions abruptly b f t  the  boat providing fish an%, - during which two dolphins, presumably * swam practically on plan? to 0ur.bOat. NO$: 
Grinder and Grin&, we= observed in the only dtd they dIrt?~tthetr attentton to the-' 
waterway -obsetvation runs began. At the -, boat, they swam as  close to the hull as thejr 
end of each run, the engine was used only . physically could ap-, at several points 
long enough to come about . . in the apparently bum~lng theirpromptly the rudder *with 
narrow chainel. ' ' a ; tail flukes. 
our tea music included They stayed with the boat through two 

'icomplete pass-, ignoring the lures of fish Tchaikovsky's S phow No. 5, G@&& 
a ndmr'phins would respond to music. That area of . I* -rdjng, W& aw,..,and hull-knocking offered by other boaters, 

the waterway is famous for two spoiled dol- b Deeelight; a John Coltrane disc, Blue , :mtile emusic stopped, when they left* phins - Grhder 4Grinda - that mooch, .,&in; and W a t h  by Enya. ; ".In. 
: bait from boaters. * 

The dolphins swam within 20to30feet of 
the boat and showed notable interest in the ' 

' classid music, but left when tlie selection 
was switched to the radrock recording by
Deeelight. However, their attention also ",.
was distracted at that time by other boaters 
who, knocking on their hull to get the dol- 
phins' attention,-began feeding them bait- 
fish. b 

Although it is illegal to feed dolphins or 
*marinematmnafs, &-
aggressively beg whenever boats slow or 
appear otherwise to pay them attention. 
Few are the boaters who can resist throwing 
- or in some cases, handing - the dolphiins 
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On our third run,made while the dolphins 
still were mooching fish, my daughter 

ourboat, again swimming as dose to the hull> :. 
as they could. They remained with our boat.; : 
for about one mile, until we reached markei;,: .. 20 in Blackburn Bay, at which time the$;: 
turned back to thebridg4 area. . 
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ing success, the captain ~art icularl~ reveled 
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' fiot even the  beasts of the sea can be 

soothed the janing strains of rap music. 


Allun Hortun is an editorial m'terf01 the {
Herald-Tribune. 

C
ornhig about to sail home, we turned 
the CD player back on, playing Wah- . 
tnarft by Enya for our own pleasure at., 
reduced volume. Grinder and Grinda': . 
again left the other boats and joined :: 
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	ISSUE 
	ISSUE 
	This report is submitted pursuant to Section 306 of Public Law 102-567, which called upon the Secretary of Commerce to conduct a study in the eastern Gulf of Mexico on the effects of feeding non-captive (wild) dolphins by human beings. Due to budgetary constraints and concerns over the scientific prudence of conducting a designed field study which would involve irreversible harm to wild dolphins, this report relies on the extensive documentation and evidence collected by the National Marine Fisheries Servic
	Included with this document are scientific reviews submitted by marine mammal experts outside of NMFS; comments from various interests with relevant experience and knowledge of the subject; and evidence and affidavits collected during the two years of litigation prompted by NMFS regulations to include "feeding" in the definition of "take" under the MMPA. 
	As specified by Public Law 102-567, this report is being submitted to the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate. 
	NMFS Report to Congress on Feeding Wild Dolphins pg 1 

	SUMMARY 
	SUMMARY 
	Since the phenomenon of "feed-the-dolphinsn cruises emerged in early 1988, the Marine: Mammal Commission (MMC) and independent marine mammal and animal behavioral scientists have expressed serious concern over the potentially harmful and documented impacts this activity can have on wild populations of marine mammals. In October 1993, The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld NMFS prohibition against feeding wild marine mammals, overturning a ruling by the Southern District Court of Texas prohibiting NMFS fr
	In 1989, in response to receiving the first permit application to feed wild dolphins, and due to heightened public and scientific concern over the growing number of feeding cruises, NMFS initiated an analysis of the scope of these activities and solicited six experts outside the agency to conduct a scientific review of the effects of feeding wild populations of marine mammals, on the behavior and health of wild pinnipeds and cetacwns. All of the contributing scientists concluded that feeding wild population
	In 1989, eleven "feed the dolphins" commercial cruise operations were known to be operating in Corpus Christi, Texas, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, and Panama City and Key West, Florida. By 1992, as many as 20 commercial cruises and 50 charter operations were active in the Southeast region alone. Since the Fifth Circuit decision in October 1993, NMFS understands that these commercial feeding operations intend to revert back to their original observational cruise format. However, where feeding activiti
	For example, dolphins in Corpus Christi, Texas, that once confined their activity to bow-riding in the outer-harbor area, now frequent the heavily trafficked inner-harbor and marina, routinely approach boats seeking handouts, and have displayed aberrant alterations in the behavior of mother-calf pairs that feed from handouts (May, 1994). In Ft. Walton Beach and Panama City, Florida, dolphins are now foraging around fishing piers in greater numbers and have been "baited and hooked" by fishermen (CMC, 1993). 
	NMFS Report to Congress on Feeding Wild Dolphins pg 2 
	in March, 1994, the Sarasota County Natural Resources and Recreational Advisory Board 
	held a meeting to discuss solutions (Wells, 1994). 
	In addition, recent reports indicate that feeding of dolphins has expanded in some instances to now include swimming with the dolphins, in which paying patrons are given bags of fish to take into the water with them (Sugarman, 1994). NMFS believes the uncontrollable nature of these interactions further escalates the risk to both dolphins and humans. 
	The concern over these increasing problems with conditioned dolphins was noted in 1989 by the South Carolina Wildlife & Marine Resources Department (Floyd, 1989): 
	"This situation of hand feeding dolphins in our area is a serious problem which I hope will be addressed by the Committee of the National Marine Fisheries in Washington, 
	D.C. Feeding wild animals or fish in this area, including deer, raccoons and alligators, has proved to do nothing but create serious problems for both the wildlife and the people in this area. " 
	Historically, wildlife management agencies in the United States have included prohibitions against feeding wildlife as a primary tool for fulfilling their legal obligations to manage: and protect the species under their jurisdiction. The problems and dangers associated with feeding wildlife are well known. For example, problems with humans feeding bears and elk in Yellowstone National Park resulted in serious corlsequences to humans, wildlife and property, and are textbook training for park rangers and wild
	Similar to the logic employed by NMFS, the National Park Service prohibited feeding of bears and elk to protect humans and property and to to prevent circumstances from occurring that are potentially harmful to the animals. A bear habituated to human sources of food loses its wariness of humans and becomes more aggressive. Typically, a bear that becomes a threat or causes injury and cannot be broken of its conditioning, either by relocation of the animal or control of the food source, is destroyed. Until th
	NMFS Report to Congress on Feeding Wild Dolphins pg 3 
	as their mothers should they become aggressive toward humans (Meagher, 1989). Elk, conditioned to seeking human sources of food, enter roads and residential areas placing them at risk from vehicles, gun shots and other sources of harm. Although these problems occur in developed areas where wildlife is abundant, feeding by humans further exacerbates the problem and is, therefore, prohibited (Hardin et al., 1984). Permitting the feeding of wild marine mammals encourages similar circumstances to develop as the
	Many accounts of wildlife becoming conditioned to human sources of food and altering their natural foraging behavior have been documented. For instance, at a hotel in Kenya, an elephant feeding station was constructed as a tourist attraction on the site of the hotel. Although the feeding station was terminated following serious property damage and human injury, the elephants had already become conditioned to seeking easy sources of food. It was discovered that the elephants had begun feeding at the local du
	It has been suggested that known effects of feeding terrestrial mammals are irrelevant for marine animals like dolphins. However, animal behaviorists recognize that dolphins share many behavioral patterns with similarly large-brained, socially-complex, terrestrial mammiils like elephants and primates. Because of these behavioral similarities, scientists and wildlife managers agree that observed problems resulting from feeding wild terrestrial mammals are entirely relevant for their marine counterparts @ers.
	The only known example of regulated marine mammal feeding occurs at Monkey Mia, in Shark Bay, Australia. Some pro-feeding advocates have pointed to Monkey Mia as proof that feeding can be controlled in a manner not harmful to the dolphins. However, Monke:y Mia is an isolated beach resort in which 4 mature female bottlenose dolphins and their offspring are habitually fed. Feeding is controlled by managers who give limited quantities of fish to paying patrons who enter the water at the shoreline to feed dolph
	Recently, however, problems with the Monkey Mia dolphins outside the resort area have been brought to the attention of the Australian government. Although the resort area itself and the behavior of its patrons are controlled, the behavior of the dolphins outside of 
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	the area cannot be controlled. Recent observations by marine mammal scientists at Monkey Mia has revealed problems similar to those being seen in areas of the United States where feeding has been occurring, including dolphins that regularly approach and surround any vessel in the area, aggressive behavior in seeking handouts, and frequent huinan injury. More importantly, a lack of learned foraging skills has been observed in at least one juvenile offspring who appears to be completely dependent on handouts,
	It has been argued that feeding from humans is no different than dolphins feeding from the discarded bycatch of commercial fishing or shrimping vessels, which has occurred for decades. Bycatch slicks differ, however, in that they are randomly opportunistic sources of food which are left to drift behind an exiting vessel and are not dependent on, or associated with, direct human (handout) contact. Bycatch is a major marine conservation concern for which solutions are being sought at the national and internat
	Another argument that is put forward by dolphin feeding advocates is that it affords an educational opportunity to observe the behavior of these creatures in their natural environment. Unfortunately, since feeding activities emerged, the observed behavior of animals habituated to approaching vessels and humans for fish resemble the behaviors characteristic of captive dolphins interacting with their trainers, not wild dolphins. In observing a dolphin feeding operation in Corpus Christi, Texas, Dr. Susan Shan
	Observations of modified behavior in dolphins along the Gulf and southern mid- Atlantic: coasts demonstrate that entire populations of dolphins are being impacted by feeding activities, not just individual animals or small pods (pers. comm. Brown, 1994). There are accounts of dolphins that have become identified as well known "moochers" by residents in some areas, such as Grinder and Grinda in Sarasota, Florida, well noted for their aggressive behavior. However, since 1988, growing numbers of dolphins in va
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	it is of concern [because] of the dangers it poses to increasing numbers of dolphins and the boating public" (Wells, 1991). In recent comments submitted to NMFS, Douglas Reed, a recreational fisherman in Ft. Walton Beach, Florida noted, "I can't emphasize strongly enough the change in the behavior of the dolphin population in our area since the dolphin feeding began. We have taken a wild mammal and turned it into a beggar" (Reed, 1994). A similar account by a researcher in South Carolina notes that when his
	One of the more curious accounts of possible behavioral transmission between dolphins has been occurring near Hilton Head, South Carolina. A recent NMFS enforcement memorandum on feeding problems in the southeast makes mention of a small group of dolphins that are well known and frequently fed by numerous vessels. NMFS enforcement agents suspect the "head dolphin" is one of the former captive dolphins released in 1987 off the coast of Georgia. It appears that under the tutelage of the released dolphin, this
	The comments and documentation submitted to NMFS by various scientists and organizations since 1989 fall into four fundamental categories of problems observed to result from habitual feeding of wildlife by humans: 
	1) Substantially altering natural behavior, including foraging for food and migration. Juvenile animals may be especially at risk from alterations in the social structuring {and survival skills which are learned within a pod; 
	2) The loss of wariness of humans. This not only places the animals at increased risk of injury or death from interaction with vessels, but also from intentional harm by individuals who may regard them as pests or a threat. Fishermen and others have been known to shoot dolphins either for sport or protection of their gear or catch; 
	3) Inappropriate or contaminated food. Regardless of any regulation to control the quality and quantity of food offered by commercial feeding enterprises, habituated animals, as noted above, are opportunistic and cannot discriminate between professional or amateur offers of food, and vandals may offer food containing foreign ]objects or poisons; and 
	4) Increased injuries to humans. Habituated animals predictably become more aggressive as they lose their wariness of humans and compete for handouts. Not only 
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	are people who feed them at risk from injury, but swimmers and other water sport participants may be at increased risk from aggressive dolphins in search of a handout. This in turn places the animal at risk of retaliatory behavior from humans. 
	In addition to the behavioral and physical impacts resulting from intentional feeding, there are public health aspects and ramifications associated with feeding that are only now under consideration and study within the scientific community. The transmission of disease between species is well established from pinnipeds to humans and domestic livestock, with potential transmission to other terrestrial wildlife (pers.comm. Driscoll, 1994). Scientists are now only at the beginning of understanding disease rela
	There is concern over the increased frequency of unusual mortality events along the Gulf coastline in recent years. Presently, another unusual mortality is occurring in Texas with indications that morbillivirus may be involved. Morbillivirus, more commonly referred to as distemper in various species, was responsible for die-offs of seals in Europe and the Northeastern United States, and has been suspected as a cause of the 1987 die-off of Atlantic bottlenose dolphins off the Mid-Atlantic coast and the 1990-
	Lastly, one additional concern is that feeding wild marine mammals could increase the seasonal or short-term carrying capacity for those species favored by feeding operations --thus increasing their populations by, for example, attracting non-local dolphins to feeding areas and thereby overburden local habitats. The artificial population growth may not be naturally sustainable by the ecosystem --placing increased stress on the system as a whole. Because marine mammal feeding enterprises tend to operate in a
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	1) .Habituation and conditioning substantially alters normal behavior by creating dependency, negatively modifying foraging strategies, social behavior, migratory patterns, and encouraging animals to approach vessels and humans. 
	There is extensive documentation of the harmful effects of supplemental feeding by humans on wild animals such as bears, elephants, and monkeys. A number of studies show that wild animals that receive supplemental feeding from humans change their normal behavior in a number of ways, including altered daily activity profiles, altered dietary intake to include inappropriate or dangerous items, reduced home range size, increased aggression, abandoning group living for solitary existence, reduced fear of humans
	Adverse effects on normal behavioral patterns have been documented for bottlenose dolphiris off South Carolina, Florida, Texas, and Australia acclimated to human feeding activities. They are distracted from their normal activities; repeated accounts show these dolphins to be actively attracted to small boats, approaching closely, and directing their attention to the people in the boats. In areas where there are many boats, the potential exists for these animals to spend a significant amount of their time "b
	One of the primary arguments by feeding advocates is that because commercial feeding operations and feeding of dolphins by individual boats'occurs primarily during the summer months rather than year-round, any adverse effects of the activities would affect the animals only during a small part of the year. Supporting arguments have been that the animals are migratory and not exposed to human feeding activities during non-summer months,. However, these arguments are not supported by available evidence. 
	Throughout the coastal waters of the Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico, bottlenose dolphins' primary calving season is in the spring and early summer (Hohn, 1980). The greatest energetic and other demands on females with calves are shortly after giving birth and in the lfollowing months when the calf is completely dependent on the mother for nutrition, social development, and protection from predators --a major source of mortality for otherwise healthy neonates (Wells & Scott, in press). In captivity, bottl
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	and the amount of time the dolphins are distracted by boats once the dolphins make the 
	association between boats and food, nursing females are not likely to receive sufficient caloric intake of appropriate nutritive value. Any nutritive effects on the calves or mothers would not be apparent for many months and, hence, possibly not seen by the advocates of dolphin feeding since the commercial feeding operates only in the spring and summer. 
	Bottlenose dolphins live in a complicated social environment with respect to the other dolphirls in their area (Wells & Scott, in press). Like elephants, primates, and other long- lived, large-brained, socially-complex mammals, dolphins exhibit a lengthy period of infant dependency in which learning is a key component. During the 4 or so years that calves remain with their mothers, calves learn many social and survival skills. For example, young calves learn from their mothers how to interact within the soc
	It is also not true that all dolphins in the areas where feeding occuns engage in long- distance migrations that remove them from the area, which might allow them a natural diet during non-summer months. Year-round residency of bottlenose dolphins occurs in many areas throughout the coastal Gulf of Mexico and southern mid-Atlantic coast (Wells & Scott, in press), and these animals, therefore, remain susceptible throughout the year, especially since diolphin feeding from pleasure boats has been reported year
	EXAMPLES: 
	* 
	* 
	* 
	The dolphins in Monkey Mia, Australia, have shown increasing signs of dependency on handouts and aggressive behavior toward humans. "Finnick's incessant begging behavior as a youngster may be life-threatening if he does not learn to hunt for himself. Recent communications with colleagues in Monkey Mia suggest that he may not be learning essential foraging skills: Finnick is currently described as never leaving the beach area and as becoming very thin." (Samuels, 1994) ** 

	* 
	* 
	In Corpus Christi, Texas, dolphins which have habituated to handouts since 1988 have shown changes in social behavior between mother-calf pairs. The feeding behavior between mother-calf pairs in this pod contrasts sharply with that of pods observed in the wild not fed by humans. In pods not fed by humans, mothers teach 


	** Prior to publication of this report, NMFS was informed that "Finnick" had become severely depressed, wasted away, and finally disappeared. He has rarely missed "a day at the beach since birth". (Samuels, 1994) 
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	their calves how to locate and forage for food. The mother-calf pairs observed in Corpus Christi are increasingly observed to compete against one another for handouts from vessels. "This goes against all known activities for this species." (May, 1994) 
	* 
	* 
	* 
	Dolphins which have been fed by humans in the wild display feeding behaviors similar to those in captivity. Captive dolphins must be trained to prefer and accept handouts. Captive dolphins living in lagoons express modified behavior over time by eventually ignoring the vast quantity of "live" food readily available to them in their lagoons, preferring instead to wait for the fish provided to them by trainers (Tarule, 1994). 

	* 
	* 
	Dolphins observed feeding from cruise or private vessels display increasing levels of antagonism toward one another during feeding. This is more typical of captive dolphins in a group-feeding context than of foraging by wild dolphins (Gaskin, 1982). Similarly, staff at the Center for Marine Conservation observed that, for dolphins in the vicinity of feeding cruises (Florida and South Carolina) the priority is to acquire fish from vessels. ". . .the arrival of [a] cruise marked the cessation of either solita


	2) .Loss of wariness increases the vulnerability of dolphins to injuries and death from vessels and vandal behavior. 
	Animals spend substantial portions of their lives foraging for food, and finding food is a difficult, neverending search. Where humans have made food available, intentionally or not, animals respond. Setting traps with bait is an age-old means of catching animals for consumption, furs, or to remove nuisance individuals. Garbage cans in National Parks and other public natural areas have a history of attracting a variety of animals, including bears, raccoons, deer and mice. Garbage dumps in northeastern Canad
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	The recent record of feeding of wild dolphins is replete with reports of dolphins losing their wariness towards humans, often with disregard to their own welfare and the adverse consequences. 
	EXAMPLES: 
	* 
	* 
	* 
	Dr. Forrest Townsend, a veterinarian in Fort Walton Beach, Florida, reports a young dolphin which became a regular "moocher" at the Panama City Beach Fishing Pier. The animal eventually became entangled in a "double handful" of monofilament line, hooks, wires, and lead sinkers wrapped around his body and down his throat. He subsequently died of pneumonia. (Townsend, 1993) 

	* 
	* 
	NMFS enforcement agents report problems at several public fishing piers in Florida associated with feeding dolphins. At two piers in the Panhandle, the problems escalated into dolphins being hooked by rod-and-reel fishing tackle. The dolphins there have become so accustomed to getting handouts, they soon started taking baited hooks meant for fishing. Soon, fishermen on the pier began trying to hook and "land" a dolphin, for the brief, "but furious fight that ensued". (Enforcement established surveillance at

	* 
	* 
	Doug Reed of Ft. Walton Beach, Florida, describes a pod of dolphins, including three calves, that approached the Okaloosa pier. One of the calves immediately took a baited hook. By the end of the day all three calves had been hooked numerous times. Fishermen eventually break the line, leaving the hook embedded in the dolphin's jaw. As most hooks are made of rust resistant metal, these hooks are likely to remain in the dolphin's mouth for a long time. (Reed, 1993) 

	* 
	* 
	The Texas Stranding Network reported two dolphins found in October 1993 swimming in the channel. One had the dorsal fin neatly sliced off, the other's left fluke was sliced 314 of the way off. Although there is no proof that these two animals were habituated to approaching vessels, the wounds are not characteristic of propeller strikes but instead appear to have been intentionally inflicted --which would require extremely close association of dolphins and humans (pers. comm. May, 1994). 

	* 
	* 
	Manatees are often found injured or dead after approaching vessels for food and being struck. They are increasingly becoming habituated to handouts in areas with heavy boat traffic. This is particularly devastating for the slow moving manatee. (Frohlich, 1993) 

	* 
	* 
	Columnist Allan Horton described an encounter with "Grinder and Grinda", two previously mentioned dolphins that are well known for seeking handouts. Although 
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	the author acknowledges that feeding is illegal, he explains "few are the boaters who can resist throwing -or in some cases handing -the dolphins baitfish or other tidbits." Particularly alarming is his description of the dolphins' reaction to loud music being amplified through the hull of their boat, with the dolphins swimming so close they would rub their tail flukes against the rudder (Horton, 1994) --indicating a complete lack of natural wariness to boats and related human activities and presenting grea

	3) Inappropriate or Contaminated Food. 
	3) Inappropriate or Contaminated Food. 
	As evidenced by the documentation collected by NMFS over the years, some of the most dangerous threats to marine mammal health posed by human feeding involve the types and quality of food being offered. Commercial cruise operations have been filmed and documented storing their dolphin food in buckets of water (CMC, 1993). This method of holding food breeds dangerous bacteria which can be lethal to marine mammals. Some feeding operations obtain baitfish from the bycatch of fishing or shrimp vessels. Although
	This propensity to be easily trained makes dolphins vulnerable to the frequent vandalism documented since feeding enterprises began. While regulatory controls could be placed on commercial feeding operations to ensure the quality of food offered to dolphins by those operators, there is no way to ensure that the dolphins will seek food only from such regulated entities. 
	EXAMPLES: 
	* In a letter to the editor of a Florida newspaper, veterinarian Dr. Forrest Townsend, documents the excruciating death of a bottlenose dolphin in Choctohawtchee Bay, FL, which resulted from a bacteria called Erysipelas. The cause of death was determined to be acute meningitis (swelling of the brain). Erysipelas is a bacteria that becomes a problem when fish are allowed to spoil. Dr. Townsend links the death of that dolphin, and three others that died in the same area over a short period, with the recent do
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	NOTE: Prior to the veterinary profession becoming aware of the importance of feeding only fresh fish (fresh enough for human consumption) and proper means of refrigerating, thawing and holding fish, dolphins in oceanaria succumbed to this bacterium regularly. 
	* 
	* 
	* 
	Similar to the incidents reported by zoo officials (people attempting to feed animals items including keys, coins and fried chicken), captains and mates on feeding cruises have reported observing private boaters feeding wild dolphins liquor, beer, pretzels, and, in one instance, attempting to throw firecrackers down the throat of a dolphin. (CMC, 1994) 

	* 
	* 
	A researcher in South Carolina has reported observing commercial and private vessels feeding various items to dolphins, "including fish of various species, squid, shrimp, bologna, bread, soda crackers, candy bars, hard candy, a golf ball, a tennis ball, and other undetermined items." On one occasion, he saw a dolphin fed squid and bread. Later he observed the dolphin arching its back in a peculiar manner. Upon investigation, he observed what appeared to be regurgitated material from the dolphin floating in 

	* 
	* 
	John Floyd, a Conservation Officer with the South Carolina Wildlife &+Marine Resources Department submitted a copy of a memorandum to NMFS in 1989 in which he reported observing many "...private and charter boats feading [dolphins] any number of items, including fish, pretzels and beer.. .I have also beein given two reports that individuals have fed dolphins fish and then baited a hook with the same type of fish and, in fact, hooked the dolphin and tried to land them." (Floyd, 1989) 


	4) Increased injuries to humans. 
	Wild animals can become aggressive in their quest for food. Wild bottlenose dolphins are large (about 2.5m or larger) (Read et al., 1993), powerful animals. They are aggressive with each other and dolphins that have been acclimated to accepting food from humans have proven in many instances that they can be aggressive toward people. 
	* " A wild dolphin feeding operation in Nokomis, FL, that I cited in my affidavit (1991) has continued, spread to other dolphins, and has resulted in several instances in which people have required medical treatment for dolphin bites. On March 28, 1994, I was called before the Sarasota County Natural Resources and Recreational 
	Advisory Board for the purpose of discussing possible solutions to what has become recognized widely as a serious problem." (Wells, 1994) 
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	* 
	* 
	* 
	A Regional Coordinator with the Texas Stranding Network related that in the last few years many people have reported being harassed by dolphins in Corpus Christi Bay. One elderly gentleman and his grandson were fishing when a large dolphin approached their boat and reared its body out of the water and heaved its body up over the side of the boat. (May, 1994) 

	* 
	* 
	Increasing incidents of people being bitten and attacked by dolphins anticipating handouts have been reported. The most dramatic involved a woman in Sarasota who had been feeding a dolphin bait while boating with her family. After she and her 8 year-old entered the water to cool off, she and her son were attacked, resulting in her receiving 20 stitches in the leg and a week's stay in the hospital with a cholera infection. (Angilella, 1993) 
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	CONCLUSION .
	CONCLUSION .
	In vacating the lower court's ruling, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals found that the Department of Commerce had substantial evidence to show that feeding wild dolphins disturbled their normal behavior and could make them less able to search for food on their own. 'The Fifth Circuit said that it is clearly reasonable for the agency to restrict or prohibit feeding dolphins as a potential hazard to them. As such, the Fifth Circuit finding supported NMFS original scientific deliberation of this issue and cle
	Although not all interactions between humans and wild animals are negative, feeding wild animals is proximately and ultimately harmful. These activities are unanimously opposed by the scientific community. In view of the overwhelming evidence that feeding alters the natural behavior of wild dolphins and increases the potential of injury and death through vandalism, increased interactions with vessels, and inappropriate or contaminated food, NMFS finds the feeding of wild dolphins to be inconsistent with the
	Further, NMFS believes that a study to evaluate the impacts of feeding marine mamm,als in the wild is neither scientifically nor fiscally justifiable. Conducting a study, in view of the overwhelming evidence that feeding wild marine mammals is harmful, would set a dangerous precedent that would undermine the process of adopting a scientific opinion, contradict the judiciary's role in arbitrating environmental law, and weaken the credibility of wildlife management regulations in general. 
	One of the fundamental underpinnings of the MMPA is to reduce lethal incidental interactions between (commercial fishing) vessels and marine mammals to levels approaching zero mortality. In addition, opportunistic marine mammals habituated to readily available sources of food from fish ladders and hatcheries have prompted amendments directing NMFS to coordinate the development of a solution for "nuisance pinnipeds". Any activity which encowages marine mammals to identify vessels as potential sources of food
	The legal requirements involved with conducting a federally funded study would require: scientific evaluation under the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). This process involves producing either an Environmental Assessment or an Environmental Impact Statement. Such analysis would rely on the existing body of evidence which demonstrates that feeding wildlife is harmful. As a result, such a study would have to be conducted under a finding of significant harm to the subject animals. 
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	Lastly, it is uncertain whether such a study can be designed or conducted to produce results within scientifically acceptable standards of statistical validity. Such robustness would necessitate generational observations between comparable numbers of individuals within a "feeding" and a "wild" pod. With the uncertainties of mortality, such a study could require at least 8 to 10 years (pers. comm. Hohn, 1994). 
	In view of the above difficulties and likely federal expenses involved, it is very questioinable whether a "study" can produce results any more "scientifically valid" than present observations of this activity currently allow. An analogous example would be to test whetheir leaving open food containers around campsites alters the behavior of bears in Yellowstone. We know for a fact from observations and common sense experience that is does aliter their behavior in a manner harmful to both humans and bears. 
	In the best interest of dolphins forced to live in an environment surrounded by the human trappings of pollution, boats, harbors, etc., we should not intentionally further alter the behavior of these animals. It is in their best interest to maintain a healthy distance from humans; and learn natural behavior despite our presence. Humans should recognize this fact and respect the wild nature of these animals by maintaining their distance and not habituating them to unnatural sources of food. The flourishing n
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	CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS .
	CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS .
	Early 1988 -NMFS was contacted by the Marine Mammal Commission (MMC) regarding 
	the emergence of organized cruises being conducted to allow paying patrons to feed wild 
	dolphin~s. During the summer of 1988 several "feed the dolphin" cruise operators in South 
	Carolinla and advised that their activities could be considered harassment under the Marine 
	Mamm(a1 Protection Act (MMPA) . 
	Fall 1988 -Participants at the Whale Watching Workshop in Monterey, California, 
	recommended that NMFS issue regulations that would include prohibiting activities that 
	involved feeding wild cetaceans. 
	January, 1989 -NMFS received the first application (Atkinson) for a permit to conduct feed- the-dolphin cruises in Corpus Christi for purposes of public display. Applicant suspended feeding activities pending outcome of permit review. 
	April 1989 -Southeast Regional Office (SERO) of NMFS solicited the opihions of six recognized marine mammal experts outside of NMFS to evaluate the possible effects of feeding wild populations of marine mammals, including effect. on the behavior and health of wild pimnipeds and cetaceans. The report, completed in October, 1989, concluded that habitually feeding wild marine mammals alters their natural behavior and may increase their risk of injury or death. 
	December 1989 -Marine Mammal Commission recommended denial of the Atkinson permit application, concluding that "...wild dolphin feeding programs, even those conducted with the utmost care and best of intentions, could adversely affect the dolphins.. .and is contrary to provisions of the MMPA." 
	June 1990 -NMFS publishes a notice of denial on the Atkinson application in the Federal Register. According to recent reports, this applicant never resumed feeding activities but continues to operate observational cruises. 
	August 1990 -NMFS publishes a "policy statement" in the Federal Register announcing that it would no longer accept or review public display permit applications seeking authorization to feed marine mammals in the wild, and a proposed rule amending the definition of the term "take" ,to include feeding. 
	March 1991 -NMFS publishes Final Rule in the Federal Register amending the definition of the term "take" to include feeding or attempting to feed marine mammals in the wild. 
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	April 1991 -The day the new regulations were to take effect, another tour boat operator in Corpus Christi, Texas, who had been conducting feeding cruises since 1988, filed a suit in the US. District Court for the Southern District of Texas (Strong vs United States) seeking to inva~lidate the regulations or compel issuance of a permit. The Court issued a temporary restraining order enjoining NMFS, enforcing the feeding ban as it pertained to dolphins. 
	October 1992 -Southern District Court of Texas granted summary judgment in plaintiffs' favor, prohibiting the enforcement of the marine mammal feeding prohibition as it pertained to dolphins. 
	October 1993 -The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals vacated the lower court's ruling finding that th~e Department of Commerce had substantial evidence to show that feeding wild dolphiins disturbed their normal behavior and could make them less able to search for food on their own. 
	October 1993 -NMFS published a proposed rule in the Federal Register to revise the regulations for public display and scientific research permits. The rule includes a proposed definition of "public displayw which would exclude activities other than those at facilities holding captive marine mammals. 
	October 1993 -Eighth permit application received from Erv and Sonja Strong. Presently seeking to feed wild dolphins under a public display permit only. Public comment period closed April 18, 1994. 
	April 30,1994 -Final amendments to the MMPA signed into law. NMFS will review the amendments to determine appropriate action on all pending applications including the Strongs' and issue appropriate permit regulations. 
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	ATTACHMENT # 1 
	October 16, 1989 .
	ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF FEEDING .WILD POPULATIONS OF MARINE MAMMALS .
	This report analyzes the possible effecrts of feeding wild .populations of marine mammals. It includes possible effects to .the behavior and health of wild pinnipeds and cetaceans. .
	Background .
	Since early 1988 the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has .been (aware that organized cruises were being conducted to allow .paying patrons to feed wild dolphins. During the summer of 1988 .several "feed the dolphinft cruise operators in South Carolina .were advised that their activities could be considered hgrassment .under the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA), and that these .operators should discontinue the practice of feeding wild .dolphins. During the Whale Watching Workshop, held in Montere
	In response to the continuation and growth of this commercial activity and heightened public concern the Southeast Regional Office (SERO) of NMFS, in April 1989, solicited the opinions of recognized marine mammal experts for their opinions on the subject. SERO also requested an opinion from NOAA General ~ouncil (GC) on August 16, 1989 regarding the legality of "feed , marine mammal scientists are included in this report. The GC has concluded that if scientific consensus considers this type of activity to al
	the dolphintt activities under the MMPA. The responses of the 

	under the .
	Extent. of Present Activity .
	At this time there are Itfeed the dolphinu cruises known to be .conducked from Corpus Christi, Texas, Hilton Head Island, South .Carolina, and Panama City and Key West, Florida (See attached .copies of brochures from several cruise operations). One cruise .vessel in Jekyll Island, Georgia may-also be conducting dolphin .feeding during its trips. Pinniped feeding is known to occur in .~alifornia and Oregon. .
	Corpus Christi, Texas: .Erv Strong runs a charter on the vessel "Bubble Drifter" that .carries up to 6 passengers at $10.00 a head. He runs 2 to 4 .trips a day and allows the passengers to hand feed bottlenose .dolphins. The exact type of fish and amount he feeds to the .dolphins is unknown. However, it is known that he obtains it .
	from ltocal shrimp vessels. He has been conducting these cruises .since September, 1988. .
	James Atkinson runs dolphin watching cruises 3 to 4 times a day .on the vessel ItHurricane Allenw. His vessel accommodates 6 .passengers. Mr. Atkinson has applied fsr a public display permit .from MMFS and is not offering "feed the dolphinw opportunities to .his patrons pending the outcome of the application. .
	Hilton Head Island, South Carolina: .
	Hilton Head Island, South Carolina: .
	Two 80 foot ultra-yachts, tqVagabondw and ttHolidayw, each offer 2 .to 3 trips a day, 6 days a week. Both have a 140 person capacity .and charge $10.00 for adults and $5.00 for children. The "Gypsy" .is a 65 foot vessel with a capacity of approximately 70 .passengers. During the summer months there are 3 trips per day, .7 days a week. In the spring and fall there is 1 trip per day, 4 .to 5 ciays a week. All cruises are $7.50 for adults and $4.00 for .children. In addition to these larger vessels there are'2
	and ItHomeboytq .each carry 6 passengers and make 2 trips per day, 6 days a week .during the summer months. The source, type, and amount of food .fed to the dolphins in this area is not known. .
	It has been reported that operators and passengers of the .numerous rental boats, pleasure craft, and fishing charter boats .also feed dolphins in Calibogue Sound and in the Atlantic off .Hilton Head Island. The amount of feeding by these vessels may .very well exceed that of the Itfeed the dolphintt cruises. .

	Florida: .
	Florida: .
	Four ltarge Itfeed the dolphinw cruise vessels operate out of Panama City, Florida. The "Glass Bottom Boatqt is a 65 foot vessel run by Carl Anderson. It carries up to 150 passengers and runs 1 to 4 trips per day, 5 to 7 days a week depending upon the season. Cruise prices are $6.00 for adults and $3.00 for children. Each passenger receives about a half pound of mainly Spanish sardines or thread herrings, believed to be obtained locallly, to feed to the dolphins. Charles (Max) Anderson operates the 65 foot 
	food is believed to be local fish houses. Another 65 foot .vessell, with a capacity of 150 passengers, is the "Ashley .Gormantf. It is run by Bill Gorman and has been operating since .
	June 1.989. Trips run 2 times per day, 7 days a week and cost $7.50 for adults and $5.50 for children. Each passenger is supplied with 5-6 bait fish to feed to the dolphins. Bait is usua1l.y cigar minnows or thread herring that is believed to be obtained locally. The 65 foot glIsland Stargg, which can carry 150 passengers, conducts 2 to 3 trips per day, 6 to 7 day a week. Cruises cost $7.50 for adults and $5.50 for children. The crew feeds a total of about 5 pounds of Spanish sardines to the dolphins each t
	Also operating out of Panama City are dlve boats from Holiday .Scuba and Divers Den. Holiday Scuba is preparing to become .operaLiona1 in "feed the dolphing1 outings. Divers Den does not .offer scheduled feeding cruises but will charter special "feed .the dolphinu trips. .
	In Key West the ItMiss Key WestIg, operated by Bill Groscup, runs .dolphin watching cruises that also involve occasional feedings of .thread herring or squid. Private charters can also be arranged .for half-day trips out to the shrimping fleet for the purpose of .feeding dolphins. The half-day charters run $250.00. .
	Jekyll Island, Georgia: .Richard Malone captains the I1Trade Windsw on,dolphin watches once .a day,, three days a week. His vessel carries 46 passengers and .he charges $11.00 for adults and $9.00 for children. The cruises .last about two hours. In July of 1988 he was informed by NMFS .Special Agent Robert Spraitz that the practice of dolphin feeding .on his cruises was a violation of the MMPA. There is no .infonnation available on Captain Malone1s operation in 1989. .Dolphin watches have been discontinued 
	Pinniped Feeding: .The ki~own extent of pinniped feeding is rather limited. In .Newpo:rt, Oregon tourists purchase bait fish to throw to pinnipeds .that congregate in the water near the piers. As far as can be .determined, the bait is not sold specifically as "seal food". .However, in Monterey, California vendors at the piers .specifically sell "seal foodl1 for harbor seals and other .pinnilpeds in the bay. In addition to this type of feeding, SCUBA .divers in Monterey Bay make their way into the kelp beds 
	Expert opinion .
	To our knowledge, no research on the effects of feeding wild .marine mammals has been conducted. In the absence of specific .
	data we must rely on the opinion of expert biologists in the .field of marine mammalogy. The Southeast Region contacted six .marine! mammalogists outside of NMFS for their opinions on "feed .the enterprises. The six scientists were: Dr. John .111, Chair of the Natural Science collegium at Eckerd .Colleg[e in St. Petersburg, Florida and a member of the Committee .of Scientific Advisors to the Marine Mammal Commission; Dr. .Randall Wells, marine mammalogist, Joseph M. Long Marine .Laboratory, Santa Cruz, Cali
	Reynol.ds,

	the dolphins natural ability to hunt or cause them to be overly .dependent on handouts. Several were concerned that dolphins .
	habituated to food from vessels may loose their natural wariness .and be susceptible to harm from humans or vessels. 2) Another .major concern was the quality or appropriateness of foods offered .to the dolphins. Permitted public display facilities must meet .rigorous federal standards on the foods prepared for captive .marine mammals. No such standards exist for I8feed the dolphinu .cruises. Food from vessels may be fish that is not fresh, fish .not properly stored, or inappropriate items such as hot dogs 
	Dr. Gerald Scott, of the NMFS Miami Laboratory, felt that there .was insufficient data on Itfeed the dolphintt activities to make a .judgennent on their effects on dolphin populations. He believed .detrinnental effects such as those expressed by the non-NMFS .scientists could occur. However, he added, supplemental feedings .could also have beneficial population results such as increasing.the effective carrying capacity of the environment. Alternately, .
	he felt there could be no positive or negative effects to the .dolphin population at large. .
	The Southeast Region also contacted the NMFS National Marine Mammal Laboratory in Seattle, Washington. Cetacean biologist Richard Ferrero echoed some of the same concerns expressed by the non-NMFS scientists. He believed that habitual feeding of small cetaceans may cause a change in their normal feeding behavior. However, he felt that if the feeding cruises were stopped that the dolphins would resume normal hunting activities. One of his major concerns was that dolphins habituated to being fed from vessels 
	-
	accustomed to taking dead fish may be more likely to remove bait .
	from hooks or take fish out of nets. In either case humans may .retaliate by injuring the cetacean. He agreed that inappropriate .food may be offered to dolphins but felt that ingestion of trash .is probably not very likely. .
	On the west coast of the United States large numbers of pinnipeds .congregate close to or on shore near populated areas. In some of .these areas such as Newport, Oregon and Monterey, California .pinni.peds are fed from the docks or piers by tourists. Pinniped.biologist George Antonelis of the National Marine Mammal' .Laboratory felt that this type of activity is potentially harmful .to th~e animals. He believed that it is an artificial food source .that reduces the animal's natural wariness of humans and .a
	Both Mr. Ferrero and Mr. Antonelis emphasized that their .statements were opinion. They agreed that there is no specific .research documenting the effects of feeding wild marine mammals. .
	,
	Their opinions were based on their knowledge of marine mammal .biology and behavior. .
	Other Information .
	Additional information on dolphin feeding has been obtained from .several sources. Attached to this report are copies of several .newspaper articles that document to some extent the effects of .this activity and the concerns of some citizens regarding feeding .wild dolphins. These articles reported, among other things, that .dolplzins have nipped people trying to feed them and that they now .boldly approach all sorts of boats. Also attached is an .ttInc.identReportw filed by South ~arolina Wildlife Officer 
	itself cnto his boat presumably looking for a handout. Officer .Floyd also indicated that he has received reports of dolphins .being caught on baited hooks after having been fed. Anecdotal .information has indicated that bottlenose dolphins in the waters .off Hilton Head Island, Panama City, and Corpus Christi have .starte!d to follow or approach all sorts of vessels looking for .handouts and that dolphin feeding activities are on the increase. .
	There are no scientific studies to demonstrate the effects that .
	ttfeedtf' However,.
	activities have on involved marine mammals. .there is a general consensus of expert scientific opinion that .this type of activity may be harmful to individual marine mammals .and marine mammal populations. In addition, there are newspaper .and anecdotal accounts of changes in dolphin and pinniped .behavior believed to have been brought about by habitual feeding .from humans. These accounts corroborate some of the concerns .expressed by the experts. There is no evidence that habitual .feeding activities hav
	There are presently 7 large vessels and 6 smaller vessels .conduc:ting regularly scheduled cruises to feed dolphins. "Feed .the dolphinw cruises bring in hundreds of thousands of dollars .
	each year to areas such as Panama City, Florida and Hilton Head .
	Islancl, South Carolina. However, many of these cruise vessels .operated dolphin watch trips before feeding activities became .popular. It is not known what monetary impact the addition of .
	feeding dolphins has had on the cruise business in these areas. .
	According to the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 it is .unlawful to take marine mammals by harassment unless the activity .is allowed by a scientific or public display permit. .Harassment is not defined in the MMPA or regulations implementing .the Act but is defined in the U. S. Fish and Wildlife regulations .impleinenting the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 as follows: .
	T-Iarasstfin the definition of "take" in the Act means an .
	intentional or negligent act or omission which creates the .
	likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it to such an .
	extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns .
	which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding or .
	sheltering. .
	50 C.F.R. Section 17.3 .
	The Southeast Regional Office believes that a like definition of .harassment should be used in MMPA regulations. .
	If expert opinion and anecdotal information are correct, feeding .marine mammals alters their normal behavior patterns and can be .
	6 .
	considered harassment under the MMPA. As such, this activity is .prohilbited under the MMPA unless the activity is conducted .pursuant to a scientific or public display permit. Since the .cruises are strictly commercial and show no evidence of research .activity, permit for scientific purposes is probably not an .optio~n. The only alternative is to issue public display permits .
	for tlhis activity. However, public display has not been defined. .If it is defined to include public feeding of wild animals, then .new regulations must be developed to cover such items as proper .
	food 'types and amounts, number of animals to be fed, frequency of .trips, and procedures for emergency care if a marine mammal or .human is injured in an encounter. .
	t 
	If reports are true that dolphins are being fed improper foods .and have been intentionally caught on baited hooks, then it is .reasoinable to assume that some of the expert's fears of .delib(erate or negligent injury to marine mammals are justified. .It is contrary to the MMPA to allow activities that put marine .mamma.1~at risk. The positive benefits to human recreation and .comme:rcialenterprises must be weighed against the possible and .probalble negative effects that feeding wild marine mammals can .
	cause. .
	Based on the best available information, the Southeast ~e~ional .Office (SERO) believes that habitually feeding wild marine .mamma.1~ alters their natural behavior and may increase their risk .of injury or death. As such, SERO believes that activities such .as "feed the dolphin" should not be issued public display .permits. .
	MARINE MAMMAL STRANDING NETWORK .
	SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES .
	c/o Daniel KO Odell .Sea World of Florida .7007 Sea World Drive .Orlando, FL 32821 .
	Phone: 407-351-3600 ext 158 .
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	SUEUECT: FEED THE DOLPHINS CRUISES .
	I have reviewed the literature that you sent me on two feed .the dolphins cruises (Corpus Christi, TX and Panama City, FL). .
	It is my opinion that these programs purposefully alter the .normal behavior of bottlenose dolphins and, therefore, tnat these .activities come under the term 'taket as defined by the Marine .Mammal Protection Act of 1972 and its subsequent amendments. .
	These activities encourage dolphins to approach boats to seek .lhandoutsq of food. There is no control over the quality of the .fish fed to the dolphins. There is the possibility that an lover- .friendlyq dolphin could injure a human attempting to feed it. On .the other hand, vandals could injure/kill dolphins by placing .foreign material in the fish. .
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	March 14, 1989 .
	Ell i~e Roche .Permit Speci a1 i st .Nati~onal Marine Fisheries Service .9450 Koger Boulevard .St. Petersburg, FL 33702 .
	Dear Ellie: .
	I have reviewed the information you sent me regarding "dolphin feeding .crui~ses" and find the existence and conduct of such programs to be most .disconcerting. It is my professional opinion that such intentional .alteration of the animals' natural behavior is a violation of the Marine .Mamnial Protection Act. .
	To illlustrate the inevitable problems to result from continuatioh of these .acti~vities, allow me to describe a similar situation: .
	In 1984, I was contacted by an insurance salesman who related .several incidents in which he was harassed by a sexually aggressive .dolphin. While rowing a racing shell in Little Sarasota Bay, the .dolphin, on various occasions, would bump the boat from beneath. .The man was very serious that the animal had repeatedly struck the .small craft, nearly capsizing it. The fellow wanted "something .done" about the animal. .
	On investigation, it was learned that the animal was well-known to .a community of boaters who regularly utilized the bay. The dolphin .had become somewhat of a local attraction with people intentionally .going out to see it, taking friends along, attempting to feed it, .and, often, attempting to swim with the animal. .
	Unfortunately, the dolphin had reportedly scared one lady badly when .it "got rcugh" with her, to the point tnat she cried to be taken out .of the water. Another person I spoke with told of a young man who .had been butted by the dolphin, not breaking any bones but disabling .him to the point that he had to stay out of the water for the entire .summer. More than one person suggested the likelihood that someone .might get more seriously injured and that "vigilantes" might resolve .the problem in their own wa
	My point with this story is the old saw "Don't feqd the bears". .Uncontrolled and unregulated human activities that promote close human .interactions with, protected species can only be detrimental to those .
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	species. Concerns with "exploitation", quality of the fish being offered, and legal liability aside, the intent of the Marine Mammal Protection Act is t.o preserve the biological integrity of marine mammals. Alteration of -natu~ral behavior patterns is not in the best interest of the species in the wild,. 
	Enclosed is a photograph of the dolphin Idescribed above. Itrust you will do ewerything in your power to curtail "dolphin feeding cruisesn. Should you need any additional information, please feel free to call me at (813) 388-4441. 
	Sincerely, 
	Geoffrey W. Patton Senior Biologist 
	GWP:moi/lmf Enclosure 
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	DELMAR IMIcoLLEGE 
	DELMAR IMIcoLLEGE 
	Corpus Christi. TX 78404-3897 
	Marine Mammal Project Department of Natural Sciences March 15, 1989 
	Iillie Roche, Permit Specialist Protected Species Management Branch National Marine Fisheries Service, S.E. Region 9430 Koger Boulevard St. Peteraburg, Florida 33702 
	Dear Ms. Roche, 
	I am writing thh letter to express my concern about the commercialization of animals protected under the Marine Mammal ProWon Act of 1972. We have in Cocpus Christi an operation that takes passengers for short cruises into the bay specifically tofeed our wild bottlenose dolphips. I am very opposed to operations such as this one for the followiq reasons: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	fIealth. While living in Galveston prior to my moving to Corpus Christi, I worked as a curator for the marinelife park there named Sea- Arama Marineworld. There I learned that park veterinarians have extremely strict requirements that apply tothe food fed to marine mammals (especially bottlenose dolphins). All of their food was ordered fresh frozen and, when thawed, was not fed to these animals if it had the slightest "mushy" texture. Gastro-intestinal illnesses caused by eating unsuitable foodsoften set th

	2. 
	2. 
	Deoendenoe. If these operations are allowed to amtinue, dolphins which participate are likely to become dependent onthis as a source of food. Additionally, there are documented cases of socio- psychological phenomena similar to"depression" in mifinelife parks when certain individuals or activities are suddenly absent. Dolphin feed- operations are commercd!y-inspired and willamtinue only as low as they hold the financial interest ofthe proprietors. The abrupt disamtinuation of a long-term feeding operation m

	3. 
	3. 
	Habituation, Continued close amtact with humans in boats lowers the natural, instinctive defense against intentional or unintentional harm by humans. BiLtatre as it may seem, there are still people along this coast who shoot dolphins; we generally find one or two each year dead on the beach havh been gunshot, and a man was convicted in Rockport (20 miles away) this year foc having wantonly shot and killed a dolphin. Although it has never been documented here, some ofour dead stranded dolpw may have died of 


	RBGULATION. MANAGEMENT. ANDSUPERVISION Unfortunately, we have a serious problem with enforcement ofexisting regulations; there is only one NMFS enforcement agent for the entire Texas amst. Therefore it should come as no surprise that when the shrimper from Rockport was Tied $5,000 for shooting the dolphin, he told the news 
	media that he will continue to shoot them because he thinks they are causing him to lose profits. Therefore, it would Mm that we need a workable mechanism to manage operations that may involve contact with protected marine mammals. I have several recommendatirns: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Feedinu Omratioas. All operations involving the feeding of wild marine mammals should be specifically prohibited. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Per-Any operation which may involve contact with wild marine mammals should be permissible by permit only (similar to the permits hat scientists must aquire for simple surveys or photugraphic sltudies). Permits may be issued through organizations and agencies, though (for example, the shrimping industry) may be permitted with the Texas Department dParks and Wildlife attending topermit maintenence. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Observers. Sucb permitted operations should be required to host NMFS-certif ied observers to periodically aversee their operations. Those operations which have closer amtact with the animals should be observed more frequently. Ifdolphin feeding operations are allowed, an observer should mays be aboard to document which animals are present, observe the operation and assure that it is conducted in accordance with permit requirements. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Jlesearch. We simply plus1 have some assistance in our effocts toward establishing baseline population data on these animals. If there are commercial activities involved, I suggest that they help to pay for the necessary research. We already knowdsuch commercial interfaces: ( 1)At least one shrimper kilb them, (2) to the east, the menhaden fhhery (purse seines) has been implicated several times in dolphin stranding events, (3) 


	the odfshore petroleum industry may be terminally handicapping, if not killing dolphins through the use of demolitions to remove structures from the sea-floor, and (4)nowwe have dolphin feeding operations, there are probably m6re entities along the marine mammaYcommercid operation interface. 
	5. Sufv~ce.We should make every effort to increase law enforcement surveillance of coastal and offshore waters. The US. Coast Guard flies routine patrols daily over these areas but USCG officers are almost totally unawue of marine mammal protective regulaticm (even fishery regulations, for that matter). We should establish workshops or seminars for these personnel (and state enforcement officials as well) to enable them to evaluate operations fa compliance with marine mammal protective legislation. 
	Please distribute this letter to others in NMFS who may be able to evaluate the dangers of the* operations and contribute to a management plan that will pafallel the spirit of the Marine Mammal Protection Act. I thaak you for your kind consideration and time. 
	Sincerely, 
	S. C.Jones 111 
	Ms. Ellie Roche NMFSi 945C11 Koger Blvd. St. Petersburg, FL 33702 April 30, 1989 
	Dear Ellie, 
	As we discussed over the phone on 24 April 1989, businesses in wlhich people charge the public to accompany them on boats to feed wild bottlenose dolphins are sprouting up around the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the U.S. I wanted to express some concerns about this practice and to state emphatically that I believe these businesses are violating the Marine Mammal Protection Act if they do not apply for and receive permits for their activities. 
	4 

	First, on the permit issue: Ihave applied for and received permits from NMFS for the work Ihave done on cetaceans for the past 14 years. My permits have been issued to allow me to "harass" animals. As Iunderstand it "harassment", in this case, means altering the natural behavior of the animals. As documenting the natural behavior of cetaceans has always been my objective, Igo to great lengths in my research to avoid altering this natural behavior. If Ido harass animals, it is only for a very brief period (s
	Clearl'y, the businesses which set out for the sole purpose of attracting bottlenose dolphins to them, using food, are dramatically influencing the dolphins' behavior. In my view, this constitutes dramatic and purposeful harassment of dolphins. Bottlenose dolphins may be the most behavioral ly-f lexi ble of a1 1 the cetaceans. They often exploit fisheries (e.9. shrimp fisheries, crab fisheries) to get food, so the businesses set up to feed dolphins are merely taking advantage of the natural tendency of bott
	Ihave a few concerns about the effects of these businesses on local dolphin populations. One concern is about the lack of quality control of the food being fed to the dolphins. Unlike oceanaria which must meet certain standards in the fish they feed their dolphins, the businesses in question are unregulated, and low quality, rotting or inappropriate food might be given to the dolphins. 0+ course, the dolphins can choose whet.her or not to eat it, but this problem should be considered. Second, I wonder wheth
	Ihave a few concerns about the effects of these businesses on local dolphin populations. One concern is about the lack of quality control of the food being fed to the dolphins. Unlike oceanaria which must meet certain standards in the fish they feed their dolphins, the businesses in question are unregulated, and low quality, rotting or inappropriate food might be given to the dolphins. 0+ course, the dolphins can choose whet.her or not to eat it, but this problem should be considered. Second, I wonder wheth
	dependent uson these boats for their food. It is likely that only certain individual dolphins will become habituated to these boats, so the effects will be focussed on a relatively small number of individuals in a population. If dolphins did become dependent on the boats, it is difficult to know if they would sufCer from a later loss of this food source (if the business closedi. A comparable situation is seen in the West Indian manatee which has become dependent upon power plants in Florida as warm water re

	8 
	My recommendations are the following: 1) Notify all existing feed-the-dolphin businesses that they are in violation of the MMPA and must apply immediately for permits: 2) Issue permits oniy to those businesses which demonstrate that they have an educational program (spoken and/or brochures) built into their business; 3) Establish standards for food quality and institute periodic inspections such as those for oceanaria; 4) Support research into the dolphin-feeding business interactions. Specific research que
	Idon't know if you've seen my dolphin book ar not. I have encliosed a copy. Idon't mean to over-promote my own work:, but I feel that each feed-the-dolphin business should have this book for its own edification and, perhaps, far sale to its customers. The cdolphins have provided these businesses with an obviously profitable activity; it seems only appropriate that they give back in the form of educating the public about the natural behavior of the bottlenose dolphin. 
	Ellie, I hope these comments are useful to you. I am very interested in the final decision that NMFS makes on this issue and do hope you'll keep me informed. Thanks so much +or giving me the chance to comment! 
	Susan H. 
	Susan H. 
	Susan H. 
	Shane, 
	Ph. D. 

	250 Cottini 
	250 Cottini 
	Way 

	Santa Cruz , CA 
	Santa Cruz , CA 
	95040 

	cc: 
	cc: 
	John 
	Twiss, Marine Mammal Commission 


	P.O. Box 12560 St. Paccsbnrrg, FL33733 813/867-1166 
	Ms. Ellie F. Roche .
	Permit Specialist .
	Protected Species Management Bracch .
	NOAA-NMFS .Southeast Regional Office .9450 Koger Boulevard .
	St. Petersburg, Florida 33702 .
	Dear Ellie: .
	You recently described for me a situation in which some boat captains TI the southeastern United States were taking boat-loads of passengers to areas where they attracted and fed groups of bottlenose dolphins. You requested my 
	opinion of this activity. .Although I am not a lawyer and am, hence, not the best person to .interpret legislation regarding marine mammals, it appears to me that the .
	dollphin feeding operations have the potential to cause problems for both the .
	people and the animals involved. In terms of human safety, it seems th~t the .
	pclssibility exists where someone leaning over the side of the boat and .
	holding some "dolphin food" could be injured if a dolphin were to lunge for .th~e food and bite the person's hand or arm in the process. .
	I have great concerns regarding the effect of this operation on the dolphins involved. First, the dolphin feeding promotes behavior that is no: naltural for the animals. In fact, it is possible that, over tice, the dolphins could even become dependent on food provided by people, crsazing a survival problem if the food source were eliminated. Changes in -normal behavior patterns" are not desirable, and I have heard harassment (sonething prohibited under the Marine Mmal Protection Act) defined in terms of cha
	A specific concern in the case you raised involves direct harm to the dolphins that become accustomed to eating materials thrown from boats or otherwise provided by people. Let me propose two possible scenarios that could lead to dolphin mortality or injury. If dolphins get used to consuming materials that come from boats, how would they react to trash (e.g., plastic bags) that blows off vessels. or that someone discards as litter? Consumption of such material could result in death. As another scenario, the
	Rehted byCovrnvrt toThe PresbyterianChurch (USA.) 
	Certainly people enjoy encountering dolphins in the wild. I share this .enj oynnent. I am not opposed to tours that provide opportunities where .people can enjoy watching the animals in their natural setting, as long as .the activity causes no detrimental impacts to the animals. As indicated .above,, however, I do have serious concerns regarding the attraction and .feeding of wild dolphins. .
	Although I am a member of the Committee of Scientific Advisors to the .Marine Mammal Commission, the comments I have mde above reflect only my own .opinion; my comments should not be taken as representative of opinions by .other Committee members or by members of the Commission staff. I hope that .my conments have been helpful. .
	Best wishes, .
	~oknE. Reynolds, 111. Ph. D. .Chair, Natural Sciences Collegium .
	cc: John R. Twiss, Jr., Marine Mammal Commission .
	JOSEPH hA. LONG MARINE L.ABORATORY 
	Institute of Ma~rine Sciences 100 Shaffer Road 
	Santa Cruz. CA 95060 
	Santa Cruz. CA 95060 
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	As go-^ &re aware, I have some concezns regardinq the wild dcl;?:~n
	-
	ftediqr operations that are currentiy be;ng conducted in Florida..ieX&Z, 
	Sesrgie!, ad South Carolina. Ey experience with these 3rograzns 'r~I~aited 
	so I can not comment on specific details .
	primr1.1y to newspaper accounts, 

	of a17 given program. I would. however, llke to Gisccurage these progrzms .
	based or, 2roader concerns. It is difficult for me to mars~hall hard arxi .
	fsst facts about the negative aspects of dolphin feeding programs, since I .
	am unaware of any studies that have been done on these relatively new .
	rjrogran~s. I feel, however, that there is enough information avalf~ble .
	+ YF:W.-., capt.ic?e f aciiities and field studies to warrant. close scrutiny nf the 2oteritiai ti~reats gosed by these ?rograms. 
	Ity mirr concern is for the health a-xi vell-being of the dolphin? 
	" 
	zerlouill hezlth problems can arise from feeding poor wiitj7 or improperly prqared fish to the dolphins, or from their ingestion of foreign gbject; Stri.yent sta.ldards and regulations have been established for the care af 
	captive 2clghins. These standards are based on many gears of experie!ls;5 .
	ard no?:hiq lezs than these starxiards should be followed for any other 
	kirid ~f activity that involves prcviding food to dolphins. Prompt medical care is ay??.ils51e in captivity if a dolphin should deveiop an iiiness resuiting ironi food or irigestion of foreign objects--no such treatment 12 
	po83iLle in the wlld. .
	T?le existence of regular commercial operations for doiphin feedirq 2stablishes a dangerous precedent. Once knowledge of the regular feelq qzts becomes more widespread, what is to prevent private boaters with even less knowledge of proper dolphin care fro& feeding the do?~hlcscn +,he:: :37m3 
	E~lcouraging doiphins to approach boats for feedlng is probably nct In the e.s~iual;' best mterest. From observetions of captives we kr~owth3t these animals are good at generalizing. If they begin to associate boats with fgod, then the frequency of boat/dolphin interactions my increase, leadincj to a possible increase in the frequency of collisions.. gunshot. wouri6s. ingestion of foreign objects, or other health threats. 
	In the absence of human activities, bottlenose dolphins are not xavenqers, rather, they take live, presumably healthy prey. Training a ccwly-capt,:;~~ ciolphin to eat dead fish cen take time This ?reference ft;:
	' -*-Y f lzh xtq7k? neved as a mechanism for ensurl,y :.?at the dolphlns 
	conziume high quality fish in the vild. One can speculate the: encc-r3g~~these animals t.o eat. dead fish may iower their standards for prey relection on their am, zx?i-rdirsctlg lea6 to teslth threat5 
	.--.ca~r?i~gtk ~iid fish might also lead to
	-dolphins t.o eat ee.?:!, f istleries confiictz. In Hawaii, for exanpie, many doiphins are shot 5y2crnglirrc fishermen because they are alleged tc steal bait, ic the f:rz 22 #5ead,fisf?, Irm the lines. It is not inconce~?~ble the rlol2hlns
	:,hat 
	iniyh~t~eg~r,
	i;: .
	potentially in ill will 
	take xisn caught in colnmercrsll nets a? ~~11, 
	J

	res?llt~?r 
	1:'from the fisherman, and incidentai nortallty 


	the r~ets. 
	the r~ets. 
	If you wish to discuss acy of these concetns I can be :r: rlorida through 4 July, and st the letterhead address back x-1 Cal;fcz:l:r ::;resf ter. 
	.. 
	rmc,h.eC 

	~ddall5. Wells, Ph.D. 

	SouthCarolina 
	SouthCarolina 
	James A. Timrnerman. Jr.. Ph.D. Executive Director
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	Law Enforcement and Boating 
	Law Enforcement and Boating 
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	TO: 
	TO: 
	TO: 
	Capt. J.E. McTeer, Jr. 

	FROM: 
	FROM: 
	PFC John A. 
	Floyd 

	DATE: 
	DATE: 
	August 31, 1989 

	SUBJECT: 
	SUBJECT: 
	Dolphin Feeding in Beaufort County 


	This is in reference to the local interest of people in this .axea to hand feeding bottle-nosed dolphins (Toursiops truncatus). .While con a boat patrol on August 23, 1989 with CO Gentry Thames we .had two occasions to observe sightings of dolphins. Officer Thames .and myself were dispatched to serve two arrest warrants on a Captain .of a shrimp trawler that we located just offshore of Calibogue Sound .near Hilton Head Island. I placed Officer Thames aboard the trawler, .atwhic:h time he placed the Captain 
	In my experience as an owner and Captain of a shrimp trawler .and as a Conservation Officey, I have found that it is not unusual for .dolphins to follow trawlers and feed on the discarded "trash" fish that .is pushed overboard as the catch is being sorted. Holwever, what I did .find, on this particular day, that was highly unusual was that the dcl- .phins were more interested in what I had to offer in my 21' patrol boat .rather than the shrimp trawler that was only 30 yards from me. Once .underway again, th
	After completing the arrest of the trawler Captain,Officer Thames and myself proceeded by boat from Skull Creek behind Hilton Head to the Maye River near Bluffton so that we could dock our patrol boat. While enroute in the Maye River, at a speed of approximately 40 mph, I observed a dolphin in from of the bow of our boat which was extending about 1/3 of it's body out of the water and shaking it's head vigorously at us (similar to what "Flipper" would do on the television show). At once I slowed the boat dow
	Rembert C.Dennis Building 0f? 0.W 167 
	Columbia. South Carolina 29202 
	Figure

	Telephone: 803-734-4002 
	Figure

	Page Two 
	This dolphin and another remained with us, clearly looking .for foodl. After several minutesthesedolphins left us, realizing we .had no "hand-outs" for them. These dolphins were clearly not members .of the grroup o£ dolphins that we had sighted earlier in the day.' .
	On Monday, August 28, 1989, I returned to the Maye River for the purpose of photographing this dolphin and his activity. After stopping two times I did not observe the dolphin that I had observed on August 23, 1989. I began to proceed out of the Haye River. At the junction of the Maye River and Bull Creek I observed approximately three dolphins surfacing. I idled my patrol boat to a stop and imme- diately one of these dolphins came alongside and exposed itself to me looking for food. This dolphin was not th
	Itn addition to these instances, I have observed personally many private and charter boats feeding these dolphins any number of items, including fish, pretzels and beer. This is wrong. I have also been given two reports that individuals have fed dolphins fish and then baited a hook with the same type of fish and, in fact, hooked the dol- phin ant1 tried to land them. 
	Included with this letter are several articles that have appearec .in local newspapers. This situation of hand feeding dolphins in our .area is a serious problem which I hope will be addressed by the Comrnittc .of the National Marine Fisheries in Washington, D.C. Feeding wild ani- .mals or fish in this area, including deer, raccoons and alligators, has .proved to do nothing but create serious problems for both the wildlife .and the people in this area. If a dolphin the size of which I normally .encounter in
	fer. .
	These bottle-nosed dolphin are beautiful and very intelligent .cratures. I only hope that we, as wildlife managers, realize and deal .with the severity of this problem before it becomes harmful to our .friends,, the dolphins. Too seldom do we human beings realize that what .
	affects the game, fish and environment directly affects us. $!gP7e
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	DEEP SEAt' 
	DEEP SEAt' 
	1 


	FISHING 
	FISHING 
	Figure

	(SCHEDULE)
	(SCHEDULE)
	(SCHEDULE)

	1 
	l2HOLJRTRlP-JAMtoSPM 
	l2HOLJRTRlP-JAMtoSPM 
	Electric Reel with Bunk -$41.00 Electric Reel without Bunk -$40.00 
	10 HOUR TRIP -7 AM to 5 PM 
	E 

	Manual Reel -$28.00 .Rider -$12.50 .Children Under 12 Manual Reel -$20.00 .
	I .



	?4DAY TRIPS 
	?4DAY TRIPS 
	?4DAY TRIPS 

	$16.00* 7 AM to Noon .or 12:15 PM to 515 PM .Riders -$9.00 .(Much-Memorial Day Schedule Subject to Change) .
	Enjoy Fisbing Aboard these Boats 
	Day 'kip Aboard the 65 Foot 
	Day 'kip Aboard the 65 Foot 
	Catamaran S.W. Anderson 

	AU Other Wps Aboard These Boats
	AU Other Wps Aboard These Boats
	*Captain Anderson #10 65 ft. Catamaran 
	*Captain Anderson #10 65 ft. Catamaran 

	50 Passengers (7 am to 5 pm Trip Only) * Star Queen -85 ft. -60 Passengers
	E 

	* Florida Queen -85 ft. -60 passengers .rt Ocean Queen -85 ft. -60 Passengers
	*Gemini Queen -85 ft. -Catamaran 68 Passengers 
	All Vessels Calley Equipped 
	L
	LI
	Lbl
	Figure

	Bait & Thckle Furnished 

	LI
	Lbl
	Figure

	No Alcoholic Beverages or Coolers Allowed On Board 


	Beer & Soda Sold On Board 
	k 
	Figure

	We also Have One & nYo 
	Figure

	Day Charters (By Request)
	Day Charters (By Request)


	CHAWTER BOATS AVALABLE
	CHAWTER BOATS AVALABLE
	' 
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	ON THE 
	-.

	Capt. Anderson's 1 
	Capt. Anderson's 1 
	DINNERBOAT \ 
	1 

	I 
	I

	Shell Island Cruises 
	~~dt~arcr~ -SAILIN(: TIME-
	*Three hour inland water cruise Qn 
	*Three hour inland water cruise Qn 

	9 am to 11:45 and 1 pm to 3:45 pm 
	I
	beautiful St. Andrews Bav ~. 
	beautiful St. Andrews Bav ~. 

	See Beautiful Shell Island 
	Figure

	*Three piece band for entertainment 
	*Three piece band for entertainment 

	Go Shell Cdllecting 
	Figure

	* Air-conditioned and heated for your 
	* Air-conditioned and heated for your 

	Wade in the Crystal Clear
	Figure

	convenience ~tComplete sit-down dinner with choice of Sandwiches, soft drinks and beer available at the snack bar. Clean restrooms are on board. The Captain's
	Water 
	five entrees . 

	What a romantic way 
	What a romantic way 
	What a romantic way 

	informative narration, courteous crew 

	to spend an evening! 
	to spend an evening! 
	to spend an evening! 

	and this spacious modem vessel all 
	Monday through Friday -7 pm -10 pm 
	Monday through Friday -7 pm -10 pm 

	add up to a pleasant family outing. 
	Adults $18.951 Kids $16.95 .Saturday Dinner Cruise .
	Adults $18.951 Kids $16.95 .Saturday Dinner Cruise .

	$600 Adults -$3.00 Children I
	7 pm-IOpm -ABttks $22.501 Kicis $20.00 
	(All prices include taxes and tip) 
	(All prices include taxes and tip) 
	*Cocktails available on board * 

	Sailing 5:IS pm to 6:30 pm,t
	For Reservations Call: (904)234-5940 
	~~~~-f2YI 
	~~~~-f2YI 
	FOR RESERVATIONS ONLY TOLL FREE 1 (800) 874-2415 
	For the following states onl): Alabama. Ceorgia. buisiana. Mississipp~. North CdnLna. !but11 ('~rill~ttdand .SC~IIC)SCC' 
	For the following states onl): Alabama. Ceorgia. buisiana. Mississipp~. North CdnLna. !but11 ('~rill~ttdand .SC~IIC)SCC' 
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	-m~ GlXighgiilesconftn*;e to&dhl- an instant. 
	whe1-e Ule yccus went and why they weat so swiftly, without the sad fed- ing #bat maybe the best is behiad 
	whe1-e Ule yccus went and why they weat so swiftly, without the sad fed- ing #bat maybe the best is behiad 
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	hving Mive mem-of W-must affect people on 
	. ruoror ae& mu& tb raw 'way. Hey,kids, you're not kids any- mom. You'n! twice as dd as you were back thcn whtn you neva 
	trust& mybody over SO, lo& what" happened to you. Forty js knocking on the door, nquatting In the bedroom. and you're an dd-tlma now, just like Ute old-timers you were NImin# away from when you went toWoodstock,exceptyou 
	t 

	LE~STa n#E 
	I 
	p how naive and ludicrous this state- 
	p matts? r Iwonder if she ad dhclPtruly ua-derstand what pro-choice is all 
	k am. It baat ne4xsMrily prp.bot-tioa, but tbcabilityforeach pcnronto make a choice, the right choice for each and 'every different situation. .Abortion my not be Ule approach for Ruth Stockrtiil but for othm It ' may be the appropriate choice. Neither she nor any other perm rhouM have the right b interfere . withsucha privatedecision., I don't believe that the pro&oic-enan manipulating anyone's rights to prayer, values or JesusChrist. In fact. it's some anti-abortionists that arethemanipulators. 
	Pro-choice is just what it says -the freedom to make a deciisioa. That's what this country isall about. 
	Pro-choice is just what it says -the freedom to make a deciisioa. That's what this country isall about. 
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	Margle Varallo 47 Salt Marsh Drive 
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	may beabused 
	may beabused 
	may beabused 
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	1 ToThe Packet: I would like to all your attention to the exploitation of the bottle-nosed dolphins occurringjust off our island inCalibogueSound.Thin exploitationhas many names, such aa "Dolphin I Watch," "Dolphin Round-Up," "Dol-i phln Hunt" and "Dolphin Fecd." 8.-t sically St involves renting a boat or I chartering a boat to feed the dd-: phins. 
	I 
	! 
	I 

	Up urrtil a few years ago, this war : tricky. The dolphins were shy andaot as willing toapproach man. How-
	: 

	eve€,chis bas ch8nged ad the rylm-! bar of people wanting to fed Ibe &I-pbins has iacreased. This in turn has increased the number of boa& (pri-vate. rental and charter boats) will-ing to take people to the dolphins. 
	, 
	. 
	; 


	' h. AU this lboking hack is thecharac-It isoneof the &test of a11 ~mer- teristic d a country in old age. We 
	kan bonw stories, the ultimrte nightmare towhich fame may lead if d~jt know what? 
	kan bonw stories, the ultimrte nightmare towhich fame may lead if d~jt know what? 
	watch aut.YOU hthiscormtry you becomeSO fa-OWtbat itLsaqtevenreietodic. 
	The aaniverorry of the HitkrStal- in pact is unlikely to affect the masses moved by Woodstock, Elvis and Marilyn Monroe.For om thing, 

	.you'd have to be 60 even to remem-ber it and pmbably 65 or 70 to have lrnown back thminIS39how ominous itwas. 
	That year. deep in their workbig- noranee and isolation, not many 
	That year. deep in their workbig- noranee and isolation, not many 
	This has prompteda wave of adver-Lbemenb to lure morepeople tothis activity. 
	1 understand from the peopk's pdntofview tbat tbk ba spedal ex-perknabetweenmanand nature. I ah Mdcrstand fmm the charter bortrr'pointdviewthatthishalu-ative way to makemoney. But has anyone thought of how this may af- fect thedolphin in thelongnra? 
	lbe feeding of the ddphln knoCb-
	new.Dolphin have been fed bycrabbers, shrimpen and lishennan for years. However,this involved a few dolphin who were interested enough to approacb us. Tbese dol-phin in Calibogue Saund have be come so conditioned that they show up assoon asyou turn off (he engine. expecting to be fed. 
	This is not "Flipper!" These are wild dolphins. One only bas to think of the &an, in Yellowstone to thiak of what may happen. 1have already heard reportsof hot dogs and briaed fii being fed lo them. 
	Abo, thereare reportsof dolphins being hooked by fii Tbesein-cidents will only incrcaseas the dol-phins become more and mom famil- iar with man. What is going to happen when the dolphins become such a nuisance that they wonst leave ywalone ? I hope it doesn't take the dolphin king maimed or shot to get thispoint across. 
	My point is that the promotion of dolphin-feeding Is only-going to in-crease thelikelihood of a tragic incl-dent. The dolphin-feedinghaa gotten way out of hand. We are'taking a trust and making a "fast buck" df of it at the expurse of the dolphin. By coadlwng the dolphins to feed from man on a regular basis, we hnve changed their natural behavior. 
	Just watchtng the dolphins was enough in the :ast. 

	bave in the past quartercentury started treating the past as cud,. Wing and &wing it. Not that it aouridres US much, except in 
	amusrmartand melancholy. In fact, 
	we have rachewtd the history of World War 11soexhaustively that, as Paul Fussell says in hi new book. "Wartime," we have turned its hor- rorintojollrygood fun. 
	Young people look ahead to Satur-&y night. Anniversaries go with nodding by thefire. 
	(Rurrtll Baker is 8ryndlcakd col- omniat.) 

	pwfl 
	pwfl 
	pwfl 

	In UN?wwle watches on (he West: Corst, thes tatom don't feed or in- : Mere in gwhales* normal activ-: itits. People continue to pay to see-8 them just swim by. This ustd to be! how it was here with the dolphin-! watches. LWInow w have btop that 1 dInterf* in their natural activ-l Mes. Do wte want these beautiful! cmatuns t4 remain free or do we; want them40 perform circus tricks?; I say let the Lricks stay at Sea WorldI and let tha dolphins in Calibogue: Swad remain free from man's corn-: medaliam. , 
	Ua8 Fall: 
	ToThe Paclyl. 
	ToThe Paclyl. 

	On behalf & the Kiwanis Club of Hilton Head1 I would like to express our thanksf+rthe excellent covcrage. 
	veo and that is to build 
	Joe Jagan KlwianlrClubof Hiltoa Head 
	Letterspolicy 
	Letterspolicy 
	Letterspolicy 

	Rea&rre etterr are among the mat imp#( r\t features of 78e Is-bod packel. !In order for a lclkr b k p~blkhed.it rhwld be no longer (baa epproslmalcly 250 words and maat Lncludt ibe writer's address and telephone number. 
	We try lo publish them Ln the order Inwhich tbey arrlvc Lour office. 
	' 

	Sea World will never be the same again .
	% 
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	I' ~emPoy,mywffehastoagbeen
	I' ~emPoy,mywffehastoagbeen
	t.rrinrtalwith dolphins. seaWorld 
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	" wasValha!laasfaras&ewascoo-
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	WaManymore.
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	Sundry rrr a typical ~uguatQy: .L 8nd~ twggy with dcudc, SlKqed,?Eke old men's poNes, rcuddfne *.long,thnate* to bank upby lat-ariruwaLAgoodantrnoaotort
	Sundry rrr a typical ~uguatQy: .L 8nd~ twggy with dcudc, SlKqed,?Eke old men's poNes, rcuddfne *.long,thnate* to bank upby lat-ariruwaLAgoodantrnoaotort
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	paktenWe8tbetcgc.
	paktenWe8tbetcgc.
	paktenWe8tbetcgc.
	t: 

	lhat was tbe plan at least when I slippedtbt little firhlng bent into tbe 
	:.wateratAUJoyhding.TheliUIe Mnrudccranked witb Uttk protest, it~~t wm9tpumping.
	ttteraterptmp ' Mechanicany-hpaind though I
	!' 
	!' 

	I un,tdoLaawthatyouucn'9#oing i to go far witbout a water pump. I cleared the boat nmp and steeredi *IytntotIlecurrcnttopon&tbemeanbig d the universe and the 

	+etw-
	+etw-
	+etw-
	explainthewater pump malfunction. 
	Next, I moved tbe mlhg to cwduct a similar inspection of the bead. Loatedtineto me but what do I kww? 
	It was at that moment thnt I ne ticed a pair of dolphins about 40 yards away approaching to star-board. Nothing at all uausual abut seeing dolphfnr, but 1mentioned the approach to my We and daughter anY'"ay. 
	But instead of sounding,these two set a course for awboat. A few ma mtnts later, an adult dolphin was 

	dolphin reflexively reached up to take tbe fish he supposed shc was of-fuing. 
	"He bit me," my wife exclaimedin a tone mixed with wonder and excite-ment, "bewanb a fisb." 
	Dolphias apparently don't cart for "finger" food, but heseemedpleasedwhen my wlfe offered him a mullet instead of fingers. He dove, swam mund the boat twice and suddenlysounded, long gone.' 
	As we scanned the horizon for our new friend, the other dolphin sur-faced just as the first had, clearly so-
	As we scanned the horizon for our new friend, the other dolphin sur-faced just as the first had, clearly so-
	the dolphins, 1 still had the problem of the water pump which pandoxi-cally started working properly as saan as I cranked up to bead for the 

	laading. .
	Instead, we headed upriver and crabbed for several hours beforere turning tothe landing. Layingoff the landing, waiting for several dbu boaters tofinWl loading up, we were idltnn alom in a Latv circle wbtn our fried sdedy rciPpeared. ft was the second dolphin, not tbt biter, and this time be communicated with tbe dolphin's distinctiveclickingsound. 
	Unfortunately, I don't speak dd-phinsoI can't translate, but I ratber imagine be -bray greetfag 
	. an8wonderingif perhaps we mlghtbansame moremullet. 
	WechatkdauhlleWonhtranm &wn to nearby Brightm Beach, b tent, It lbtemed, on playing with the childrenswimmingthuc. 
	For my years, I have watcbcd dolphins feed and play and enact rather peculiar rituals In the wild, ht wil&&y, I had never met a
	sbn&&&&taiImmrtkg licitiffg a kandout. Tkis oaeallowed gunwalewithin arm's reach. my wife and daughter to feed him 
	9-
	&mysterim tome. 
	&mysterim tome. 

	dolphin interested in a human en-
	dolphin interested in a human en-
	dolphin interested in a human en-
	dolphin interested in a human en-
	and touch him until the mullet ran 

	counter.

	Iraked tbefoot of the motor for ex-
	Astonished by thisclose encounter 


	As for my wife, her flnger wasn't 
	out, whereupon he seemed to get 

	boredand sounded, too.
	amination, tbough 1had no idea what 
	with her favorite marine mammal, 

	I was looking for, nor what I'd have 
	I was looking for, nor what I'd have 
	injured but, for her, Sea World will never be tbe sameagain.

	my wife reflexively reached out to
	my wife reflexively reached out to
	' 

	Nonplwed by the encounter with
	Nonplwed by the encounter with
	doat had I found some anomaly to touch the dolphin. Whereupon the 
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	Face to face: Westln Fowler cently In Callbogue Sound. Bieslde gives a friendly dolphln a snack re- Westin is Keeper. 
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	ATTACHMENT #2 .
	UNITE0 STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE National Oceanic and Acmo-phoric Adrninimt ration 9 8 NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
	@ 

	*o .
	*o .
	sr4rcs or *+* S~lverSprmg. Maryland 20910 

	MEMORPNDUMFOR: .F -WilliamW. Fox, Jr. .
	FROM: .F/PR -Nancy Foster Nancy Fosfer. Is/. 
	SUBJEC:T : .Report on the Application Submitted by Mr. James Baker Atkinson for a Public Display Permit under Section 101 (a) (1) of the Marine Mammal Protection Act! (P446) 
	Chronology of Events: .
	November 14, 1988 .-Workshop to Review and Evaluate Whale 
	Watching Programs and Management Needs February 6, 1989 -Atkinson application received aad complete August 14, 1989 -NMFS requests report from SER to include 
	analysis of probable effects af feeding wild populations of marine mammals Auguslt 17, 1989 -NMFS request to Regions to develop regula- 
	tions for approaching marine mammals .October 6, 1989 -Atkinson application distributed .October 16, 1989 -Notice of Receipt published in .
	the FEDERAL REGISTER .October 17, 1989 -SER report on the analysis of eefects of .feeding wild populations of marine mammals .October 19, 1989 -FEDERAL REGISTER Notice of Availability of .
	November workshop proceedings .Novemlber 14, 1989 -Close of Atkinson public comment period .Decemlber 21, 1989 -MMC comments received on Atkinson .
	SUIIUnary of the Application: 
	The Applicant requests a public display permit authcbrizing the .harassment of Atlantic bottlenose dolphins (Tursio~$ truncatus) .during the observation and feeding of animals in th$ wild. .Mr. Atkinson plans on "cruises lasting no more than an hour and .
	one half with part of the cruise being a sight $eeing trip .and part being watching and feeding the dolphins. (H)e may have .as many as four cruises a day with no more than six or eight .dolphin feedings per cruise. ...II .
	... 

	&nents : 
	arine Mammal Commission -"...The Commission believes that wild .dolphin feeding programs, even those conducted with the utmost .care and best of intentions, could adversely affect the dolphins. .
	The considerations which led to this position include the 
	-

	following: .
	-.&a'&-
	I..,.,. 
	-Feeding programs may cause dolphins to be attracted to -fishing boats and other vessels not engaged in feeding programs and thus increase the likelihood that they will be entangled in fishing gear, be shot by fishermen, or be fed foreign objects; 
	-
	-
	-
	Dolphins, if dependent upon food provided by people, may become 3.s- able- to find -and catch natural prey when feeding is discontinued. In addition, artificial feeding programs may cause migrintory dolphins to remain in areas after their primary prey species have left or otherwise reached,their seasonal low and thereby cause the dolphins to be subjected to food shortages, inhospitable conditions, or both; 

	-
	-
	Dolphins, having come to expect to be fed when around boats and/or people in the water, could, if food were not pro- vided, become aggressive in their efforts to get food and thereby in ju:re swimmers ; 


	-Development and advertising of commercial feed-the-dolphin programs likely would increase the opportunity and encourage recrleational and other boaters to feed and harass dolphins; 
	-Although it might be possible to regulate the types and quality of fish fed to dolphins during commercial feed-the- dolphins programs, it would not be possible to regulate the types and quality of food provided by others or to prevent unnatural foods or foreign objects from being thrown to dolphins. Thus, there is good reason to believe that feed-the-dolphins programs would lead, directly and indirectly, to dolphins eating foreign objects thrown from boats, unnatural foods, spoiled fish, and fish laced wit
	-
	-
	-
	Feeding dolphins would cause them to be attracted to and .increase the probability of their being struck by vessels; and .

	-
	-
	Feeding programs also may expose dolphins to and make them .more susceptible to diseases. .


	In light of the above, the Commission believes that approval of .this or other requests to feed bottlenose dolphinsl or any other .cetacean in the wild, would be contrary to the intent and provi- .sions of the Marine Mammal Protection Act, It thezefore recom- .mendls that the applicantls request be denied and that future .appl.ications for such programs be retdrned on that basis. It .also recommends that you advise any others known to be conducting .or c:ontemplating programs in which wild marine mamlnals a
	The commission believes that the applicant, without benefit of a .permit, would be able to conduct tours from-which observers view .dolphins from the boat, and that these tours could provide oppor- .tunities for observations of dolphins in their natural environ- .ment provided that those activities do not potentially harass or .otherwise take the subject animals, In this regard, such activi- .ties would appropriately be addressed in the Service's guidelines .
	for wlhal~.watch-ing which should also include a prohibition on .
	f eedi~ng , 
	f eedi~ng , 

	Animal and Plant Health Insnection Service (APHIS) -APHIS states that 19(t)he Animal Welfare Act pertain$ only to animals in a captive environment used for research or exhibition purposes; or sold as pets; or transported in commerce. The actions described by Mr, Atkinson do not fall within the authorities of the Act." 
	NMFS -The Northwest, Northeast, Southeast, and Southwest Regions and the National Marine Mammal Laboratory all objected to the issuance of a permit for feeding marine mammals in the wild, Copies of the regions8 comments are attached, 
	Public Comments -Orsanizations 
	Center for coastal Studies (CCS) -Ms, Karen Steuer, ~xecutive Director, CCS, believed that feeding programs, if authorized, should be conducted in compliance with APHIS regulations. CCS believes that "the resultant modification of natural feed and behavior of the animals involved also presents a potential hazard to babth the dolphins and to the publicw from increased vessel traffic and from dolphins habituated to feeding from the vessels, In adldition, the CCS believes it unwise to grant the permit as reque
	Entertainment Plus (EP) -Mr. Doug Messenger, Superhisor of Training, EP, was against issuance of a permit to Mv. Atkinson. Mr. Messenger expressed concern for dolphins habituated to feeding, monitoring sanitation and proper food type and prepara- tion,, the affect upon wild dolphin migration of grobps of dolphin dependent upon boat feedings, and NMFS1 plans for regulation of a new feeding industry. 
	Monitor -Mr. Craig Van Note, Executive Vice President, Monitor, 
	listed the following eight organizations as opposed to issuance .
	of a permit to Mr. Atkinson: American Humane Socidty; American .
	Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals; Animal Protec- .
	tion Institute; Earth Island Institute; The Fund for Animals; .
	Greenpeace U.S.A.; International Fund for Animal Welfare; and .
	Washington Humane Society. .
	Mr; Va~n Note stated that @@The requested activity ... constitutes harassment under the definition of the term currently used by the National Marine Fisheries Service and is therefore a violation of the Mamine Mammal Protection Act. Approaching the animals this c1osel.y is, in itself, a violation of the Act, but the proposed 
	feeding of the dolphins will also cause serious harm to the population. -The-proposed-feeding will increase the attraction of the animals to boats, including fishing vessels. This behavior will place the animals at risk of human/dolphin interactions 
	which will threaten their welfare. ... This result would be cause 
	for serious concern even if only a handeul of animals were .
	involved. .
	involved. .

	If ..,. the individual dolphins approached by the cruise would 
	changta frequently due to dolphin migration patterns, the impact .
	of the proposed activity could be even greater." In addition, .
	%he establishment of a large number of these ventures could .
	cause enough modification in the behavior of the dolphins to .
	threaten substantial disruption of the entire Gulf of Mexico .
	marine ecosystem. .
	marine ecosystem. .

	@@The (dangers of such activities were recognized by the National .
	Marine Fisheries,~ervice, the research community, conserbation .
	groups and the whale watching industry in the recently-published .
	proceedings of a workshop on whale watching. The final recomme- .
	ndations of the gathering specified that each NMFS region should .
	issue regulations on whale watching and that, such regulations .
	"should include a prohibition on whale watching activities that .
	involve the feeding of wild populations of cetaceans. (Federal .
	Reaister, Vol. 54, No. 201, October 19, 1989)." .
	Mr. Van Note further states that if the agency were to issue a .permit it would need to follow the procedures specified in Sec. .101(a)(3)(A), which include issuance of regulations in a formal, .on-th~e-record rulemaking under Sec. 103; and that the activity .requested in this application, 'I...which involves disruption of .an indeterminate number of animals in the wild and the ecosystem .of which they are a part, does not fall within even the broadest .possible notion of @@public display,@@ which entails t
	Amerjican Cetacean Society (ACS) -Ms. Barbara Britten, Washington Representative, ACS, stated that the ACS opposed islsuance of a permit as "contrary to the purposes of the MMPA, wh~ich is sup- posed to provide protection to marine mammals and the ecosystems they inhabit, to deliberately attract dolphins by offering them food, thus conditioning them to expect it. This activity may substantially alter their natural behavior and ... could cause 
	the dolphins to become "public nuisances." Conversely, it could .put the dolphins at risk, both as to the quality and safety of .the preferred (sic) food." .
	Mr. Larry Young, President, Galveston Chapter, ACS, stated that wild feeding:activities are in direct violation of the MMPA and alters wild dolphins' normally guarded behaviors, which prevent frequent~ontaet-withmankind, leading to an increase the odds that contact would lead to morbidity and mortality in that population, e .g. animals involved in fishery interactions. In addition, Mr. Young stated that necessary studies of the normal patteirns of behavior of dolphin populal5ons~by marine scientists could c
	International Wildlife Coalition (IWC) -Ms. Nathalie F.R. Ward, Marine Mammals Program Director, IWC, stated that the IWC is 
	opposed to issuance of a permit to Mr. Atkinson because the .
	issuance of a whalewatching permit under Itp&lic displayw is not .
	consistent with NMFS1 current policies concerning whalewatching. .
	To date, NMFS has not determined that whalewatching is public .
	display under the Marine Mammal protection Act. IWC states that .
	feed-the-dolphin programs in the wild are contrary to the pur- .
	poses of the MMPA in that these activities may have an adverse .
	effect on the dolphins that are involved and a cumulative effect .
	on the population stock by modifying the dolphin's behavior to .
	rely on a non-natural food source. Additionally, habituation to .
	vessels may increase boat/dolphin related injuries and potential .
	harassment problems. .
	harassment problems. .

	The IWC also believes that "such programs may expose dolphins and .make them more susceptible to disease. Feeding would be diffi- .cult to monitor and harmful objects which dolphins could ingest .may allso be thrown into the water." .
	Depa1:tment of Wildlife, State of Washington (Dept weldlife, WA) -Mr. Steven Jeffries, Marine Mammal Investigations, Oept Wildlife, WA, while recognizing the value of promoting public awareness of marine mammals through whale watching activities, opposes the issuance of a permit to allow the feeding of any maprine mammal in the wild as being an inappropriate and precedent sekting action under the MMPA, and because of the potential for intlividuals from the wild to habituate to humans and an unnatural food s
	Texas Marine Mammal Stranding Network (Tx HM8N) -Ms. Gina L. Barron, State Coordinator, TX MMSN, provided comments after wit- nessing a feeding program conducted by tour-boat operators off Corpus Christi, Texas. Ms. Barron stated that "There appear to have been at least two significant a1terations.b the normal 
	feeding patterns of the Corpus Christi Bay population of dol- phins: 
	jet A deliberate effort on the part of the tour boat operators 
	has succeeded in moving the dolphins from outside the .
	]harbour,to within 10 minutes of the marina, well inside the .
	harbour 
	harbour 
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	and while tour operators often throw fish in the water, .the dolphins are encouraged to hand-feed above the water, so .that tourists get better snapshots. .
	Corpus Christi Bay is a heavily trafficked waterway, and though .
	the dolphins normally enter and exit the bay to feed, they now .
	approach the tour boats routinely, a learned behavior.aa .
	approach the tour boats routinely, a learned behavior.aa .

	American Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums (AAZPA) -Mr. Robert 0. Wagner, Executive Director, AAZPA, submitted gacom- ments limited to the appropriateness of a public display permit coveringw feeding dolphins in the wild. "AAZPA recommends that activities involving direct or indirect contact with dolphins in the wrild such as film making, whale watching, feeding dolphins, and similar activities be regulated. However, (the AAZPA .recorn- mends) that these activities be subject to,regulations unde
	alAAZIBA believes that public display permits should be limited to .
	those activities in which the captive marine mammals are main- .
	tained in a zoological environment." .
	Marine Mammal Coalition (Coalition) -In the Coal it ion s opinion, the feeding of wild marine mammals constitutes an activity similar to undersea film-making and whalewatching. (The Coali- tion) recommend(ed) that these activities be monitored and, if nece:ssarv, regulated in the future. The Coalition does not believe that these activities constitute public display. 
	Dolplhin Research Center (DRC) -Jayne S. Rodriquez, President, DRC, stated that programs involving observation, feeding or swimming with wild dolphins should be included in mFSa Environ- mentlal Impact Statement on Swim-With-the-Dolphin Programs, and subject to the same rules and regulations as the presently permitted facilities. Ms. Rodriquez was also concerned about the 
	possible proliferation of these programs and their possible .negative impact on wild dolphin populatio~s. .
	Bernd Go Wursig, Director, Marine Mammal Research Program, Texas ALM University at Galveston -Dr. Wiirsig is opposed to wild dolphin feeding programs and states that they alter the animals1 natural--behavi-orpatterns. Dr. Wiirsig also addresses the argument that dolphin feeding/petting trips are preferable to keeping animals in captivity. Although he does %ot approve of catching dolphins for captivity, those already $n aquaria and now being bred to create more capture animals, provide invaluable data to res
	Publjic Comments .-Individuals 
	Amy C:. Haynie, DVM -Dr. Haynie is opposed to the issuance of permits, stating that feeding activities significantly alter the behavior of several pods of dolphins resulting in nuisance animals that put themselves at risk by approaching,any boat "begging1' for ,. 
	food

	Ms. Carey Kerr -Ms. Kerr supported feeding operations but urged regulation of the operations so that animals do not become depen- dent on man. Ms. Kerr believes that interactions between dolphins and man can be mutually beneficial and that working at the State and Federal level will help to ensure the safety and ultimate surv.iva1 of marine mammals. 
	Ms. Elayne McNamara -Ms. McNamara believes that there has been a 
	change in the behavior of dolphins involved in wild feeding .
	~per~ations,and expressed concern for the animals1 safety. .
	Jackie Cole, DVM -Dr. Cole stated that "It is imp~rative for the safety, well being, and natural evolution of dolphins that the permit be denied." Dr. Cole believes'that, while Seeding from a boat may well be argued to be a voluntary act by the dolphins, over time it habituates the population to humans and boats. This, in turn, jeopardizes the safety of the dolphins and alters their natural behavior patterns of feeding and migration, and possibly even pod formation, breeding, maternal behavior and territory
	marine mammals will be jeopardized if feeding excursions are .allowed to continue. .
	Ms. Jeannie Hamilton -Ms. Hamilton is opposed to the issuance of a permit. She believes that the requested permit would encourage human interactions and threaten animals that become dependent upon approaching boats for food. 
	Mr. Bruce Lane -Mr. Lane recommended that the permit application be denied outright or granted such that it will (a) prohibit all feeding of marine mammals, and (b) corn ly with all current guide- lines for whalewatching operations. M!. Lane feels that the propalsed activities would alter the normal feeding patterns of any dolph~ins involved, and that, given time, the dolphins in the area couldl very well become a problem for boaters and could endanger themslelves. Mr. Lane also expressed concern regarding 
	Mr. Robert Flanagan -Mr. Flanagan supports dolphin watching and feeding cruises and believes that since there are presently no prohibiting regulations, these activities do not require a permit. 
	COMMEENTS ON WILD:FEEDING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL -112 comments, including 52 from two 4th grade classes, were received on another dolphin feeding operation or dolphin feeding cruises in general. 69 of those comments were in favor of the feeding cruises, 30 were in favor but with some regulations, guidelines or controls, and 12 were against. The favorable comments cite,the educational bene- fits of cruises and the advantages of observing dolphins without placing them in captivity. 
	The comments included letters from EN and Sonja Strong, operators .of a dolphin feeding/observation cruise out of Corpus Christi, .Texas. Mrs. Strong gives some history of their tours: .
	"It took considerable patience to win their c~nfidence and .trust. One day, after eating our drifting fi$h, 12 or so .came up in a perfect circle past their flippers, facing each .other. Then, they all looked back at us, thefi at each other. .This happened several times for maybe one minQte. Then, they .all swam over to our boat. So,.you see, they decided to be .friends with us themselves. .
	"We go every day only twice a day for the past three years so .they will still hunt on their own and migrate. We could have .run more trips. Money is nice, you know, but it doesn't com- .pare to keeping them happy and certainly not dependent. The .dolphins come meet us everyday and chase us down. They .really look forward to this encounter as much as the people .do. The people'are engulfed in the most mesmerizing experi- .
	ence of their lives. These trips are so wonderful and the .(guys are so precious. .
	"This way is so much better than tanks, etc. We have no .(death rate due to stress, the acts of capturing them or heart .attacks-These dolphins aren't imprisoned the rest of their .lives-They come if they want and leave when they want. .IJus~.&ecause.~Sea.
	World, etc. have become the acceptable way .to (meet) dolphins does not mean there is not a better way .for all of us and especially for themet8 .
	Importation Prohibitions: Importation is not requested in this .application-.
	CITES: The requested activities will not involve inportation, .exportation, or introduction from the sea. Therefore, the prohi- .bitions of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered .Species of Wild Fauna and Flora do not apply. .
	Threatened and Endangered Species: The Atlantic bottlenose .dolphin is not considered threatened endangered under the Endan- .geredl Species Act, nor is it listed as depleted under the Marine .Mammal1 Protection Act, .
	Enfox:cement Policy: Since there are no pending actions against .the Applicant, or other individuals listed in the application, .which affect consideration of this Application, the enforcement .po1ic:y does not apply. .
	National Environmental Policy Act: Public display permits are, in .general, categorically excluded from the requirement to prepare an .Envilronmental Assessment or Environmental Impact Stbtement since, .as a class, they do not have a significant effect oh the human .envilronment (NOAA Directives Manual 02-10 Environmental Review .Procedures, 49 FR 29647, para. 5.c.(3)(g)). NMFS cionsiders the .criteria used for determining significance, as direbted by 13.a. .of NOAA Directives Manual 02-10, in determining w
	In reviewing comments received on the application ar on feeding prog:rams in general, the information supplied in the application and other information on Tursio~s, NMFS is recommending denial of this permit request, and has determined that: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	The denial of a permit for the harassment, including .feeding, of Tursio~s will not result in an adverse impact on .the population or environment. .

	b. 
	b. 
	Public health and safety are not affected ifsthe permit .request is denied. .

	c. 
	c. 
	here are no unique characteristics of the geographic .area where the requested activity would occur; .

	d. 
	d. 
	Denial of a permit for regulay feedng of wild .populations of marine mammals is not considered highly .controversial; .


	e, Denial of a permit for regular feeding of wild .
	Atlantic bottlenose dolphins does not involve unique or .
	unknown risks to wild populations of marine mammals; .
	f. 
	f. 
	f. 
	The denial of a penuit for the requested activity .does not set a precedent for future actions with .significant effects and does not represent a decision in .principle about a future consideration with impacts on .the human environment; .

	g. 
	g. 
	There are no individually significant and cumula- .tively significant impacts associated with the proposed .act ion. .

	h. 
	h. 
	There will be no adverse effect on'historie .resources; .

	i. 
	i. 
	No threatened or endangered species are affected; and .

	j. 
	j. 
	Section 109(a) prohibits the enforcement of state laws regarding marine mammals. Therefore, the denial of . a permit would not conflict with state or locql law. 


	Agency denial of the requested activities would not have signifi- .cant: environmental or socio-economic impacts which would preclude .reliance on the categorical exclusion. .
	Disc:ussion and Recommendation: .
	In November 1988, NMFS and the Center for Marine Cbnservation .sponsored a workshop to review and evaluate whale watching .programs and management needs. Staff from all NMFIS regions parti- .cipated in the development of the workshop recommendations. One .of the workshop recommendations was that NMFS Regions should .devcelop regulations on whale watching and that the regulations .sholuld include a prohibition on whale watching activities that .
	involve the feeding of wild populations of cetaceans, NMFS 'is .drafting proposed regulations which clarify that activities .involving the feeding of marine mammals in the wild are takings .and th~erefore prohibited under the MMPA, and is drafting separate .regulaitions that will cover whalewatching and related activities. .
	On February 28, 1989, NMFS received this application from .Mr. arass Atlantic bottlenose dolphins .during dol'phin watching and feeding cruises. .
	Atkins-on for-a_permit.to h

	On August 14, 1989, NMFS requested a report from the Southeast Region which was to include an analysis of $he probable effects of feeding wild populations of marine mammals. The final report, received October 17, 1989, indicated scientific consensus that ''feedjing of wild populations of marine mammals is not beneficial to the animals ... and may be harmful to both marine mammals and humansen Scientists who contributed to the report cloncluded that feeding of wild dolphins causes alteration of natural behav
	Some eommentors Suggested that the request for a permit authori- .zing cobservation/feeding of marine mammals in the wild was not an .approlpriate submission for a public display permit under the MMPA .because such activities do not constitute public display, The .MMPA provides for the issuance of permits wfiich authorize the .taking or importation of any marine mammal .for scientific research .or public display, As defined in the MMPA, "The term 'take1means .to harass, hunt, capture, or kill, or attempt to
	NMFS has not issued previous formal policy statements that can be .
	referenced in determining the appropriateness of an application .
	for a public display permit authorizing the potentihl taking .
	during the feeding of animals in the wild. NMFS ha@, however, .
	previously issued one public display permit for the potential take .
	by harassment of non-endangered marine mammals in the wild .
	(P392-Cousteau). Absent definition or policy, and given agency .
	preceident with the issuance of a previous public display permit .
	authorizing take by harassment in the,wild, under current regula- .
	tions and laws NMFS cannot eliminate feeding/observation cruises .
	from a definition of public display as recommended by some .
	comme!ntors. The permit program review is expected to propose .
	revised MMPA regulations which will provide a definition of public .
	display appropriate to MMPA permits. .
	Some commentors also suggested that wild dolphin observation and .feeding cruises do not require an MMPA permit because such activi- .ties do not constitute a take, NMFS defines "takew to include .harrassment or any other negligent or intentional act which .result:= in the disturbing or molesting of a marine mama1 (50 CFR .5216.3.). NMFS also has prohibited activities causing a substan- .tial d.isw-ption.-0-f-a .
	whale's behavior in whalewatching regulations .regarding Hawaiian waters. In addition, whalewatching guidelines .for otlher regions of the United States are written to avoid any .substaintial disruption of a whale's behavior. If the proposed .dolphiin observation cruises are conducted within the confines of .the ~h~alewatching guidelines, or subsequent regulations, and no .feeding activities occur, no MMPA permit is required as activities .conducted outside the minimum distance required by those guide- .lin
	is offered (See also "A Report to the Monkey'Mia Reserve Manage- .ment C!ommittee: Recommendations for a Feeding Strategy for the .Do1phi.n~ of Monkey Mia, Shark Bay"). .
	Based on these considerations, NMFS determines that $he proposed activi-ties, insofar as they include feeding and approaching dolphins closer than allowed by whalewatching guidelines, consti- tute takings which can only be authorized through a emit for public: display. In determining whether to issue a p 1blic display permit:, the MMPA regulations require that we consider, among other criteria, whether the proposed taking will be consistent with the purposes and policies of the Act; whether the marine mamma
	The proposed display, if allowed, would provide the following .educational, recreational and economic benefits: .
	o .increased opportunities for the public to view dolphins in .their natural setting .
	i 
	i 

	the opportunity for members of the public who prefer not .to--view.captivemarine mammals to observe and interact .with dolphins .
	o .regularly scheduled cruises for which operators could .charge a fee. .
	However, if the permit is not allowed these benefits could still .substantially accrue to the public through cruises operating .withiin the existing whalewatching guidelines, although there will .be less certainty of close observation and interaction for members .of the public who participate. It will be more likely, however, .that dolphin behavior observed will be more natural. .
	On the other hand, NMFS finds that there are significant potential .and Likely adverse effects of feeding and approaching dolphins as .proposed in the application including the following: .
	o .Interactions with Fishing Boats -increased likelihood that dolphins will be attracted to fishing boats and will be more habituated to people, causing harmful interactions. 
	o .Interactions with Fishing Boats -increased likelihood that dolphins will be attracted to fishing boats and will be more habituated to people, causing harmful interactions. 
	o .Interactions with Fishing Boats -increased likelihood that dolphins will be attracted to fishing boats and will be more habituated to people, causing harmful interactions. 

	o .Effect on Migrations of Wild Dolphin,& -Dolphins may become dependent on food provided by humans and stay in an area after primary prey species have left the area. 
	o .Effect on Migrations of Wild Dolphin,& -Dolphins may become dependent on food provided by humans and stay in an area after primary prey species have left the area. 

	o .Risk of Illness -Dolphins accustomed to eating dead fish may be vulnerable to spoiled or poisonous fish. 
	o .Risk of Illness -Dolphins accustomed to eating dead fish may be vulnerable to spoiled or poisonous fish. 


	These potential adverse impacts cannot be sufficiently mitigated .through permit conditions or prevented by enforcement measures. .Moreover, there are other possible effects from the proposed .activities discribed in the wCommentsw section. The Service .cannot definitively address the likelihood of other possible .effects on wild dolphin populations posed by commentors because of .insufficient data. .
	The potential adverse impacts on the population stocks of Atlantic .bottl(enose dolphin and the marine ecosystem outweigh the potential .benefit of the proposed activities. he Service concludes, .therefore, that the issuance of a permit authorizing activities .intended to directly or indirectly alter the natural and feeding .behavior of groups of wild animals is not consistent with the .purposes and policy of the Marine Mammal Protection Act. I .recommend, therefore, that you sign the attached letter denyin
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	SUBJECT: Dolphin Feeding Summary 
	The Sout.heast Region has experienced a variety of dolphin feeding .problems over the past several years. These problems can general-.ly be defined by four categories of dolphin feeding; private .
	.vessel, feeding cruise, incidental to fishing charter and piers. The distinction being; private vessels operated for personal pleasure, who happen upon dolphin, either by choice or chance; feeding cruise vessels who specifically seek out dolphins with the intent of having paying passengers feed the animals; fishing charter vessels who occasionally stop to feed dolphin during fishing trips and persons feeding dolphin from public piers. 
	Dolphin feeding has been common, throughout the entire Southeast .Region and is likely to occur at any time and place that humans .encounter the animals. This is especially true concerning .private vessels encountering dolphin. Dolphin feeding by private .vessels represents; by far, the most pervasive and difficult to .enforce aspect of the problem.. It is doubtful that without a .massive education program, showing the general public the conse-.quences of feeding wild dolphin, that we will be able to stop t
	There are several areas in the Southeast Region, where feeding by .private vessels has been a significant problem. There is a small .group of dolphins in Calabogie Sound, near Hilton Bead Island, SC .that are well known and frequently fed by numerous local vessels. .It is believed that the "head dolphin" is the one released in .1985 or 1986, by Flippers Sea School. National Geographic did a .film of that release. Under the tutelage of the Flipper dolphin, .this group routinely approach small boats and "act"
	and even bite people =hen they are teased or not feed. Marinas in 
	the area, sell bags of bait fish specifically as "dolphin food" 
	for the weekend boaters. Several high profile operations from marked enforcement vessels, have been conducted in areas known to have a dolphin feeding problem by private vessels. Because the vast majority of the public are not aware that it is illegal to 
	feed dolphins, we bve issued verbal warnings and educated the public about the mutual dangers of feeding dolphins. This 
	approach however, seems to work only so long as a marked enforce- ment vessel is in the area. As soon as It leaves, the feeding 
	starts anew. 
	t 
	t 

	There are similar situations in several other locations in the Southeast Region; that are potentially dangerous for both humans and the dolphins. Not only can humans be bitten or knocked down, but there it a potential for accidents, when boats stop or turn suddenly when the animals are sighted. There is also a danger for the dolphins, since there are no controls on what is being feed to the animals. There have been reports of a variety of non-fish foods, including cheese puffs, marshmallows, potato chips, s
	Approximately 15 to 20 dolphin feeding cruise boats operat-ing in. the Southeast Region. They have in most instances, taken advantage of the situation created when "friendly" dolphins willin.gly come up to stopped boats, looking for a hand out. Fortunately, we are aware of most dolphin feeding charter opera- tors and are able to monitor them for compliance with non-feeding regula.tions and have on occasion, put undercover agents aboard. Genera.lly, these dolphin feeding charters ceased feeding cruises when 
	immedi.ately began operation again in October 1992, fbllowing the Southe!rn District of Texas Injunction against NMFS e~forcing dolphin feeding regulations. Commercial feeding cruises contin- ued under the injunction, until the Fifth Circuit of Appeals in New Orleans, overturned the Texas Injunction in Novelmber 1993. The dolphin feeding cruise operators =ere notified of the ruling and again ceased feeding operations. Many, changed their cruises 
	from dolphin feeding, to dolphin watching charters. Compliance 
	by these operators has been very high, with no documented viola- 
	tions since the injunction was overturned. 
	Charter fishing vessels operating throughout the Region, have been known to stop, either on the way out or returning from a fishing trip, to feed the dolphins for the entertairiment of their passengers. This usually occurs when the opportunity presents itself and the passengers are interested in stopping. A case was made against one of these charter fishing vessels, but was declined for prosecution by NOAA GCSE. 
	Last, but not least, there have been problems at several public fishing piers in Florida, concerning feeding dolphin. At two piers in the Panhzndle, in particular, the problem escalated into dolphin hooking. In these instances, the dolphin got so used to 
	Last, but not least, there have been problems at several public fishing piers in Florida, concerning feeding dolphin. At two piers in the Panhzndle, in particular, the problem escalated into dolphin hooking. In these instances, the dolphin got so used to 
	getting handouts from the fishermen, they soon started taking bait off the hooks meant for fishing. Usually the dolphin were smart and quick enough to get away with this, but sometimes they would get hooked. Soon, the sport on the pier was trying to hook up with. a dolphin, for the brief, but furious fight that ensued. In this particular instance, NHFS Enforcement and Florida Marine Patrol worked a joint surveillance that resulted in the arrest of two juveniles (under State law), for harassing dolphin. Post

	Currently, we are receiving few complaints of dolphin feeding problems; but I believe that the problem, at least as far as private vessels and charter fishing vessels are concerned, is wide spread. Due to our limited manpower, we have not made these type cases a high priority and are limiting our activities to responding to complaints. It would litterly take the entire Coast Guard and various states Marine Patrol units, 100 % of their resources, 24 hours a day, for up to three months, to entirely stop peopl
	interest. 
	cc: Boh.r, Spraitz 
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	Mr.anB Mrs. Wayne Reeves .
	Post Office Box 1034 .
	Crestview, Florida 32536 .
	Dear Mr. and Mrs. Reeves: .
	Vour recent correspondence to Senator Bob Graham and .Representative Bo Johnson concerning feeding manatees at the Sunset .Cove Motel in Key Largo has been forwarded to this office for .response. The article you sent described manatee feedings at the .motel owned by Ms. Mary Darpa, who expressed concern for the .seeming lack of food supply for manatees and the danger that .speeding boats present to these animals. She also expressed an .interest in establishing boat speed zones in the vicinity of her .motel 
	:!!he practice of feeding manatees is considered detrimental to .the species and is in fact harassment, which is prohibited by law. .It is detrimental because as manatees grow accustomed to receiving .food from people on shore and in boats, they subsequently lose any .natural fear of man and begin seeking handouts in more developed .areas, where boating activity is greater. This can result in the .manatee being hit by watercraft and being injured or killee. Since .watercraft cause the largest percentage of 
	Another reason feeding manatees is prohibited. is that tfie introt9uction of unnatural food sources to their diet can cause health problems. Once they begin feeding on handouts, they are often indiscriminate in what they will ingest so it is healthier for them to eat their natural diet of seagrasses and other aquatic plant life. The Florida Keys, and the area around %he Sunset Cove Motel in particular, have extensive lush seagrass beds avalleble for manatee feeding; therefore, manatees in this area are not 
	l?s. Darpa expressed concern about speeding boats hitting the manatees that now visit the raters around her motel, znd she is interested in establishing boat speed zones in the vicinity in hopes of preventing such collisions. Under 370.12(p) Florida Statutes, municipalities may sub~itpro~osea boat speed zones for 
	Kr. .and Mrs. Wayne Reeves 
	I4ovembe:r 10, 1992 
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	manatee protection in waters within their jurisdiction to the Departmlent of Natural Resources. The Department's Division of Marine Resources will review the zones based on the available manatee data for the region and decide whether or not the proposed zones will provide needed protection for manatees. If the Departmlent approves the zones, the municipality may then post these zones after receiving all the necessary permits. 
	Thle waters of the Florida Keys are not used by large numbers of manatees so typically there are few deaths in this area. In Monroe County, the largest numbers of manatees are found in the laainlanrd estuaries and Florida Bay, and Key Largo is close enough to Florida Bay that manatee sightings are a regular occurrence. Even though Monroe is not one of the high priority counties and does nalt have the high concentrations of manatees that, usually warrant boat speed zones, we will have staff review data from 
	While Ms. Darpa is free to work with the appropriate municipality to propose boat speed zones, a better alternative wot11d be to cease feeding and watering the manatees and to encourage others in her community to do the same. In this way, the manatees will not be lured to these developed areas by garden hoses and food and will probably remain in more remote areas within the Everglades National Park where there is ample vegetation and less boat traffic. 
	Thank 
	Thank 
	Thank 
	you 
	for 
	sharing 
	your 
	concern 
	about 
	the 
	endangered 

	manatee. 
	manatee. 

	TR
	0Sincerely, 


	n 
	n 
	Edwin J. Conklin, Director Division of Marine Resources 

	EJC/vf 
	cc: .Senator Bob Graham Representative Bo Johnson 
	September 14, 1993 
	September 14, 1993 

	Mr. Lq Murphy Hungry Pelican Resort 
	P.O.Box 762 Key Largo, FL 33037 
	.. ... . -
	Dear Mr. Murphy: 
	The Office of Protected Species would like to address several concerns related to the feeding of manatees from facilities associated with the HungryPeliw establishment. It has come to our attention that manatees are being regularly feed assorted vegetable material (mostly lettuce) from your dock. Departmental staff observed the feeding oh manatees from your estalblishment. As we share your concern for the well being of manatees tkroughout Florida and the Keys and recognize that manatee-human interactions ar
	As you know, manatees are endangered marine mammals, and as such, the continued reliance of wild populations upon natural, native resources is critical to the Fecovery of the species for a number of reasons. The disruption of the manatee's natural feeding habits through the reliance upon human handouts can cause manatees to be diver@ from their traditional migrations routes during their seasonal travels. Manatees are W less likely to feed in traditional foraging areas when provided food by people on a regul
	a 
	a 

	-&ely to remain in more remote locations out of human harm's way. Feedbg manatees causes them to loose their fear of people and actually encourages these anirt.lals to seek out humans jn areas such as marinas or disturbed areas with limited natunl foads such as canals. You may recognize that boatlmanatee collisions in the waters adjacent to your dock are more ' likely due to the attraction of manatees into this area of high-speed boat usb. If the animals were not drawn into this area by artificial feeding c
	Prinrcd on rccyclcd paper 
	Prinrcd on rccyclcd paper 

	Larry M~~IP~Y September 14, 1993 Page 2 
	you are tqing to help. Luring the manatees into close proximity to curious, uninformed people incieases the likelihood that significant harassment of the animals may result.- Employees of this Department observed such an example of direct harassment while visiting the Sunset Cove Motel adjacent to your facility in June. At that time a young man and woman were feeding two adult manatees from the Sunset Cove Motel dock when the man repeatedly attempted to "ride" the larger animal. The ridden manatee responded
	Harassment of endangered animals and marine mammals is strictly forbidden by federal law as set forth in the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 and the Endangered Species Act of 1973. Harassment is included under the definition of "take"of endangered or marine mammal species within these laws. The feeding and watering of manatees,despite the good intentions of the individual, are considered harassment of wild, endanger4 marine mammals and as such are strongly discouraged. Manatees using the waters in the 
	-
	-

	-Rrprted manatee mortality in your area of the Keys is low relative to other parts of the state :such as Brevard County where manatee mortality has consistently been the highest in the state for most categories of cause of death. Mapped mortality data indicate that there was one motorboat related manatee mortality just to the south of Sunset Colre from 1974 to March of 1993. There was only one other manatee carcass recovered in the immediate vicinity o~fyour motel, but it was determined that that animal die
	Larry MurlphySeptember 14, 1993 Page 3 
	species which is imperiled on a distribution wide basis. Rather, these mortalities do in fact indicate the use of this area by manatees. It is therefore possible that with time andthe institution of greater protective measures for manatees and their habitat that the population of manatees residing there may grow. You can help our efforts to protect manatees by allowing these animals to remain wild and independent of human beings by not providing them unnecessary, exotic food. We would also greatly appreciat
	Thimk you for your genuine concern for these endangered marine mammals. Please do not hesitate to call (904) 922-4330 if you have any questions. 
	Sincerely, 
	Sincerely, 
	DMSION OF MAF3NE RESOURCES 
	I@&-R. Kipp Frohlich 
	Biological Administrator ID Protected SpeciesManagement 

	cc: .Bob Turner, USFWS-JAX Patti Thompson, STMC Eci Conklin, Director DMR Amy Perry, FMRI Tequesta 
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	month,been w g wild dolphins to @e food ; .I.:.;: 
	I. :? see no 
	I. :? see no 
	C~re.'ope~lon~: ~ssment in 

	so,cruise figengen 
	. . 

	have some&g.
	. :. .... ......(r7.--... feeding the'dolphins.. In fact!i.H' ndeison siid, 
	watch. 

	.;*
	..... 
	..... 
	.:. .... :

	:....+ .:.<;,:. ............. .
	. .
	. .
	.'T~&sure .&kewould 

	. .
	dolehins-&,c;i, 

	:dolphins could never: survive brithe small
	:dolphins could never: survive brithe small
	t .

	we went out;. the dolphins had to know,we,.i:ymt of fi~hhk'crew ,.d: > ,givesthirm .:
	... . . ' -. . 
	... . . ' -. . 

	were coming to feed thm."said Phil Hendec--":< .!"~e'r&.just..givin~ them 'a token amount. son; owner of the 125-passenger boat. ''That We're f,eeding them good bait," he said. way they'd get used to seeing us at the same 'We're certainly not going to give them any-
	. .. 
	. .. 
	'

	time every day." . -thing bad for them." 
	NORTHUEST FLORIDA DAILY .NEUS .
	NORTHUEST FLORIDA DAILY .NEUS .
	FORT UALTON BEACH, FL .SUNDhY 41,200 .

	Commercialfeeding of wild .
	By 013. FORRESTI. TOWNSENO 
	By 013. FORRESTI. TOWNSENO 
	3~04
	I 

	r3,
	am concernea t com-mercial wild dolphin feeding programs may soon be oper-ating in our local waters. Tbese opexiitions wen? common in Flor-ida, Texas and South Carolina until March 20, 1991, .when the National Marine Fisheries Ser-
	w
	3e.hnned thispractice 
	The &onale for this ban was to prrotect dolphins from illness by being fed improperly stored or prepared kh,to prevent disrup .tion of nonnal feeding patterns and social behaviors, and to re-duce danger of physical harm due to concentrations of dolphins and lboats in close proximity. 
	However, this ban was chal-
	lenged by Irv and Sonja Strong of 
	.d 
	IT'SMYTURN 
	Corpus Christ&Texas, who con- tinued to opmte a commercial dolphin-feeding operation. A dis-trict aurt judge ruled in their favor on Oct. 1, 1992. Ibelieve that this action will encourage a proliferation of cornmedal wild. dolphin feeding programs. -
	Last spring the readers will re-caU a set of four dolphin deaths in ChoctawWee Bay. The first dolphin to die was observed swimming in tight circles Fol-lowing this he began beating his head against bamacie-enausted pilings He died painfully shortly theredteron the beach 
	An autopsy revealed a mature 
	.. 

	male dolphin in apparently excel-lent condition at the time of death and the cause of death was acute meningitis (inflammation of the brain covering,. 
	.Bacterial cultures of the spinal fluid around the brain resulted in growth of bacteria called Ekysip elas rusepathia This bacteria, commonly found on fish skin, be-comes a major health problem when fish are improperly han-dled and then fed tq dolphins. 
	Before our current knowledge concerning proper fish quslity, refrigeration, thawing and hold- ing procedures, dolphins in oceanaria died when inadvert-ently fed bad Gsh However, today thii seldom occurs. 
	I have been dealing with stranded dolphins and whales 
	dolphins must be stopped .
	along our coast for 15 years. I 
	along our coast for 15 years. I 
	had not seen this disease in wild 
	dolphins before last spring. Four 
	dolphi~sdied in Choctawhatchee 
	Bay in 11 days. The first conclu- 
	sively died of Erysipelas bacteria, 
	but the others were not Eresh 
	enough to allow diagnostic tests 
	to conGrm that they too died .from this bacteria. 
	These dolphins appeared to 
	have tiied at nearly the same 
	time and were found in a rather 
	small area In my opinion, the 
	most hkely cause of death of the 
	other dolphins was the same as 
	for the first 
	Given that it is a highly coinci- 
	dent death of these dolphins, it is 
	l~kelythat they died from con-
	suming spoiled fish. Although 
	thls could be a natural phenom- 
	thls could be a natural phenom- 
	ena, it is more likely due to peo-ple who are unaware of the sen- ous problem that can occur when improperly feeding dolphins. 


	I recently became aware that, although there are no corn-m'd feeding programs, boat- ers continue to feed our wild dol- phins. An argument that comes up is that commercial fisherman commonly dispose of by-catch overboard and dolphins learn to take these free handouts. This is not a problem because these are fresh fish. 
	Even if these commercial dol-phin feeding operations could be regulated to provide properly handled "edible for human con-sumption" fish, my concern is that the dolphins would easily take fish from the general boat- 
	Even if these commercial dol-phin feeding operations could be regulated to provide properly handled "edible for human con-sumption" fish, my concern is that the dolphins would easily take fish from the general boat- 
	ing public mi nonselective feeding behavior documented in Florida and Teixas could result in dolphins eatinlg rancid bait fish, foreign .objects or other un-natural or hatmful items. 

	Hopefully, the Texas.court de-cision will be overturned and the Natural Marink Fisheries Service federal regultitors will protect our wonderful resource. But until that time I am very concerned about the immediate health of our dolphins. I request that our representatives, both local and state, act quickly to prevent the commercial feeding of dolphins. 
	Townsend is a veterinarian in .Fort Walton Beach. .
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	Two dolphin~s accept handouts and pose for photographs near Nokomis Public Beach on Wednesday. 
	I 

	Moochers put bite onpeople .
	Officials lmay make a federalcase out of this fishysituation. 

	ByJanAngilella 
	ByJanAngilella 
	ByJanAngilella 
	STAFF WRITER 

	Phil Phillips was bitten last week. Nothing serious. Some teeth marks. A small cut. 
	Kim Foy was bitten last year. In addi- tion to getting 20 stitches in her leg, she developeda cholera infection and wound up in the hoslpital for a week. 
	Jay Gorzelany of the Mote Marine Laboratory said he's heard of a half-doz- en other cases of people being bitten by one or both of the dolphins that frequent the Intracoastal Waterway near the Al-bee Road bridge in Nokomis. 
	The biting dolphins -known in dif- ferent boating circles either as Grinder and Grinda or as Mooch and, presum- ably,Mrs.Mooch -now have the atten- tion of the National Marine Fisheries Service. 
	Officials of that agency said that cases of dolphins biting people are unusual, and will be investigated. But they also suggested that the problem may be caused by people giving a bite to the dolphins. 
	And Fisheries Service biologist Jeff Brown of St. Petersburg added: "We have jurisdiction over protecting marine mammals from humans, but not protect- ing humans from marine mammals." 
	Still, Brown said, the agency will in- vestigate the reports and decide what ac- tion, if any, to take. 
	Such action could range from posting 
	Such action could range from posting 
	signs, waping boaters not tb swim with or feed the dolphins, to having the dol-phins re~oved from the area -the lat- ter, he said, being a "remote" possibility. 

	Either of those solutions would suit victims Phillips and Foy, to some extent. 
	Phillipb, a Venice police officer, was nipped oh the leg as he swam in the In- tracoastal Waterway last week. He said he think6 that posting a warning sign would be "the least" that could be done. 
	"Eve one should stay out of the wa: ter" in t7at area, he said. "They will be hurt, even if it's accidentally. It could be serious or fatal." 
	While Phillips' injury didn't require 
	hospital treatment, Foy wasn't as lucky. 
	Foy, a resident of Sarasota, had been 
	feeding bait to a dolphin while boating 
	with her family last July. 
	PLEASE SEE DOLPHINS ON 7A 
	Moochers put 
	Thursday,June 17,1993
	bite on people 
	DOLPHINS FROM 1A 
	She said that after she and her 8-year-old hopped into the water to cool off, the occupants of another boat started teasing the dolphin by holding a shoe above the water as though it were food. 
	She felt the dolphin clamp down on her leg:, but she broke free. Then the dolphin grabbed her son. 
	When her husband pulled the boy into the tmt, the dolphin went for Foy's knee. The dolphin did not let go until IFoy's husband, Edward, jumped in and kicked the creature in the face. 
	Foy's wound required 20 stitches. And after her leg swelled up the next day, doctors told her that she had a chollera infection resulting ei- ther from pollution in the water or from the dolphin's bite. She went home a week later. 
	"A young child is going to end up losing its life over this," Foy said. "It's an area where people swim." 
	But biologist Brown said that while dolphins may be putting the bite on people, it's people who cause the problem. 
	The dolphins are wild animals 
	The dolphins are wild animals 

	that have grown accustomed to 
	handouts. Nearby bait shops even 
	sell small bags of sardines and other 
	baitfish to feed them with. 
	Brown said the problem starts 
	Brown said the problem starts 

	with people feeding a dolphin. 
	In general, "the animal's not a 
	In general, "the animal's not a 
	danger urlless people continue to 
	feed it or swim around it," Brown 
	said. 
	But if a dolphin is teased -being 
	led to think that it's going to be fed, 
	and then is not fed -it may become 
	aggressive. 
	"Do not feed any wild animal," 
	said Gorzelany of Mote Marine. 
	"People want to feed these animals, 
	and they're harming the animal by 
	altering its natural behavior. It's 
	now waiting for handouts." 
	"Dolphins will ignore the peo- 
	ple," Goreelany added. "This ani- 
	mal, because his behavior has been 
	altered by peo, . ..could be a dan-
	ger to peolple.' 
	Last year, uatgever, the courts 
	struck down a federal law forbidding 
	the feeding of dolphins. The Fisher- 
	ies Service is appeal~ng that ruling. 

	Frolicking with Flipper's friends in the Gulf .
	By RAPHAEL SUGARMAN illusion as it darted over. the water in silence, seeming Dd~lyNew StanWr~ter t!n:stirrg ib b#!e aose sut of. to C~OYsneaking UPfk0m be-the water. But soon, there were hind. t Marriott's Bay Point -three or four more beside the "I've learned which dolphins 
	Resort i 11Panama City Beach, Fla.,' guests can have an unforgettable experience -swimming with wild dolphins 
	arid hand-feedi ng them in their own habitat. 
	"We are certain to see some dolphins today, and chance 
	are they'll stick around and ' hnslucent, giving their eyes swin~ with us if we jump in the, an almost extraterrestrial ap- water," said Capt Alexandra pearance. ' 
	, "Doing this is so special," 
	Englested ofsailboats UnIimit- 

	ed, when I went to the Bay, said Capt. Alex as she stopped Point pier to register for the the boat and dropped anchor. 
	"dolphin encounter." "We never know where wv& are "This is the only place in going to find them or how kllerica where you can do this mny ofthem there will be. All 
	where the dolphins are not we know is that they will be corltained in pens." just as happy to see us as we Still, I had my doubts. The are to see them!' waves looked a little rocky and The dolphins were unfazed 
	the Gulf was filled with small . as Ule first of the dozen or so boats and wave-runners. ~f' passengers strapped on.fins-
	these dolphins are as clever as people say,they would make a point of' being far away from this crowd. 
	"This is going lo be just like 
	one of those whale watches," the cyrlic in me said. "If we are lucky, we'll a few of thBe mammals frolicking in the wa-ter. and that will be that. We'll 'ooh' and 'aah' as they leap into the air, and we will forget all 
	about this promise of an 'en- counter.' " Boy,was I proven wang!
	They almost seemed to be waiting ('or us as the boat slow- ly sailed out into the Gulf -
	waiting for the companionship 
	even more than for the small fish that Capt. Alex and her first mate were tossing into the wslpr 
	boat with a playful look in will allow you lo pet them and theireyes. which ones like to swim to the 
	bottom with you and do flips," 
	. said Phil Schlndler, the mate. 
	Close ene~untet's 
	Close ene~untet's 

	They appeared different up. "I'd like to thlnk they know 
	close than I expected, The1 were slightly smaller and more muscular. The skin around ' their heads waa pale, nearly / 
	close than I expected, The1 were slightly smaller and more muscular. The skin around ' their heads waa pale, nearly / 
	and mask and jumped into the chilly Gulf, clutching a plasticbag full of fresh bait. 
	Soon, all of us were in the water, squealing like children the dolphins took the bait from our llands. They moved in 
	who I am by now." 

	Dolphin tours have been go-ing on in the Gulf for nearly a decade, according to Capt. 
	Charles Maxwell Anderwn, an 8'7.yea~~ldsalty dog who oper- ates hts own tour wtth a larger
	boat; it carries as many as 
	8,000 people a ear. 
	8,000 people a ear. 
	K


	"When thw ear the engine vibration, they flock to the boa4 like chickens in a COOP;' ?id Anderson 'They'd missus awe didn't go out there." 
	The dolphins did have to niss the tour boats for nearly three years in the early '90s, when a federal ruling prohibit- 
	tdfeeding,
	tdfeeding,

	"They were worried that Ule iolphins would become too de= pendent on the people," An-ierson recalled. "But that's 
	~lupld-if you arc feedi~ nearly lost them when a curia hem and some fresh bait swim ous, hungry dolphin poked 
	by,they all take off."
	by,they all take off."
	-

	Last year, a Texas judge .overruled the decision, and the .tours wen reinstated. .
	NO %~lng
	overboai'd 
	Anderson's tour does not al- 
	low passengers to swim with 
	the dolphins, and the animals 
	are fed only by crew members. 
	But Engelsted's tour from the 
	Maniott allows both swimming 
	and hedingby passengers.
	The experience is so much richer that way," she said, "so I wanted to make sure that my 
	insurance covered both!' 
	This is only the second year that Engelsted has conducted 
	hec dolphin tours,but aleady,sh'a has stories galore about 
	the nearjy 2,000 people who went on the encounter. Like the little girl who was' 
	terrified when she saw the first dolphin, bul ended upspending the entire day en- raptured by a half dozen of 
	the creatures, who ignored 
	all the other swimmegLOrj an empty feeding bag in the pocket of his swim trunks and 
	the yy who accidentally left 
	"* 

	his nose inside. 
	But Capt. Alex' favorite sto-ry is of the we:who dccid-ed to combine their weddingwith a dolphin encounter. As the. vows were being ex-changed, the dolphins were leaping out OF the water around tho boat. And just as the VOWS were finished, the dolphins began to bang their brekfins against the water in approval,
	"Something like that makes you want to come out here ev- ery day," Bngelsted said. 
	And as a guest at Bay Point,
	-,...I 
	..-..
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	I ALLAN ~0~~0Nnderwater -.
	evzrfence 
	Rap music won't makedolphins#dance.-.
	hy do we call anil 
	a 
	a 

	mals "dumb," when proof exists 
	:
	:

	that not even bot- 
	W 
	tlenose 

	dolahins . like rap music? 
	c 

	On a recent Sunday aft. ternoon, my daughter and I ; conducted an exoeriment 
	in the Intracoastal Waterway nod of the a biology course to measure whether dol- 
	Albee Road Bridge for a high school marine 

	I ) 
	. 

	Neither process nor findings would meet : the rigid tests of scienti6c inquiry, but the -teani'members4- my daughter and I -had fun and developed at least anecdotal evi- 'I dence that dolphins prefer some kinds of music to others. And the music they prefer is not rap. . ..; 
	The weather was clear with a predomi- 
	nantly easterly wind of abdut 10knots. The , 
	tide at the Albee Road Bridge was at flood 
	midstage between a 9:12 a.rn70w-anZii3W 
	p.m. high. The reported Gulf water tern-. perature was 60 degrees Fahrenheit and clarity was almost nil at noon.' 
	A large, portable CD player placed on the fiberglass deck of the cockpit footwell -the lowest place in the hull besides the bilge of- \ fering the most direct through-hull sound 
	I 

	transmission -pro$ded the music. Voila! switched the record to Coltrane's Blue 
	A boomboat. %in. p -After making a ''silent" pass under to The effect v~ dramatic. Both dolphin *' establish boat and handling conditions abruptly bft the boat providing fish an%, 
	-during which two dolphins, presumably * swam practically on plan? to 0ur.bOat. NO$: Grinder and Grin&, we= observed in the only dtd they dIrt?~tthetr attentton to the-' waterway -obsetvation runs began. At the -, boat, they swam as close to the hull as thejr end of each run,the engine was used only . physically could ap-, at several points long enough to come about . . in the apparently bum~lng their
	promptly the rudder *with narrow chainel. ' ' a ;tail flukes. They stayed with the boat through two 'icomplete pass-, ignoring the lures of fish 
	our tea music included 

	Tchaikovsky's S phow No. 5, G@&& 
	Tchaikovsky's S phow No. 5, G@&& 
	a ndmr'

	phins would respond to music. That area of .
	I* -rdjng, W& aw,..,and hull-knocking offered by other boaters, 
	the waterway is famous for two spoiled dol- 
	b Deeelight; a John Coltrane disc, Blue ,:mtileemusic stopped, when they left* 
	phins -Grhder 4Grinda -that mooch, .
	,&in; and Wath by Enya. 
	,&in; and Wath by Enya. 
	; ".In. 
	: bait from boaters. * 
	The dolphins swam within 20to30feet of the boat and showed notable interest in the ' 
	' 
	classid music, but left when tlie selection was switched to the radrock recording byDeeelight. However, their attention also ",.
	was distracted at that time by other boaters who, knocking on their hull to get the dol- phins' attention,-began feeding them bait- fish. 
	b 
	Although it is illegal to feed dolphins or 
	*marinematmnafs, &-
	aggressively beg whenever boats slow or appear otherwise to pay them attention. Few are the boaters who can resist throwing 
	-or in some cases, handing -the dolphiins baitfish or other tidbits. 
	On our third run,made while the dolphins still were mooching fish, my daughter 
	On our third run,made while the dolphins still were mooching fish, my daughter 
	ourboat, again swimming as dose to the hull> :. as they could. They remained with our boat.; : for about one mile, until we reached markei;,: 


	20 in Blackburn Bay, at which time the$;: turned back to thebridg4 area. . While wedmughithe &lent a rous-ing success, the captain ~articularl~ 
	.. 

	reveled $confirmation of his fervent opinion -that ' 
	' fiot even the beasts of the sea can be .soothed the janing strains of rap music. .
	Allun Hortun is an editorial m'terf01 the {Herald-Tribune. 
	ornhig about to sail home, we turned the CD player back on, playing Wah-. tnarft by Enya for our own pleasure at., reduced volume. Grinder and Grinda': . again left the other boats and joined :: 
	C
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